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Abstract 

Three main facets provide a distinctive focus to this research. First, this thesis is about 

Chinese outbound tourism and how we can better understand tourists‘ behaviour. 

With outbound tourism figures forecast to reach 100 million tourists by the year 2020, 

China is emerging as a major player in the outbound tourism market. Recognised as a 

profitable market segment, China‘s outbound tourism has attracted much attention 

from both tourism practitioners and major destination management organisations 

worldwide. As businesses increasingly become globalised, corporate group travel is 

fast becoming a formidable segment within the China outbound tourism market. The 

economic implications of this market segment are significant. This research explores 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure on the Gold Coast, Australia. 

 

Another aspect of this thesis is Chinese modernity and its relevance with relation to 

the tourists‘ behaviour. There has been much research on modernity in China since 

1990s. However, the study of Chinese modernity in a tourism context is rare. Being a 

modern phenomenon, tourism is seen by many as a reflection of modern lifestyle. As 

the Chinese economy increasingly converges with global capitalism, 

commercialisation and consumerism are penetrating every aspect of Chinese social 

life. Modernity is largely understood in the narrow sense of material consumption and 

modern developments in the society. Participating in this new and modern way of 

living, Mainland Chinese have embraced aspects of materialistic consumerism that 

not only offer luxury and comfort, but more importantly increase their social face and 

status. This thesis explores Chinese modernity displayed by the newly rich in urban 

China in the tourism context.  

 

The last significant facet of the current inquiries is Confucianism. Despite the 

widespread belief that Confucianism influences the behaviour of the Chinese, little 

research exists to date in the field of tourism studies. Drawing on social theories from 

various disciplines such as social psychology, Chinese psychology, marketing and 

tourism, this research explores the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese in 

reference to Confucianism. 
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The use of predominantly positivistic ontologies and epistemologies, and the adoption 

of Western tourism theories in the non-Western context, are critiqued in this research. 

Hence, grounded in theoretical frameworks of constructivism, this research uses 

ethnography to allow the complexities of social, cultural, economic and historical 

processes within the social context to surface. Based on participant observations of 

corporate group package tours, this research suggests that the Confucian notion of 

harmony and a Chinese form of modernity (the quest for Western modernity and 

development) underline the touring experiences of the Chinese tourists. The notion of 

harmony is intricately related with emerged themes such as respect for authority, 

relationship-building, or guanxi, conformity and the face concept. Heavily influenced 

by the values of Confucianism, the travellers studied here placed much emphasis on 

maintaining not only the correct and appropriate behaviour — which included paying 

due respect to one‘s superiors and the giving and saving of social face — but also 

practising forbearance by conforming to the interests of a wider group rather than 

pursuing individual desires. Relationship-building appears to have been another 

salient motivation underlying the behaviours of the tourists.  

 

Challenging the theory that modernity is a process of detraditionalisation, this 

research suggests that traditional values are still very much alive in contemporary 

Chinese societies. Tourism, which is believed to be a direct consequence of 

modernity, does not appear to reject traditional values in the Chinese corporate 

tourism context. Indeed, it harmoniously coexists with Chinese traditional cultural 

values of Confucianism, as the current study findings suggest. Chinese tourists 

consciously performed their Chinese identity when participating in tourist activities.  

Having adopted an interpretive approach, this research suggests that an alternate 

modernity exists in Chinese societies, a modernity that is infused with the 

foundational elements of Western modernity and the distinctive traits of Chinese 

traditions and cultural values. For the Mainland Chinese in particular, tourism is used 

to search for the much-desired Western modernity and development that are believed 

to exist elsewhere other than their homeland. This research serves as a departure point 

to review a Western-centric understanding of tourism as a form of escape from 

modern alienation. 
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Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the current research on the touring experiences of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers at leisure in Queensland, Australia. It begins by 

providing a discussion of contemporary tourism in modern societies, highlighting the 

important roles played by economic, political and sociocultural factors in the 

deployment of global mobility. The increasing presence of Mainland Chinese tourists 

worldwide, and specifically in Queensland, is discussed. The influence of culture on 

tourist behaviour is also introduced in this chapter, with a specific focus on 

Confucianism. The significance and objective of the study, which aims to interpret the 

influence of Confucian values on the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers at leisure, are described and presented. Finally, a broad overview 

of the outline of the thesis is provided. 

1.1 Background to the study 

As an inherent element of modernity, tourism is characterised by a process of 

commodification and consumption that is distinctively embedded in modern society. 

Driven by the quest for unique experiences that are different from those of ordinary 

day-to-day living, tourism has become an integral part of modern lifestyle. This 

mobility is often regarded as a form of temporary leisure migration that is 

representative of post-industrial economies; it also involves the flow of capital, 

images and culture (Burns & Novelli, 2008; Gale, 2008; Meethan, 2001; Urry, 1995). 

 

Tourism has become an essential tool for those who want to express and experience 

modernity. Frequently described as a symbol of modern activities, tourism is 

perceived as a celebration of modernity and its associated political, economic and 

sociocultural conditions (Meethan, 2001; Minca & Oakes, 2006; Urry, 1995; Wang, 

2000). As a fundamental element of modernity, tourism must be studied in the context 

of a changing global environment, and cannot be ―separated from the social relations 

in which [it is] embedded‖ (Urry, 1995, p. 129). For those living in the developed 

world, participation in and consumption of tourism has become a way of enriching 
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one‘s life and experiences. In contrast, for those living in developing countries, 

participating in tourism is still a relatively recent phenomenon. Urry (1995) and 

Franklin (2003) argue that in order to participate in this modern activity, the necessary 

social, economic and political framework in nation states must be in place for tourism 

to develop. This study is an attempt to study whether socioeconomic, cultural and 

political structures in China influence the behaviour and touring experiences of 

Chinese corporate travellers. 

 

Especially over the last three decades, there has been a major economic restructuring 

of Mainland China‘s economy from a socialist development strategy that emphasises 

state-regulated and directed campaigns to one that encourages capitalism and 

entrepreneurship; this has produced amazing economic results (W. Zhang, 2002). The 

launch of a range of social and economic policies has led to remarkable changes in 

China‘s major cities. These policies have focused on consumption and the 

accumulation of individual wealth (Farquhar, 2002; M. M. Yang, 2000). Today, the 

world is fascinated by the touristic mobility and the extraordinary spending power of 

the Mainland Chinese. Heralded as being amongst the top spenders in the world, 

Mainland Chinese tourists are not only demonstrating an undeniable presence around 

the South-East Asian region, but are also venturing into Western territories like 

Europe and the United States. With rapid economic growth, increased foreign direct 

investment and  growing exports, it is predicted that China will eventually overtake 

the United States as the world‘s leading economic power by the year 2050 (Goldman 

Sachs Global Economy, 2007). China‘s entry into the World Trade Organization in 

2001 has also expedited the speed of its economic reform process, as well as 

improving its external economic relations — thus simultaneously facilitating 

increased governmental and corporate travel. However, despite many countries vying 

for a slice of this highly lucrative market, there is a limited understanding regarding 

Chinese tourists. While many researchers have recognised the impact and influence of 

culture on the behaviour of tourists, there is a distinct lack of studies focusing on the 

touristic mobility and touring experiences of Mainland Chinese tourists. 

 

As articulated by Meethan (2001), when tourists cross borders, they invariably also 

cross cultural barriers, bringing with them ―not only a set of perceptions and 

expectations about their destination, but also their own cultural preferences and forms 
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of behaviour, their own forms of indigenous knowledge‖ (p. 142). Meethan further 

argues that, although it is hard to define the term ―culture‖, it remains a highly 

important aspect of people‘s lives and must therefore be examined in terms of the 

―ways and contexts in which it is used‖ (p. 115). China is a nation strongly influenced 

by Confucianism, and this research investigates the influence of Confucian values on 

the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure on the 

Gold Coast, Australia. Situated in a package tour setting, this research also explores 

the group interactions among these corporate travellers.  

 

Confucianism, believed to be the core of Chinese culture, has existed for over two 

thousand years. Established initially as a political ideology operating within a 

hierarchical structure of moral and ethical obligations to the family and society, the 

teachings of Confucius have continued to underlie the basic structure of society and 

community in the Sinic world (Yao, 2000). The significant rise of the Chinese as one 

of the largest consumer markets in the world has led to much interest in market 

research in both the Chinese culture and consumption patterns. In addition, the rise of 

East Asian economies like Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and South Korea since the 

1980s has also renewed interest in the Confucian doctrine. These economies 

demonstrate several similar traits, such as filial piety, acceptance of hierarchy, an 

emphasis on modernisation and education. It is important to highlight that, though the 

Confucianism practised in today‘s world may differ from that practised two thousand 

years ago, the transformation of Confucianism through the centuries from the Axial 

Age to Neo Confucianism in the Sung Dynasty (960–1279) to the New Confucianism 

of the early twentieth century has reflected the flexibility and adaptable nature of 

Confucian thought, and its potential to adapt to changes and modernisation (Tu, 

2000). Blamed for the downfall of the Chinese in the hands of Western powers in 

1911, Confucianism was criticised for its inflexibility and inability to modernise 

(Weber, 1963). However, in the twenty-first century, Confucianism is viewed as an 

alternative to Western modernity, encouraged by the success of Confucian societies 

such as Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong (Dirlik, 2002). 

1.1.1 The Link Between Culture and Consumption 

The influence of culture is said to impact on the social and psychological processes of 

everyday life (Hofstede, 1980), as reflected in the behavioural patterns of 
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consumption. The consumption of goods and services is described as a part of a 

system of symbolic exchange in which individuals create social meanings through 

their use of material goods. As the consumption of goods and services is also part of 

the social process, goods and services act as social markers that differentiate 

structures of social position and status (Bourdieu, 1984; Lury, 1996; Woodward, 

2007). As such, the study of material culture is context bound. According to 

Appadurai (1986), the ―cultural dimensions to societies that are often represented 

simply as economies writ large, and restores the calculative dimension to societies 

that are too often simply portrayed as solidarity writ small‖ (p. 12). In particular, 

much diversity exists between Chinese and Western cultures, especially in the 

construal of self in relation to others (Hofstede, 1980, 2001; Markus & Kitayama, 

1991; Redding & Wong, 1986; Redding, 1993; Yau, 2000).  

 

While Western cultures are predominantly rooted in the Christian, Greek and Roman 

backgrounds which advocate individualism, freedom and equality of opportunities as 

core values (Zhu, Quan, & Kuang, 2006), Chinese culture is heavily influenced by the 

teachings of Confucianism and Buddhism, based on the fundamental connectedness 

of human beings to each other. The emphasis on human relatedness is reflected 

through the construal of the self in relation to others. This relationship between 

oneself and others is seen as connected; thus, in maintaining this connectedness and 

relatedness with others, individuals are more motivated to seek harmony in these 

relationships (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Any study of the consumption of goods 

and services needs to consider the social life of things and their function as 

communicators of social identity and markers of interpersonal relationships. This 

research is interested in the link between the consumption of tourism and the social, 

cultural, economic and political structures of Mainland Chinese. 

1.1.2 Modernity 

Since 1979, China has been engaged in a reform program to reorient its economy 

towards establishing a consumer market. Opening to the outside world is indicative of 

China‘s desire to participate in economic globalisation. In the last 30 years, China has 

witnessed dramatic social, economic and cultural changes. With economic reforms 

come changes in people‘s lifestyles. Prior to reforms, the individuality of the Chinese 

people was suppressed and subjected to brutal oppression and struggles, so-called 
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speech crimes and material deprivation (Yu, 2005; Zhao, 1997). Against the backdrop 

of decades of harsh living conditions and China‘s present economic development, 

modernity is understood by Mainland Chinese as a search for wealth and power 

through the establishment of a modern nation-state on one hand, and revaluating their 

traditional values against Western cultural values on the other (Hui & Karl, 1998). 

 

Chinese modernisation discourse is inherently different from the modernisation theory 

derived from the European experience. Hui and Karl (1998) claim that the research on 

Chinese modernity based on Western modernisation theory would reduce this 

phenomenon into a contextual vacuum. In deconstructing Chinese modernity, Huang 

(2008) argues that studies on Chinese modernity must demonstrate distinctive Chinese 

sociocultural characteristics and political histories. The comparison of China‘s 

development with the Western path of capitalism and liberal democracy is unfair and 

misleading, as Chinese modernisation discourse contains Confucian and Marxist 

ideologies, values which are in stark contrast to Western modernity. On the other 

hand, an analysis of Chinese modernity based on Chinese tradition is also deemed 

inadequate, as the forms of power evidenced in contemporary China reflect the 

―modern-ness‖ of Western institutions (Yang, 1994, p. 36). The various strategies 

adopted by China for its path towards modernisation range from Westernisation and 

traditionalism to capitalism and socialism, and to isolationism and open-door policies. 

Unfortunately, these desperate attempts to seek modernity have been filled with more 

failures and frustrations than successes (Zhao, 1997).  

 

European modernity is characterised by the fundamental principle of reason. Through 

reason, the realities of the world can be deconstructed and reconstructed according to 

natural law. In the pursuit of modernity, rationality becomes a set of functional laws 

and procedures needed to govern society. In order to be a modern person, one engages 

in rational activities that reflect the universal truths of nature (Touraine, 1995). 

Rationalism is therefore translated into political and social objectives, and aimed at 

progress. In contrast, Chinese modernisation discourse is embedded in a historical 

context of anti-modernity. Hui and Karl (1998) argue that in the era of Mao Zedong, 

the processes of modernisation and the rejection of rationalisation were carried out 

simultaneously, creating many contradictions. Anti-modernity is reflected in the 

desire for modernisation and economic development, but contradicted by the 
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establishment of a social distribution system aimed at minimising social inequality. 

Contemporary reforms have abandoned Mao‘s approach to modernisation, and instead 

adopted a convergence of the Chinese economy with a modern-day global capitalist 

system (Hui & Karl, 1998).  

 

The Western model of economic development focuses on the de-monopolisation of 

economic structures, a process that demands the deregulation and globalisation of 

markets in order to homogenise and interconnect between various national systems 

(Featherstone, 1990). The emergence of a global framework de-emphasises the 

usefulness of the nation-state as the social structure; it is being replaced by invisible 

global constructs that facilitate the flows of mediascapes, ethnoscapes, financescapes, 

ideoscapes and technoscapes (Appadurai, 1996; Featherstone, 1990; Featherstone & 

Lash, 1995). Ethnoscapes are produced by flows of people such as tourists, 

immigrants and refugees; technoscapes are the machinery and plant flows produced 

by multinational and national corporations and government agencies. Financescapes 

are produced by flows of money in the currency and stock markets, while 

mediascapes are produced by flows of images and information from newspapers, 

television and film. Finally, ideoscapes are produced by ideologies that are associated 

with Western world-views of democracy, freedom and human rights. This breakdown 

of barriers has led to greater globalisation of economic space, made possible by the 

compression of time and space, and by new modes of communications (Featherstone, 

1990).  

 

While the processes of economic globalisation have produced remarkable results, the 

political reforms in China have lagged behind (Yu, 2005). Social inequalities, 

widespread political corruption and violation of human rights are some of the negative 

political realities that China has yet to resolve. Yet these negative characteristics form 

part of the Chinese way of life, values, history and cultural tradition. Modernity in 

China is often characterised by changing meanings that are reliant on local histories 

and geographies, and more importantly, the expression of elements with the state and 

global capitalism (Oakes, 1998). Seen in this context, it is all too evident that the 

study of Chinese modernity, together with the Chinese search for modernity, must be 

studied in the context of its historical and cultural construction. A better 
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understanding of the Mainland Chinese is possible when the variety of cultural 

associations linked to this modernity are unpacked and explored. 

 

With the advent of globalisation and advancements in technology and 

communication, Mainland Chinese have become more aware of the level of 

economic, social and political development and progress of Western countries. 

Compared with its more advanced Western counterparts, China is deemed backward 

(Yu, 2005). The West is now perceived as ―a paragon of progress, enlightenment, and 

virtue‖ (Yang, 1994, p. 35). Modernity is understood by the Chinese in terms of 

Western liberal capitalism (Yang, 1994), and economic affluence is measured against 

one‘s economic capacity for material consumption (Zhao, 1997). As Mainland China 

has become a major player in this global capitalist market, its people have inevitably 

been increasingly exposed to Western ideologies, lifestyle and products (Arlt, 2006). 

Coupled with improved standard of living and increased mobility, the demand for 

leisure and tourism consumption has increased. As an indicator of affluence and a 

modern way of life, participating in tourism and travel overseas has begun to occupy 

an important place on the scale of consumer preferences (Xu, 1999). 

 

Placed in the context of China‘s ongoing economic reforms, the Mainland Chinese 

search for wealth is understood in the narrow sense of material consumption. The 

increases in wealth and decreases in bureaucratic hindrances provide a growing 

number of members of the upper strata of Mainland Chinese society with an avenue to 

exhibit their newly won affluence and gain direct contact with the outside world by 

participating in international tourism (Arlt, 2006). According to the National Bureau 

of Statistics of China (2007), almost 35 million Mainland Chinese crossed 

international borders in 2006. For a long time, mobility within and beyond Mainland 

China was under the strict control of the Chinese government. Travelling out of the 

country was in general forbidden, while moving within the country required 

permission and legitimate reasons (Arlt, 2006). Access to leisure travel only started at 

the beginning of the twenty-first century when the government began to view leisure 

with less suspicion. In the era of Mao Zedong, travelling for leisure within China was 

deemed wasteful behaviour and treated as a sign of bourgeois lifestyle (Zhang, 1989; 

Arlt, 2007). Viewed by the Communist government as a potential source of unrest, 

mobility within Mainland China was only organised for political reasons (Graburn, 
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2001). In 1983, Mainland Chinese were given access to Hong Kong, and subsequently 

to Macau. From 1988 onwards, visiting friends and relatives (VFR) travels were 

extended to Asian countries such as Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and the 

Philippines. 

 

Though restrictions to outbound travel have eased, any intention to travel overseas is 

still subject to strict passport applications and visa approvals. One‘s economic ability 

to finance an overseas trip is also an important consideration for visa approval. 

Despite these constraints, the urge to see the world outside China far outweighs these 

obstacles. Globalisation, a consequence of modernity, has torn space away from 

place; now, ―locales are thoroughly penetrated by and shaped in terms of social 

influences quite distant from them‖ (Giddens, 1990, p. 19). Driven by the need to be 

part of this modern world and to personally experience what is happening in the rest 

of the world, the findings of this research reveal how Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers, through their participation in tourism activities, search for modernity as 

well as negotiate and perform their Chineseness in this global and mobile world. 

1.2 Objectives of the Research 

In this research, I am interested in the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers at leisure on the Gold Coast, Australia. This research thus 

explores the meanings attached to touring experiences and attempts to demonstrate 

how these shared meanings are reflected in the way Mainland Chinese experience 

tourism, as well as their group interactions. To address these issues, it is essential to 

understand the social and cultural forces that structure the society and how they shape 

tourism behaviour. Recognising the gaps that exist in the knowledge in this area, this 

research has the following research objectives: 

 

 to explore group interactions among Mainland Chinese corporate travellers in 

a group tour package setting; 

 to identify if there are any links between these interactions and Confucian 

values; 

 to explore the touring experiences among Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers at leisure in a group tour package setting; and 
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 to identify whether there are any links between these experiences and 

Confucian values. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

Research on Chinese outbound tourism is a relatively under-researched topic, with 

only a limited number of articles published in academic journals (Cai, Boger, & 

O‘Leary, 1999; Jang, Yu, & Pearson, 2003; Li, Bai, & McCleary, 1996; Ryan & Mo, 

2001; Yu & Weiler, 2001; Zhang & Heung, 2001; Zhang & Qu, 1996). Being Chinese 

and specifically Confucian, the Chinese people think about and perceive things 

differently from those who live in the West (Nisbett, 2003), revealing a need to look 

more closely at the ‗gaze‘ of Chinese people. Much of the current tourism research 

has focused largely on Western tourism development; therefore, these theories and 

concepts may not be suitable for non-Euro/Western settings (The Chinese Culture 

Connection, 1987).  As the core of Chinese culture, Confucianism is believed to 

influence the political and economic dynamics of Chinese societies as well as the 

personal, social and cultural dynamics of everyday life. Critical understanding and 

knowledge of the culture is therefore fundamental to better understanding Chinese 

tourists. This study highlights the necessity of studying non-Western tourists in a 

Western tourism context. 

 

As China continues to assert her position as a world power, we are seeing a marked 

increase in the interest and attention focused on Chinese businesses. With a 

population of 1.2 billion, China is demonstrating her strength in becoming one of the 

world‘s biggest tourist-generating countries. With the relaxation of travel restrictions 

by the Chinese government, increases in disposable income and the growing number 

of Approved Destination Status (ADS) countries, the Mainland Chinese corporate 

travel market is a significant and important tourism inbound market for tourist 

destinations. This research extends the body of knowledge on consumer behaviour in 

a tourism context, specifically focusing on Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. 

Despite the growing importance and significance of this market, no studies to date 

have been conducted to explore the touring experiences and group interaction of these 

travellers. Therefore, this research into the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese 
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corporate travellers can fill the gaps, as well as add a fresh perspective to the tourism 

literature. 

 

The theoretical significance of this study lies in the understanding of Chinese 

modernity in a tourism context. As mentioned above, these studies have identified 

several specific Mainland Chinese tourist characteristics and motivations. As a major 

player in Asia‘s tourism development, they have impacted on the transnational 

touristic culturescape with their impressive numbers (Chan, 2006). Yet the rich and 

meaningful significance behind this diverse mobility of the twenty-first century is not 

captured in these studies. Because of language barriers, travelling on group package 

tours has become the most common mode of travel for Mainland Chinese tourists. But 

studies to date in English-language publications have not explored particular 

interaction strategies among tour group members. While tourism research has 

acknowledged the influence of cultural values on tourist behaviour (Reisinger & 

Turner, 1998, 2002), the majority of the studies carried out on Mainland Chinese 

tourists were conducted in a mostly quantitative manner, with little focus on the 

impact of cultural values on the tourist experience. 

 

The fact that China is becoming one of the world‘s largest tourist-generating regions 

has important implications for Australian tour operators, tourism marketers and 

academia. The need to understand the tourism experience and the unique 

characteristics of Mainland Chinese tourists is imperative to Queensland‘s tourism 

industry. Functioning as an ideology and a guiding principle, Confucianism is 

believed to influence the political and economic dynamics of China, as well as the 

personal, social and cultural dynamics of everyday life (Yang, 1993; Yao, 2000; Yau, 

1994; W. Zhang, 1999). In particular, as Chinese society is a collective that is 

influenced and guided by the ideology of Confucianism, this research is an attempt to 

explore the extent and influences of Confucianism on the touring experiences of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. To gain a better understanding of 

these factors, it is critical to explore the philosophy of Confucianism in contemporary 

China in relation to the negotiation of culture and cultural meanings in tourism 

experiences. The narrow scope of the research to date has reflected an apparent lack 

of understanding of, and interest in, the study of Mainland Chinese tourists in general.  
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1.4 Mainland Chinese Corporate Travellers 

With a population of 1.2 billion and a rapidly developing economy, China is fast 

becoming one of world‘s top consumers and largest generators of outbound tourists 

(World Tourism Organization, 1999). Forecasted to produce nearly 100 million 

tourists by the year 2020, this figure represents 6.4 per cent of the world‘s total 

market. Within this market share, government and business travel is said to comprise 

a major segment. The National Bureau of Statistics of China (2006) reported an 

increase of government/business travel from 5,187,700 in 2001 to 5, 724,500 in 2006. 

In Australia, the number of arrivals for business purposes constitutes over 20 per cent 

of the total number of arrivals from Mainland China, at 72,534 (Tourism Research 

Australia, 2007). However, while it represents a sizeable market segment, corporate 

travel remains a highly under-studied area.  

 

While studies on Mainland Chinese tourists are increasing, as seen in the special issue 

of the Journal of Hospitality & Leisure Marketing (2007) that focussed on Chinese 

consumers, no studies so far have attempted to explore this significant and lucrative 

market segment. In general, the mass package tour groups organised for mainly 

Mainland Chinese and Korean tourists are characterised by low tour fares and low-

quality tour products (King, Dwyer, & Prideaux, 2006; Ko, 2000; Prideaux, King, 

Dwyer, & Hobson, 2006), as travel agents in the tourist-generating country attempt to 

increase sale by lowering retail prices of the tour packages and transferring these costs 

to the inbound tour operator (ITO) in the host country. In order to cover the cost of 

these tours, ITO in Australia resort to uncompetitive shopping arrangements whereby 

the inbound tour operators and their tour guides are paid exorbitant commissions to 

bring their clients to specified shopping establishments. These trading practices by 

ITO in Australia have raised much concern over recent years. 

 

It is interesting to note that, unlike the mass package tourists from Mainland China, 

the expenses incurred by the corporate travellers observed in this study are paid for by 

either the various governmental departments or private businesses. These corporate 

trips have itineraries that involve multiple destinations, and the Gold Coast is the 

designated destination for the ―rest and relax‖ segment of the visit. Clearly travelling 

for business, these corporate travellers are usually private business personnel or 
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government officials. They are placed in four- and five-star hotel accommodation, 

dine extravagantly and travel in style. It is important to note that corporate tour 

packages does not include any shopping tours unless specifically requested by the tour 

members themselves. The tour guides provided in these tour packages are 

professional in their work as they are well paid by the inbound tour operators; they are 

therefore not pushy, and do not resort to ‗forced‘ shopping as observed in mass 

package tours (Dwyer, King, & Prideaux, 2007; King et al., 2006). 

 

Due to various factors, such as language barriers, safety reasons and ease of travel, for 

many tourists from China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan and Hong Kong, group package tour 

is one of the main modes of outbound travel. Similarly, group corporate travellers 

from Mainland China often travel in group tours for convenience. The phenomenon of 

group travel in tourism is a relatively under-researched topic, with only a handful of 

articles published in academic journals (Bowen, 2002; Crompton, 1981; Fairley, 

2003; Holloway, 1981; Quiroga, 1990; Schmidt, 1979; Schuchat, 1983; Tucker, 

2005). While most of these studies focus on the motivations, expectations and 

satisfaction of leisure tourists with regard to participation in coach tours, they 

recognise that individuals do not function as independent entities, but rather strive to 

interact with other people. Social values and philosophies are believed to influence an 

individual‘s behaviour, exerting pressure on the individual to conform to societal 

believes, values and norms (Crompton, 1981). Within the tourism context, group 

interaction in a package group tour setting forms an important aspect of the group 

process. Group members are exposed to tour groups‘ specific characteristics, such as 

shared setting, physical proximity with the members of the group, shared leisure time, 

shared circumstances and the sharing of a new experience (Crompton, 1981; Quiroga, 

1990). Consequently, group solidarity is often a natural development of this process. 

This research explored the group interaction of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers 

to Queensland specifically, in a group tour setting. 

1.5 Mainland Chinese Tourists to Queensland, Australia 

The rapid expansion of Chinese outbound travel has generated much attention from 

industry personnel interested in gaining a share of this new and lucrative market. 

China is rapidly becoming a world power to be reckoned with. As one of the largest 
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economies, it is also fast becoming one of the world‘s major tourist-generating 

countries. In the two years to December 2005, Queensland recorded an average 

annual growth rate of 37.4 per cent, with Mainland Chinese visitors‘ arrivals 

increasing from 61,708 in 2003 to 116,473 in 2005 (TQ, 2005). In addition, the 

number of visitor nights spent in Queensland also increased from 430,840 in 2003 to 

811,247 in 2005, with most of those nights spent on the Gold Coast (267,247) and in 

Brisbane (448,987) (TQ, 2005). Since 1997, the designation of Australia as an 

Approved Destination Status (ADS) by the Chinese authorities has seen tremendous 

growth in tourist arrivals from 55,897 in 1998 to 170,000 in 2002 and 183,000 in 

2003 (Tourism Forecasting Council of Australia, 2004). The advent of tourists from 

China represents a large and lucrative tourism market for Queensland. 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

There are seven chapters in this thesis. The present chapter outlines the broad 

direction of the thesis, providing an introduction to the background study of 

contemporary tourism in modern societies, Confucianism and Mainland Chinese 

outbound tourism. The importance and significance of the growth of Mainland 

Chinese outbound tourism is examined. This chapter highlights the gaps in the 

literature in the area of Chinese outbound tourists and looks at the influence of 

Confucian values on the group touring experiences. The significance and objectives of 

this research are also discussed. 

 

Chapter 2 begins by reviewing the structures and conditions of modernity that shape 

leisure and lifestyles in contemporary societies. This is followed by a discussion of 

mobility in the context of modernity and globalisation. The Chinese path to modernity 

is presented, followed by a discussion of the notion of the tourist gaze and the concept 

of ‗habitus‘. A review of the development of China‘s outbound tourism and research 

on Chinese tourists to date is presented. An overview of Confucianism is also 

provided, in which the fundamentals of Confucianism and its relevance in the 

contemporary contexts are explored. The final section of this chapter identifies the 

knowledge gaps within the existing literature and presents the research questions. 

 

Chapter 3 explains the methodology adopted for this research. The chapter starts with 

a review of the research paradigms in the social science disciplines and the research 
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trends in tourism, followed by the research design and the methods adopted for this 

research. The type of sampling chosen as well as how data were collected is 

explained. This chapter also discusses the role of the researcher in the research and 

the various strategies adopted to gain an emic perspective of the phenomenon being 

investigated. Finally, strategies for validating findings of this research and ethical 

considerations are discussed. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the findings from the data analysis. In particular, it identifies the 

themes that have emerged from this research. Chapter 5 links these themes to the 

notion of harmony and Confucianism. Chapter 6 discusses the theoretical implications 

of the findings of this thesis, linking the findings to wider theory and literature. 

Finally, Chapter 7 offers a summary of the thesis and its findings and offers 

suggestions for future research. 
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2 

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction 

This research began as a broad exploration of how Confucian values impact on the 

touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. As a natural 

response to emerging issues with the advancement of this research, the literature 

review presented in this chapter has evolved considerably. While Confucian values 

were indeed important and evident in the analysis of the data, they cannot explain 

how Mainland Chinese corporate travellers understand and negotiate their touring 

experiences. To provide a contextual background to this research, theories of 

modernity — in particular Chinese modernity — in the context of global mobility are 

presented to provide a better understanding of the travellers‘ negotiation of their 

culture and Chineseness.  

 

The chapter commences with a review of the structures and conditions of modernity 

that frame lifestyles in contemporary societies. This is followed by an examination of 

how the conditions of modernity influence leisure and tourism behaviour. Mobility in 

the context of modernity and globalisation is explored in the next section. Following 

this, a background study of China‘s search for modernity is presented. The link 

between modernity and tourism is discussed, focussing on the notion of the tourist 

gaze and a discussion of Bourdieu‘s concept of ‗habitus‘. As cultural values are 

argued by many to influence behaviour (Bond, 1991; Hofstede, 1980, 2001), the 

importance of cultural components in the study of tourist behaviour is presented 

through an overview of the fundamentals of Confucianism and its relevance in the 

twenty-first century.  

 

Supported by a review of the literature on Mainland China‘s outbound tourism and 

Chinese tourists, the next section examines the reasons the factors that contributed 

significantly to this development as well as why fairly limited literature is available to 

date in English-language publications. Having identified gaps of knowledge within 
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the existing literature, the refined research questions are presented. Finally, the key 

issues and gaps of knowledge in the study of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at 

leisure are summarised. 

2.1 Modernity  

Modernity is an essentially Western phenomenon; its origins can be traced to the 

period of Enlightenment from about the seventeenth century onwards. This period 

witnessed sweeping changes which resulted in the rise of a new social class (Giddens, 

1990). As a condition for developing a modern civilisation, societies were guided by 

two major principles of capitalism and statism. Pre-modernity was thus replaced by a 

new social and institutional order which advocated reason and rationality, 

technocentrism, the standardisation of knowledge and production, and economic 

progress (Wang, 2000; Wood, 1997). 

 

To be a ‗modern‘ person, one needs to be rational, and to reject beliefs in destiny and 

fate. This social mode comprises ―an institutional order‖ that is expressed in 

capitalism, industrialism and bureaucracy, ―an intellectual order‖ founded by science 

and technology, ―a temporal order‖ which endorses schedulisation, synchronisation 

and routinisation, and ―a socio-spatial order‖ that focuses on urbanisation and 

globalisation (Wang, 2000, p. 15). The new social order was fundamentally different 

from that of pre-modern times, in which production was seasonal, and agriculturally 

and family centred; in modernity, home and work became separate entities (Lyon, 

1999). The various dimensions in the new order were also intertwined with one 

another as capitalism, characterised by the massive production of goods requiring the 

critical technological structures of transport and communication, which are 

operationalised and synchronised by schedules and routines. These infrastructural 

developments have been further integrated into the systems of globalisation, 

stimulated by the demands and interventions of commercialisation and urbanisation 

(Wang, 2000). 

 

Globalisation lies at the heart of modernity, a process that is characterised by the 

compression of the world in which a rapidly developing and ever-increasing network 

of interconnections and interdependences has transformed the modern world 
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(McGrew, 1992; Tomlinson, 1999). Globalisation, defined as the ―the intensification 

of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local 

happenings are shaped by events occurring many mile away and vice versa‖ 

(Giddens, 1990, p. 64), is a concept that presents both opportunities and threats to 

modern social life. Time-space compression, as argued by Harvey (1989), refers to 

the shrinking of distances through the remarkable decrease in the time taken for 

people, goods, information and capital to travel from one place to another. This could 

be done physically via air travel or via electronic transmission of information. The 

shrinking of the world has also enabled the ‗stretching‘ of social relations across 

distance (Giddens, 1990). 

 

The modes of life in modernity have changed some of the features of day-to-day life. 

Durkheim (1984) believed that, through the division of labour and the inculcation of 

moral individualism, the further expansion of industrialism would result in a 

harmonious and enriching society. However, the opportunities for establishing global 

forms of interconnections and communications are sometimes seen as a negative force 

of modernity, which is achieved at the cost of diminishing the autonomy of 

individuals (Giddens, 1990). While the concepts of globalisation and connectivity 

have brought the world closer, this does not close the sociocultural gaps among 

collectivities around the world (Robertson, 1992; Tomlinson, 1999). In particular, it is 

important to consider the impact culturally informed actions can have on 

globalisation. According to Giddens (1990), actions undertaken by individuals within 

a cultural context mirror the complex connectivity between tradition and modernity in 

contemporary society. This complexity is reflected in the social practices that are 

―constantly examined and reformed in the light of incoming information … thus 

constitutively altering their character‖ (p. 38). 

 

The advent of modernity and globalisation has undoubtedly expedited the rapid 

innovation in transport and communication technology, which in turn have 

encouraged the increased demand for and production of tourism products. The present 

study is situated in the tourism context. It endeavours to examine the importance of 

tourism in contemporary society by developing a better understanding of the temporal 

and spatial structures of modernity through the everyday life experiences of people. 
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2.2 Global Mobility 

With globalisation, increasing economic wealth and the advancement of 

transportation technologies, the entire world is on the move. Forming this massive 

scale of travellers are holiday-makers, business people, international students, 

peasants and labourers going to the city to look for work, and so forth. Travelling 

within and beyond the territory of one‘s homeland, these flows reflect the various 

motivations of people on the move. Globalisation facilitates mobility, which provides 

people with new and countless opportunities (Sheller & Urry, 2006; Urry, 2000), 

ranging from cheap travel, to communicating with others on the other side of the 

world, to participating in the excitement of the Olympics and the Football World Cup.  

 

Supporting and facilitating this immense and diverse movement of people, money, 

cultures, objects, images and information are a range of transportation technologies 

that include planes, ships, trains and buses, as well as information and communication 

technologies such as mobile telephones, the internet and teleconferencing. In 

contemporary societies, mobility is seen as an essential element of modern society 

and a symbol of the modern lifestyle (Urry, 2000). As Freudendal-Pedersen (2005) 

wrote: 

 

The interconnection between mobility and modernity arises from the idea that 

late modernity is closely connected to and dependent on mobility when they 

encourage each other in a reciprocal process because modernity both demands 

and facilitates mobility. Living a late modern life demands a certain level of 

mobility (p. 36). 

 

Despite the extent of the literature on globalisation and globalised cities, earlier 

studies on mobility have been criticised for being macro in scope, static and sedentary 

(Urry, 1995). There is a further need to move beyond the description of global cities 

and its networks, and more importantly, the need for research to focus on the 

everyday reality of global mobility is necessary (Conradson & Latham, 2005; Favell, 

Feldblum, & Smith, 2007). Another critical gap in the study of mobility is the 

exploration of ―the importance of the systematic movements of people for work and 

family life, for leisure and pleasure‖, and how ―the spatialities of social life 
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presuppose both the actual and the imagined movement of people from place to place, 

person to person, event to event‖ (Sheller & Urry, 2006, p. 208).  

 

In an attempt to overcome the limitations of earlier studies, recent research has 

explored various forms of mobility (Kaplan, 1996; Sheller, 2003; Urry, 2000). With 

rapid advancements in transportation and communication technologies, the world has 

witnessed numerous changes to everyday mobility over the last century. However, it 

is noted that the basic aspiration of mobility and the decision-making process that 

shapes one‘s choice of transport have changed only minimally (Pooley, Turnbull, & 

Adams, 2006) 

 

The emergence of a new mobilities paradigm suggests that the varied, yet 

interconnected, mobilities witnessed in today‘s world not only reinforce the privileged 

position of elites with the power of connectivity, centrality and empowerment, but 

also highlight the concerns faced by the disconnected and socially excluded lower 

class. Unequal rights to travel and dissimilar treatments are reflected in Gorgia‘s 

(2006) study of Canadian backpackers to Mexico, and Mexican seasonal workers to 

Canada. While both groups of people participated in a similar form of cross-border 

mobility, Canadian backpackers to Mexico can look forward to a holiday adventure 

packed with activities and a warm reception from the Mexican hosts. Mexican 

workers, on the other hand, would anticipate eight long months of harsh and menial 

farm labour, with very little or no labour protection from the host government. As 

demonstrated above, a complex relationality exists between places and people, and 

this relationship is dependent on the purpose of the visit. Thus it is important that the 

study of mobilities examines the various consequences on social life. The multiple 

and extended connections of contemporary social life often cross long distances 

(Sheller & Urry, 2006), calling for more research to focus on the everyday practices 

of mobility and its influence on how people negotiate their life-worlds as they shuttle 

across international borders (Conradson & Latham, 2005).  

 

Mobility is an inherent element of globalisation, characterised by movement of 

people, objects and information. It is embedded in modern society and fundamental to 

the functioning of a modern society (Burns & Novelli, 2008; O'Regan, 2008). Before 

1978, tourism was seen as a wasteful and bourgeois practice in China. As a result of 
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globalisation, the implementation of economic reform and the open-door policy, 

tourism is now recognised ―as an important element in the ideological switch from 

rural socialism to urban consumerism in China‖ (Arlt, 2007). Encouraged by the 

government, Chinese delegates were among the first groups of people to begin to 

travel overseas. In an attempt to integrate China into the world economy, these 

delegates attended world conferences, undertook business negotiations and enrolled in 

training programs. In the twenty-first century, China has witnessed a massive scale of 

mobility as the number of people participating in border-crossing increases annually, 

thus changing the social meanings of places and spaces in people‘s imaginations in 

their search for modernity (Liu, 1997; Sun, 2001).  

 

To provide a study background to this research, the following section presents a 

review of the Chinese path to modernity. Academically, there has been a comparative 

lack of research undertaken to date to assist in developing an understanding of this 

phenomenon within the broader perspectives of cultural values and modernity.  

2.3 Chinese Modernity 

As a concept that is uniquely Euro/Western-centric, Westernisation is a precondition 

for achieving modernity (Shih, 2001; Yan & Santos, 2009). Any contemporary 

discussions of modernity would inevitably suggest the cultural superiority of the West 

and situating all non-Western cultures as ‗Others‘, hovering on the edge of the 

civilised world. While there has been an increase in the amount of English-language 

literature on Chinese modernity over the last decade (L. O.-F. Lee, 2000; Shih, 2001; 

Yeh, 2000), no consensus exists among these works about what constitutes Chinese 

modernity and what it means to be modern (Dirlik, 2002). Despite the different 

interpretations, some scholars have proposed that Chinese modernity is situated in the 

discourse of self-Orientalism, which advocates a strategy of an East–West binary 

analysis (Dirlik, 1996, 2002; Yan & Santos, 2009). Dirlik (2002, p. 29) writes: 

 

Chinese modernity exists only in relation to European or EuroAmerican 

determinations of modernity and … any attempt to distinguish an autonomous 

form of modernity occurring within some allegedly unique Chinese cultural 

space becomes futile. What difference there is is historical, subject to change 
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over time as different modalities of modernity emerged through complex 

trajectories mapped on the lived ground of Chinese society, itself the 

heterogeneous product of a complex historical legacy. 

 

Though heavily influenced by the West, modernity as it is experienced in China 

cannot be approached as a strictly Western notion. While the history of Europe and 

America continues to represent the frame of reference for modernity, studies on 

Chinese modernity must take into considerations changing Western ideologies as well 

as Chinese social cultural values. Yan and Santos (2009) claimed that modernity is 

often understood in China as the ability to own and consume material symbols that are 

stereotypically Western, reflecting a longing for and a lack of what it means to be 

modern. In particular, China‘s pursuit of modernity has been most fervent, as 

reflected in the quest for an alternative modernity throughout its history. 

 

To understand how modernity began in China, it is important to recognise the specific 

events that coursed through China‘s history, particularly from the period of the late 

Qing dynasty to the time of the establishment of the socialist state. The Chinese 

pursuit of modernity commenced in the second half of the eighteenth century, around 

the time when foreign powers began to extend their presence in China. China‘s quest 

to modernise spanned nearly two centuries, and has always been difficult and 

uncertain. Using the work of He Ping (2002), titled ―China‘s Search for Modernity‖, 

an overview of China‘s history in the late Qing dynasty is presented to provide a 

backdrop to developing an understanding of how modernity in China is ―imagined, 

discoursed and pursued‖ (p. 1). 

 

In his work, Ping (2002) claimed that the Chinese path to modernity has been 

extremely difficult and sensitive. One of the key factors attributing to this problematic 

transition to modernity is its history as one of the world‘s greatest civilisations. 

Throughout the centuries, China has remained immune to the influences of the West; 

until the late 1800s, it not only refused to abandon Chinese traditional patterns of life, 

its cultural identity or its social and state structures, but also held firmly to a culture 

that proclaimed itself far superior to other cultures. Authors such as Fairbank (1976) 

and Weber (1968) have attributed this notion of cultural superiority to the inability of 

China to modernise, as well as to the humiliating defeat of China at the hands of 
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Western powers. Even when faced by the military prowess of Western powers, many 

Confucian scholars refused to acknowledge that Chinese traditional culture and values 

were outdated and continued to play down Chinese inadequacy (Ping, 2002).  

 

Because of this desire amongst scholars to hold on to Chinese characteristics, there 

was a tendency to view Western modernity through a negative perspective. According 

to Ping (2002), some of the arguments against Western modernity from Chinese 

scholars included the dislike of rationalism brought on by modernity as well as the 

Western philosophy towards the environment. The Chinese felt that, as Western 

rationalism is characterised by individual self-interest, this would destroy the human 

soul, spiritual values and morality. As cited in Ping‘s work, Zhang Junma, a well-

known philosopher in the early 1920s, often criticised Western modernity as being 

ugly and the product of ―injustice and cruelty of industrialised urban society‖ (p. 11). 

The Chinese believe in the harmonising of human needs with the environment, while 

Western philosophy aims to conquer the environment for human survival. In spite of 

the humiliating defeat, the Chinese culture was still deemed far superior to Western 

culture, and for many traditionalists the defeat of the Chinese was ―nothing more than 

the fact that they were unsuited to the times‖ (p. 12). 

 

The adoption of Marxist theory by Mao Zedong in the establishment of the socialist 

state was a quest by the Chinese to search for an alternative modernity — one that 

was superior to that practised by the West. However, the search for an alternative 

modernity was also accompanied by the need to remain within the existing framework 

advocating centralised authority based on institutionalised dependence of citizens 

(Ping, 2002). Hence Marxism became the new form of intellectual and political 

system that was adopted to liberate and modernise China. Yet Marxism was in fact 

merely the old model in a new guise. In the period from 1949 to the mid-1970s, 

further intellectual discussions about alternative futures (Anderson, 2005) or shared 

ideas of cultural tradition (Ping, 2002) were non-existent, as they contradicted the 

Marxist ideology of a classless society.  

 

Based on a concept that advocates the abolishment of the bourgeois class under 

capitalism to an ultimately classless society under socialism, what Marxism brought 

to the Chinese people was ―unprecedented social control, persecution, intensive 
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internal conflicts, poverty of material, cultural and academic life, and the disruption of 

economy‖ (Ping, 2002, p. 17). This was also a period in China whereby power was 

highly centralised and society was controlled and dictated through the use of terror 

and punishment (Yang, 1988). The totalitarian model adopted to modernise China 

was, however, steeped in the systematic use of ―force, repression, and terror‖ and the 

reliance of institutions like ―the police, labour camps and concentration camps‖ as a 

modern form of power (p. 410). Control was further witnessed in the state 

redistributive economy, with administration and regulation of labour, wages, prices, 

housing, food and citizens taken care of by the state agency. Because of the highly 

developed organisational and surveillance structures that were put in place throughout 

society to ensure conformity and obedience, almost everyone wore the same blue 

cotton pants and jackets to avoid suspicions of ―conspicuous consumption and 

bourgeois habits and lifestyle‖ (Gamble, 2001, p. 92). 

 

The prediction that China would be liberated and modernised in a short period of time 

through the adoption of the Marxist theory did not materialise. In fact, China failed to 

achieve the expected transformation, and by the 1970s a significant economic gap 

existed between the Chinese economy and those of the industrialised nations of the 

West (Ping, 2002). At the same time, other East Asian economies — such as 

Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong, which share similar cultural traits — were 

achieving rapid economic growth. While the control on social, political and economic 

life allowed the Chinese government to efficiently mobilise human resources, it also 

greatly inhibited economic growth, as it was a rigid and authoritarian system (Ping, 

2002). As China entered the late twentieth century, the advent of information 

technologies inevitably brought Western ideas and images into the Chinese world. As 

Ping (2002) puts it, ―the awareness of the reality of the West challenged the old 

perception of the world and China‘s position in it‖ (p. 19). The adoption of Marxism 

did not assist China to modernise; in fact, it hindered China in its search for an 

alternative modernity which resulted in a deepening social crisis and a widening 

economic gap between China and other capitalist societies. 

 

The open door-policy of the late 1970s marked recognition that China‘s refusal to 

Westernise and its closed-door policy were ultimately responsible for the country‘s 

woes and its inability to modernise. This was followed by the launch of a range of 
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policies that led to remarkable changes — both socially and economically — in the 

major cities of China. These policies were focused on entrepreneurship (W. Zhang, 

2002), consumption and the accumulation of individual wealth (Farquhar, 2002; 

M. M. Yang, 2000). The late 1970s also saw an increase in scholarly interest on 

Mainland China‘s experience with modernity. This exponential increase in interest 

can be attributed to factors such as the open-door policy, resulting in accessibility to 

archival materials and library collections in Mainland China, and recent developments 

in social science research in areas like anthropology, sociology and literature (Yeh, 

2000). In particular, there has been considerable interest in contemporary issues such 

as the birth of the Chinese nation and the rise of the modern state, and more recently 

the patterns of material culture in individual lives on an everyday basis.  

 

While Western modernity is brought on by institutional changes in the social order, 

Chinese modernity is a product of consumerism. In their pursuit of modernity, 

Chinese people place significant emphasis on ‗stereotypical material symbols of 

modernity that were initially invented and endorsed by the West‘ (Yan & Santos, 

2009). The tendency to attach high ―symbolic significance to their consumption-

fuelled lifestyle‖ (p. 384) is reflected in their pursuit of modernised commodities such 

as air conditioning, refrigeration and the like (Ho & Ng, 2008). Possessing such 

commodities suggests the individual is part of modern living. Gone are the days of 

low wages and rationing; the Chinese people are making up for lost time, motivated 

by new appetites and dreams (Chao & Myers, 1998).  

 

China in the twenty-first century is experiencing modernity in a dynamic revolution of 

consumerism. In the absence of state-regulated labour and those factors that inhibit 

the growth of consumerism, attitudes towards work and income began to change. The 

emergence of a middle class is the result of many Chinese aspiring to a better life 

(Chao & Myers, 1998; Gamble, 2001). With the increase in income levels, the 

demand for household and luxury items is directed at domestically produced goods as 

well as the more expensive, internationally known imported goods like air 

conditioners, television sets, electronics, household appliances, apparel and, 

cosmetics. The rapid economic growth in China since 1992 has witnessed a huge 

increase in the variety of products made available for local consumption, prompting 

local adages reflecting the power of the consumer, such as ―the consumer is god‖ 
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(S. C. Ho, 1997) and ―When one eats, one wants the food to be nutritious. When one 

wears clothes, one wants a more comfortable fit. When one uses merchandise, one 

wants the highest quality‖ (Chao & Myers, 1998). 

 

As the notion of a consumer society has gradually come to dominate the Chinese 

market, the interest in well-established foreign made goods has increased. Weary of 

the poor quality of goods made in China, many Chinese consumers are turning to 

prominent international brand names for quality and peace of mind (S. C. Ho, 1997). 

In line with research on consumer ethnocentrism, consumers from developed 

countries tend to prefer domestically produced merchandise over that produced in 

developing countries, whereas the reverse is true for consumers in developing 

countries (Klien, Ettenson, & Morris, 1998; Sheth, Newman, & Gross, 1991; Wang & 

Chen, 2004; Y. Zhang, 1996). Ethnocentric consumers refer to those consumers who 

believe that the goods produced in their own country are of the best quality, and 

therefore shun imported goods (Klien et al., 1998). According to Wang and Chen 

(2004), consumers from developing countries tend to perceive imported goods as 

being of better quality and as status symbols. A combination of factors, such as years 

of material deprivation, recent exposure to Western influences and the emphasis on 

the face concept in Chinese societies, has created and encouraged the pursuit of 

hedonic consumption (Wang, Chen, Chan, & Zheng, 2000). 

 

As many Chinese consumers are motivated by the desire to impress others with their 

economic wealth, they prefer to purchase the more expensive and exclusive imported 

products. Usually associated with modern lifestyle, imported products as well as 

leisure activities are used by Chinese consumers to express their lifestyle and create 

an image around themselves (Piron, 2000). In their pursuit of modernity and modern 

living, the numbers of Mainland Chinese participating in outbound tourism are 

increasing. Besides travelling within Asia, to popular destinations such as Hong 

Kong, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam and Laos, an increasing number of 

Chinese tourists are venturing into Western countries like France, Italy, Germany, 

Australia and New Zealand (Arlt, 2007, 2006; Y. W. Chan, 2006). Hailed as being 

amongst the world‘s top-spending tourists (S. Chan, 2008), Mainland Chinese are 

asserting their presence internationally as a highly potential and lucrative market 

segment.  
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Yet, as contemporary phenomena, it is important to note that modernity and modern 

tourism are Western notions that originate from the West. Wang (2000) argued that 

while there may be some structural similarities between the East and the West in 

terms of market economy, industrialisation and bureaucracy, there are some marked 

differences between Western and Eastern modernity. Regardless of these differences, 

the study of tourist behaviour and experiences must involve flexibility and mobility, 

as the nature of modernity is constantly shifting. It is therefore necessary to study the 

historical, economical and social structures of the past and present in order to develop 

a good understanding of modernity and tourist behaviour (von Egmond, 2007; Wang, 

2000).  

 

This section traced the emergent of Chinese modernity and the rise of Chinese 

consumerism. While these issues are well researched in the disciplines of sociology 

and marketing, research into the area of Chinese tourist behaviour and touring 

experiences, and the Chinese search for modernity in a tourism context are rare. The 

following sections will focus on the development of modernity and tourism — in 

particular, China‘s outbound tourism — as well as review the current literature on 

Chinese tourists. 

2.4 Modernity and Tourism 

Viewed as a fundamental element of modern life, tourism must be studied in the 

context of modernity, as changes in sociocultural, economics and politics at the global 

level continue to impact and influence tourism consumption patterns. As an important 

economic tool for both developed and developing economies, tourism is intricately 

linked to modernity. Tourism experienced today is about consumerism, characterised 

by an efficient and organised tourism production system aimed at satisfying the 

endless needs of the modern consumer. According to von Egmond (2000), a distinct 

feature of early industrial life was the ―long, strictly scheduled working days, poor 

working conditions, little leisure time and little recreation‖ (p. 12). By the mid-

twentieth century, with a significant improvement in work and living conditions, there 

was more time for leisure activities. Increases in productivity and enhanced efficiency 

in the distribution system resulted in an increase in real wages. As a result, more 

people were able to allocate ―a certain amount of surplus value to wages spent on 

such types of nonessential consumption as leisure travel‖ (Borocz, 1996, p. 28).  
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Tourism became a widely accepted way of life, and indeed is often used as ―an 

indicator of affluence brought about by modernity and its associated lifestyles‖ 

(Wang, 2000, p. 18). The growth of tourism depends heavily on the development of 

this new social order. The operation of the travel and tourism trade entails the 

coordination and mobilisation of large numbers of people and various tasks. Meethan 

(2001) provided an explanation of this process:  

 

A tourist wishing to travel to another country purchases a ticket that indicates 

a specific flight, departure and arrival time. In turn, this requires coordination 

between the agent who sells the ticket, the airline, the airport authorities at 

points of both departure and arrival, the negotiation of international treaties 

which regulate airline routes, visa requirements, currency conversions and so 

on. Such coordination can only work if there is a universal system of time 

reckoning to which all concerned subscribe, and bureaucratic systems that can 

ensure coordination both within and between nation states (2001, p.7). 

 

Underpinned by the key elements of reason and rationality, the face-to-face 

interactions of people in pre-modern times have now increasingly been replaced by 

social interaction and relationships mediated through various forms of social 

organisation in modernity (Meethan, 2001). As a consequence of modernity, tourism 

has become an essential and indispensable component in the life of a modern person. 

In fact, it has become unacceptable for anyone not to participate in tourism, as non-

participation would be seen as a form of socioeconomic deprivation in our 

contemporary world (Urry, 1995; Wang, 2000). Yet participation in tourism is said to 

reflect the disenchantment associated with the more negative aspects of modernity. 

Many authors have argued that the modernity typifies ―fragmentation, discontinuity 

and alienation‖ (MacCannell, 1976, p. 11), and that life in the modern world is 

―meaningless, shallow, artificial and depressing‖ (Franklin, 2003). Through the 

rational division and specialisation of tasks, relationships in the workplace have 

become more distant, and reflect the unstructured nature of relationships and the lack 

of solidarity between employers and employees (von Egmond, 2007). In supporting 

this argument, Rojek (1995) wrote: 
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Industrialization may have vastly increased productivity but it also atomized 

the worker, commodified work activity, alienated work from leisure and 

fetishized ‗labour‘ as the key to existence, it wrecked the traditional balance 

between personal development and the cohesion of the community. It 

magnified the tendencies in society towards chronic anomie, fragmentation 

and restlessness (pp. 183–84). 

 

As a result of living in such a dull and monotonous life, it has become essential for 

those living in the modern world to take a break from it time to time. Tourism has 

often been defined as ―time spent away from the mundane space of the everyday‖ 

(p. 113), with words like ―getaway‖ and ―escape‖ differentiating this time from the 

everyday (Franklin, 2003). During this time away, tourists are said to behave 

differently, dress differently and act differently, as tourist activities often produce 

different state of minds such as awe, fantasy, dreaming, wonder, and so forth. More 

importantly, Franklin (2003) claims that tourists spend a large proportion of their time 

away ―in devotion to the objects and places they come to see and the embodied, 

performed practices associated with them‖ (p. 113). 

 

Everyday life and its grinding familiarity stand in opposition to the many 

versions of the ‗high life‘ in the modern world. Everyday life threatens the 

solidarity of modernity by atomizing individuals and families into isolated 

local groupings which are not functionally or ideologically interrelated. But 

everyday life is composed of souvenirs of life elsewhere. In this way, 

modernity and the modern consciousness infiltrate everyday existence and, at 

the same time, subordinate it to life elsewhere … The more the individual 

sinks into everyday life, the more he is reminded of reality and authenticity 

elsewhere (MacCannell, 1976, pp. 159–160). 

 

Accordingly, tourism is used as a way to escape the alienation, environmental 

degradation and unauthenticity created by modernity. It has been argued that 

authenticity exists away from modernity and is situated in some place that is pre-

modern and primitive (Meethan, 2001). The search for the authenticity is viewed as 

an escape from the effects of modernity (MacCannell, 1976). 
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In contrast to the above argument, Franklin (2003) argued that modernity and life in a 

modern world are about exciting changes, both social and cultural. There is ―never a 

dull moment‖ (p. 23) as new things and new inventions are continuously thrown at us 

from all directions. Tourism is not seen as an escape from modern life, but rather a 

celebration of modernity. With the advent of modernity, the world witnessed the 

arrival of the first steam passenger trains in the 1940s, which brought even more 

exciting changes and discoveries to people who could now travel from city to city. 

Franklin rejected arguments that tourism is a form of escape, arguing in direct 

opposite that tourism is in itself a participation in modern life, and it relates to 

modernity ―politically, morally, technologically, and economically‖ (p. 38). McCabe 

(2002) also supported Franklin‘s argument, stating that ―tourism is now so pervasive 

in postmodern society‖ that, rather than tourism being conceived as a ―departure from 

the routines and practices of everyday life‖, it has ―become an established part of 

everyday life culture and consumption‖ (p. 63).  

 

Again, tourism is not an escape from everyday life, but an enriched and heightened 

event in everyday life. While many tourism studies to date have presented a biased 

account of the impact of tourism, clearly taking into account the negative impacts of 

tourism like revenue leakages (Leheny, 1995; Pasuk & Samart, 1993; Troung, 1990), 

increased prostitution (Cohen, 1996; Willis & Levy, 2002) and environmental hazards 

(Craig-Smith & French, 1994; Doswell, 1997), the longer-term benefits of tourism are 

often ignored. Franklin (2003) claimed that tourism has profound and important 

consequences, such as allowing undeveloped and poor countries to earn foreign 

income, create much-needed unskilled jobs, develop critical infrastructure and create 

social bonds between locals and tourists.  

 

To explain how tourism has become a routine part of everyday life, von Egmond 

(2007) used the following theoretical perspectives such as the concept of novelty-

seeking (Lee & Crompton, 1992), restlessness (Rojek, 1995), symbolic tokens, expert 

systems and trust (Giddens, 1990). Novelty was described by Lee and Crompton 

(1992) as being ―the degree of contrast between present perception and past 

experience‖ (p. 733), while Berlyne {, 1960 #996} claimed a direct relationship exists 

between novelty and exploratory behaviour. This exploratory behaviour is said to be 

an overt expression of curiosity that is stimulated and aroused by a situation perceived 
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to be novel. But Rojek (1995) argued that, in our ever-changing society and 

consumerist culture, this novelty-seeking behaviour can also become routinised, and 

what was challenging and thrilling yesterday soon becomes dull and boring today. 

Even so, consumers are perpetually engaged in the endless search for that something 

new, for fear of missing out on a thrill: 

 

We crave the latest commodity or commodified experience but forget them 

almost as soon as we have consumed them. We are captivated by the style and 

boldness of the latest advertising campaign or fashion craze but we seem to be 

crunched up in the endless search for novelty and variety that leaves nothing 

memorable behind. Modern leisure experience, it might be said, is often 

marked by a disappointing sense of anti-climax — a feeling that despite all the 

excitement that surrounds us there is nothing really exciting left to do any 

more (Rojek, 1995, p. 109). 

 

Other authors have established that the ways in which individuals experience leisure 

can contribute to understanding associated occurrence in society, such as social class 

distinction (Veblen, 1953), shopping and social identity (Miller, Jackson, Thrift, 

Holbrook, & Rowlands, 1998) and tourist experience (McCabe, 2002). These authors 

have demonstrated that closely observing individuals participating in leisure activities 

can provide social scientists with an insight into the everyday life of society. In 

particular, McCabe (2002) argues that tourist behaviour reflects and magnifies the 

concerns of everyday life, which ―provides a framework for understanding changes in 

society‖ (p. 63). As a sociocultural phenomenon of the modern world, tourism is 

closely interconnected with wider social and cultural changes and developments in 

both the home and host countries.   

 

This research is an exploration into the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers at leisure. It is an attempt to investigate how these travellers 

understand their touring experiences. The study of Chinese tourists — a highly 

lucrative and growing market segment — has received little attention and been the 

subject of minimal research. While many tourism textbooks do focus on tourist 

behaviour, much of the tourism theory is Euro- or Western-centric, and is presented as 

being universal. Many authors have argued that the needs of tourists are not innate, 
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and tourists themselves are not universal (Cohen, 1984; Jamal & Lee, 2003; von 

Egmond, 2007; N. Wang, 2000). Tourist behaviour must therefore be understood in 

the sociocultural context within which the tourists are situated. A review of Chinese 

modernity in the context of global mobility may further develop our understanding of 

Mainland Chinese tourists.  

2.4.1 Chinese Modernity & The Chinese Gaze 

To develop a better understanding of the tourist behaviour and experience of 

Mainland Chinese travellers, this section reviews concepts such as habitus and the 

tourist gaze, suggesting that the everyday life of an individual influences social 

behaviour. As social life is built of roles, whereby individuals convey meanings and 

values in social settings through their way of speaking and behaviour, social 

behaviours are said to be performative of the social world in which an individual 

lives, and tourist behaviour is a continuity of these everyday performances in a 

tourism setting. An individual‘s social life is therefore a result of habitus, developed 

through time, experiences and cultural context. The understanding of these culturally 

coded patterns of behaviour is said to be grounded in habitus — that is, expressed and 

collective forms of understanding (Bourdieu, 1984; Edensor, 2000): 

 

The habitus is the means by which people come to develop systems of likes 

and dislikes, and also the set of principles and procedures which people use in 

their relations with objects and people. In short, it is a set of dispositions, for 

use in practice, that orientates individuals in their relations with people and 

object in the social world (Woodward, 2007, p. 122). 

 

Based on the work of Bourdieu (1984), the concept of habitus is premised as being 

both a structure as well as being structuring. It generates practices and the perceptions 

of these practices, and is also generated by these practices as a result of earlier 

socialisation and the ongoing actions of individuals (Swartz, 2002; Woodward, 2007). 

For Bourdieu, human behaviour is a cultural trait that possesses a highly adaptive 

nature, which is motivated by past learning. Being individually centred, once 

established these habitual behaviours are not easily changed. However, habitus is an 

ongoing adaptation process that is prone to change, if gaps exist between the 

dispositions of habitus and the ever-changing structures of society.  
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Habitus is a set of dispositions resulting from socialisation processes (Bourdieu, 1984; 

Swartz, 2002). It is an inherent component of the construction of lifestyles, one that is 

mediated and internalised by both the individual and the social world. When situated 

in a tourism context, this research argues that tourism consumption is characterised by 

a high degree of continuity between everyday leisure consumption and consumption 

patterns while on holiday. Since behaviour is unreflexively embodied in individuals, 

tourist behaviour is never completely detached from the habits of everyday life 

(Edensor, 2000). 

 

To develop a deeper understanding of the tourist experience, this research also draws 

on Urry‘s (1990) notion of the tourist gaze. Defined as the socially structured system, 

in which a tourist sees experiences and interprets meanings of places and images, the 

tourist gaze is constructed in relations to its opposite, non-tourist forms of social 

experience and consciousness. Every individual gaze is made unique, as it is 

differentiated by society, social group and historical period. Like Bourdieu‘s concept 

of the habitus, which refers to a set of dispositions the guides behaviour in a habitual 

manner, the tourist gaze is also shaped by normal practices that are apparent in 

everyday life: 

 

By considering the typical objects of the tourist gaze, one can use these as to 

make sense of elements of the wider society with which they are contrasted … 

Thus rather than being a trivial subject tourism is significant in its ability to 

reveal aspects of normal practices which might otherwise remain opaque 

(Urry, 1990, p. 2). 

 

Central to the concept of the tourist gaze is the notion of place, which Urry (1995) 

described as the ―relationship between the social environment and the physical 

environments, and the interdependencies between the consumption of material objects 

and the natural and built environments‖ (p. 1). This has consequences for the spatial 

organisation of consumption and production as the tourist gaze is shaped by the 

structures and organisation of tourism as well as the symbolic meanings created by 

tourism destinations and sites. The ―place‖ is constructed through elements of 

anticipation, daydreaming, fantasy and intense pleasure that are outside of the normal 

place of work and home, and is further reinforced by ―non-tourist practices such as, 
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magazines film, TV, literature, records and videos‖ (Urry, 2002). The tourism 

experience is heavily dominated by social interactions between people, signs and 

symbols. Tourism, as a concept of experiences and consumption of place, is thus 

distinguished by its spatial-temporal dimensions and the behaviour of tourists 

(Meethan, 1996). Urry (1990) also claimed that not only is the gaze constructed 

through signs, but indeed the whole system of tourism is a collection of signs. 

Tourism professionals all over the world are ceaselessly working to create ever-new 

objects to gaze upon, and that tourists must be taught ―how, when and where to gaze‖ 

(Urry, 1990, p. 9). In order to create a successful object worthy of the tourist gaze, 

destination marketers must be able to construct images of distinctiveness from 

selected aspects of the destination‘s architectural, historical, social and behavioural 

dimensions (Meethan, 1996). Though these images might not be the true 

representation of the destination (as they involve unreal and unauthentic elements), 

they become symbolic and are deemed authentic and real by the tourists (Edwards, 

1996). 

 

Urry‘s concept of the tourist gaze, in particular the limitation of the gaze metaphor, 

has been subjected to debate and criticism. In the interpretation of place-meaning and 

myths at Bondi, Game (1991) criticised the narrow conceptualisation of the tourist 

gaze, arguing that tourists are involved in a myriad of activities that include tasting, 

eating and experiencing local food, touching and smelling places, and touching and 

feeling sand and sea. Perkins and Thorns (2001) argued that the gaze metaphor 

suggested by Urry is ―too passive to encapsulate the full range of tourist activities‖ 

(p. 186). Urry (1990) claimed that sightseeing by tourists involves seeing through the 

frames of ―hotel window, the car windscreen or the window of the coach‖ (p. 100). In 

their study of contemporary tourism in New Zealand, Perkins and Thorns suggested 

that the gaze encompassed only one aspect of the tourist experience. Tourists to New 

Zealand are involved in active participation of bodily activities, preferring to do more 

than just gaze. It is further suggested that international tourism activities vary, because 

social, cultural and physical environment in countries differ. The study of South 

Korean tourists to Queensland by Lee (2001) indicated the need to focus on the 

sociocultural context in which that the tourist lives. Based on the experiences and 

patterns of Euro/Western tourism, it is suggested that the gaze conceptualised by Urry 

may not adequately explain non-Euro/Western tourism phenomena. 
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Implicit in the study of the tourist gaze is the use of visual images in marketing the 

tourism destination. Tourism is distinctively visual, with visual images in marketing 

materials performing an important role of communication between the destination 

image and the tourists (MacKay & Fesenmaier, 1997). In a competitive industry such 

as tourism, tourism professionals are constantly attempting ―to reproduce ever-new 

objects of the tourist gaze‖ (Urry, 1990, p. 133) in order to attract tourists. Tourism 

destination images are used as a form of communicating the created experience to the 

potential tourist. 

 

The study of the notion of the tourist gaze has explored the influence of marketing 

materials such as photographs, destination guidebooks, marketing posters and tourist 

brochures. These marketing materials are critical representations of the place–product 

relationship vital in the imagined cultural geography of the consumer (Mordue, 1999). 

Tourist brochures, in particular, are the most common and effective marketing 

materials that act to ―woo, seduce, inform, project and sell in one operation‖ (Dann, 

1993). However, the content in tourist brochures has also been subjected to much 

debate, particularly on the subject of authenticity.  

 

The works of Bourdieu and Urry provide useful frameworks for exploring tourist 

experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. While the concept of the 

habitus captures the embodied-performative aspect of the tourists, the gaze of the 

tourist reflects the culture-boundedness of human behaviour in societies. An 

understanding of the social structure and the structuring structure of society in which 

the tourist lives is therefore crucial to this research. 

2.5 Confucianism as Chinese Cultural Backbone 

The influence of cultural values on behaviour is well documented (Hofstede, 1980, 

2001; Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). Defined as the values that represent what is good, 

right and desirable in a society (Schwartz, 1999; Williams, 1970), cultural values 

consist of beliefs, ritual practices, ceremonies and rituals of everyday life which are 

shared among societal members (Schwartz, 1999; Swidler, 1986). Forming the moral 

basis of societies, socially appropriate behaviour can be drawn from cultural values to 

inform and justify one‘s behaviour. As such, a person‘s behaviour is shaped by the 

beliefs and assumptions of one‘s culture. McCracken (1986) argued that: 
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Culture constitutes the phenomenal world in two ways. First, culture is the 

‗lens‘ through which the individual views phenomena; as such, it determines 

how the phenomena will be apprehended and assimilated. Second, culture is 

the ‗blueprint‘ of human activity, determining the co-ordinates of social action 

and productive activity, and specifying the behaviours and objects that issue 

from both (p. 72). 

 

Culture therefore determines how people perceive the world, and the phenomena 

surrounding them, and helps them to adopt the best and most appropriate strategies in 

those situations. However, current theories on cultural values, such as individualism 

and collectivism, have been criticised for being too broad and their inability to capture 

a wider range of ―potentially relevant value dimensions‖ (Schwartz, 1999, p. 24). As 

people‘s lives are grounded in their historical and cultural frameworks, many 

researchers have argued that any study of the social world must occur in its specific 

context (Ateljevic, 2000; Crotty, 1998; Duijnhoven & Roessingh, 2006; Holloway & 

Wheeler, 2002). Therefore, investigations into the touring experiences of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers should take into consideration the culture and context of 

the participants involved. 

 

At the core of Chinese culture, Confucianism is still very much alive in today‘s 

Chinese societies. In order to develop a better understanding of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers, a brief review of the sociopolitical ideology that has spanned 

over two thousand years is in order. It is necessary to examine the relevance of 

Confucianism in the twenty-first century, its influence on economic development, its 

effects on the political structures of modern Confucian states and its function as a 

system of morals. Confucius, who was born in 551 BC and died in 479 BC, is 

regarded as one of the greatest teachers in Chinese history. His teachings and 

philosophy can be found in the Confucian Classics, which include The Analects 

(Lunyu), The Book of Change, Records of Rituals, Book of Odes and The Spring and 

Autumn Annals (Yao, 2000). The Analects is a compilation of the sayings and deeds 

of Confucius himself, recorded by two generations of disciples after his death. In this 

review of the literature, direct quotations from the Lunyu and The Doctrine of the 

Mean were applied using the translation and work of Leys (1997) and Legge (1966, 

1971). 
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2.5.1 Evolution of Confucianism 

From the Axial Age to the present, the path of Confucianism in China has been a 

turbulent one, constantly challenged by changing dynasties and modernisation. 

Confucius lived in the Axial Age, which is now referred to as the period of Classical 

Confucianism. This period also marked the existence and contributions of Confucius‘ 

two most outstanding students, Mengzi (372–289 BC) and Xunzi (313–238 BC).  

However, Confucianism was banned during the Qin Dynasty (221–206 BC), which 

witnessed the burning of books and the massacre of Confucian scholars (Yao, 2000). 

Confucian doctrine achieved dominance again in the Han Dynasty (206 BC–220 CE). 

It was pronounced the state orthodoxy, and a Grand Academy was established for 

Confucian studies.  

 

The period 220–618 saw the rise and fall of numerous short-lived dynasties (Yao, 

2000). The rapid decline of Confucianism in this period was apparent. These 

dynasties include the Wei (220–265), Western Jin (265–316), Eastern Jin (317–420) 

and Southern and Northern Dynasties (386–581). The Sui Dynasty (581–618) saw a 

resurgence of Confucianism (Yao, 2000). However, it was the Tang Dynasty (618–

906) that witnessed the full revival of Confucianism. Confucianism continued to be 

the dominant philosophy among the educated in the Sung Dynasty (960–1279), which 

also saw the rise of Neo-Confucianism.  

 

While traditional Confucianism focused on humanism, rationalism and a tendency 

towards antiquity (De Bary, 1966), Neo-Confucians advocated relationships between 

humans and nature on the basis of the virtue of ―propriety‖. Rituals were viewed as 

significant and important activities, which helped to regulate all levels of relationships 

in society. However, Confucianism was blamed for the downfall of China‘s last 

dynasty in 1911. Unable to modernise as Western values invaded, it left China 

unprotected. The May Fourth Movement in 1919, led by one of the founding 

members of the Chinese Communist Party, Chen Duxiu, advocated anti-Confucianism 

(A. Chan, 1996). In 1949, Communist China outlawed Confucianism. However, all 

bans and prohibitions were lifted in 1977 at the end of the Cultural Revolution. 
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2.5.2 Fundamentals of Confucianism 

The fundamental principles of Confucianism are grounded in the observance of the 

five virtues (also known as the ‗Five Constant Regulations‘): ren (love and 

benevolence); yi (righteousness); li (propriety or rites); zhi (wisdom) and xin 

(sincerity or trustworthiness) (Chan, Ko, & Yu, 2000; Lu, 1983; Tamney & Chiang, 

2002; Yao, 2000). These virtues constitute the basis of moral order and values, and 

are interrelated. Regarded as the most fundamental and central idea of Confucian 

philosophy, ren connotes human acts such as ―tolerance, forgiveness, deference, filial 

obedience (to parents), faithfulness (to master), wisdom, honesty‖ (Lu, 1983, p. 29). 

The doctrine of ren reflects a ―cultivated mind, imbued with a profound sense of 

purpose and an intense concern for the well-being of his fellow men‖ (Chai & Chai, 

1973, p. 35). This doctrine is manifested most intensely in the virtues of filial piety 

and fraternal love. Wu (1987) claimed that maintaining relationships in Chinese 

societies is like navigating in an intricate web of moral obligations. A Chinese in a 

Chinese society is burdened with a multitude of moral obligations: the moral 

obligation to serve and protect your country; obligations to your parents, to your 

family, to yourself — the list goes on. Of these obligations, filial piety is thought to be 

the essence and a primary virtue (Hsu, 1986; Lu, 1983; Tamney & Chiang, 2002). 

 

Master You said: ―A man who respects his parents and his elders would hardly 

be inclined to defy his superiors. A man who is not inclined to defy his 

superiors will never foment a rebellion. A gentleman works at the root. Once 

the root is secured, the Way unfolds. To respect parents and elders is the root 

of humanity‖ (Analects, 1:2). 

 

Lu (1983) further claimed that ―filial piety must be upheld even at the expense of 

other secondary moral obligations such as social justice‖ (p. 66). 

 

The Governor of She declared to Confucius: ―Among my people, there is a 

man of unending integrity: when his father stole a sheep, he denounced him.‖ 

Confucius said: ―Among my people, men of integrity do things differently: a 

father covers up for his son, a son covers up for his father — and there is 

integrity in what they do‖ (Analects, 13.18) 
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Yi (righteousness) signifies rightness, which exists in man‘s relationship with his 

friends, and is reflected through personal loyalty. Xin (sincerity and trustworthiness) 

represents not only the sincerity and trustworthiness of a person but also the 

credibility of his words and actions. Yi and xin would therefore represent the positive 

way to practise ren. Li (propriety) is the moral force which governs correct and 

appropriate behaviour and people‘s relationships with each other. The principle of 

ultimate importance in Confucianism is societal order and harmony, with the family 

and the state being the most important institutions. Maintaining social order depended 

heavily on upholding traditions and conducting oneself with propriety, or li. 

Confucius firmly believed that to achieve ren (love and benevolence), one must first 

observe and practise li. Confucius said: 

 

Without ritual, courtesy is tiresome; without ritual, prudence is timid; without 

ritual, bravery is quarrelsome; without ritual, frankness is hurtful (Analects, 

8:2). 

 

The concept of li (propriety) is thus seen as a guide to developing goodness in man, 

and as something that establishes harmony (Chai & Chai, 1973). Zhi (wisdom) is the 

wisdom and knowledge needed to self-cultivate. Through zhi (wisdom), the doctrines 

of ren (love), li (propriety), xin (trustworthiness) and yi (righteousness) can thus be 

practised and enacted (Tamney & Chiang, 2002). One of the greatest achievements of 

Confucius lies in his steadfast belief that education should be made available to the 

common people, regardless of social status and wealth. From Confucius‘ perspective, 

education encompasses not only the learning of knowledge but also a process of 

moral cultivation needed to develop and attain all other virtues (Chai & Chai, 1973).  

 

Through self-cultivation, fulfilment of these virtues is reflected through the ‗Three 

Guiding Principles‘ in the following relationships: (1) sovereign and subjects; 

(2) father and son; and (3) husband and wife (Yao, 2000; Yau, 2000). The self is 

presented as part of human relationship whereby every individual is burdened by their 

obligations in each relationship. Each relationship will in turn add to the growth and 

structure of the self (Tu, 1984). This interrelationship among individuals of a society 

ultimately forms the social and political structure of the state (Tamney & Chiang, 

2002; Yao, 2000). 
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Confucian philosophy was based on an agrarian feudal society in a historical period 

marked by political strife and civil instability. This era was also evidenced by the 

decline of aristocracy, incited partly by Confucianism (Tamney & Chiang, 2002). For 

Confucius, the concept of a ―gentleman‖, or junzi, differed greatly from the social 

convention of that time. He staunchly believed that a gentleman was ―a member of the 

moral elite‖ (Leys, 1997, p. xxvii), who possesses innate qualities like ―virtue, culture, 

talent, competence, and merit‖ (p. 105). This concept of an exemplary person 

contradicted the conventional idea of an elite based on hereditary tradition and wealth 

(Leys, 1997; O‘Dwyer, 2003; Tamney & Chiang, 2002; Yao, 2000).  

 

Commonly revered as a great teacher or philosopher, Confucius‘ greatest aspiration 

was to be involved in politics. Confucianism is seen by many not only as a system of 

moral ethics, but also as a sociopolitical ideology. Confucianism as a political 

ideology is based on Confucius‘ belief that moral correctness of both the ruler and the 

people forms the fundamental basis of social and political structure. In Confucian 

terms, a state is an enlarged version of a family unit whereby the relationship between 

the ruler and the people is similar to that between a parent and a child. These 

relationships are established on the basis of Confucian ethics that emphasise 

unquestioning obedience, moral obligations and hierarchical tradition (Hsu, 1986; Lu, 

1983; Tu, 1995). 

 

According to The Analects, a good government exhibits moral virtues that in return 

generate trust and faith in the people. A bad government indulges in cruel and 

penalising laws that do not promote peace and harmony in a state: 

 

The Master said: ―He who rules by virtue is like the polestar, which remains 

unmoving in its mansion while all the other stars revolve respectfully around 

it‖ (Analects, 2.1) 

 

On the other hand, the absolute authority of junzi (gentleman) to rule is reflected in a 

quote: ―the moral power of the gentleman is wind; the moral power of the common 

man is grass. Under the wind, the grass must bend‖ (Analects, 12.19). Confucius also 

advocates that the principle of social structure and social control lies in the doctrine of 

Zheng Ming, which not only describes a man‘s position and status in society but also 
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defines and dictate his relationships with others (Chai & Chai, 1973).  Respectively, 

the people must demonstrate trust and submissiveness under the rule of junzi 

(gentleman) characterised by the Master‘s saying, ―Do not discuss the policies of an 

office that is not yours‖ (Analects, 8.12). Confucian societies are thus marked by an 

adherence to authority and a distinct hierarchical tradition termed as ―rule by man‖. 

2.5.3 The Relevance of Confucianism in the Twenty-first Century 

As mentioned earlier, cultural values form the moral basis of societies, and therefore 

influence the ways in which people behave and perceive the world. As this research is 

an attempt to ascertain whether Confucius‘ values influence the way Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers experience tourism, it is important for this study to 

review the extent and influence of Confucius‘ values on the social, political and 

economic lives of the Chinese people. 

 

The relevance of Confucianism in the twenty-first century is a highly debated and 

controversial issue. On one hand, the doctrine of Confucius is seen as an impediment 

to the economic development of China, often perceived as the reason for the defeat of 

China at the hands of Western powers in the nineteenth century (Weber, 1963). Yet, 

on the other hand, Confucianism is hailed as the force behind the phenomenal 

economic growth of East Asian economies like Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and 

South Korea (Tu, 2000). Nevertheless, Confucianism has undergone considerable 

transformation over the last 2,500 years. Tu (2000) claims the flexible nature of 

Confucianism, and its ability to adapt to different times, eras and leaderships is often 

under-estimated. Historically, Confucianism has demonstrated its ability to transform, 

reinvent and reinvigorate itself in the face of modernisation, which is reflected in its 

evolution from Axial Age Confucianism to Neo-Confucianism in the Sung Dynasty to 

New Confucianism in modern times.  

 

While there is no common consensus among scholars on issues such as what 

―Confucian‖ means or what it means to be Confucian, Bol (1990, cited in Tu, 

Hejtmanek & Wachman, 1992) claimed it is universally understood that being 

Confucian is not synonymous with being Chinese. Bol further asserted that 

―Confucian and Chinese are distinct categories‖ (p. 5), as reflected in the practice of 

Confucianism in other societies, such as Japan and Korea. But Chan (1996) refuted 
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that claim by stating that ―Confucianism is an indigenous Chinese product‖ (p. 28). In 

general, Confucian scholars regarded Confucianism as a code of ethics and a system 

of moral values manifested in the psychological, social, economic and political 

framework of Confucian societies (Tu, Hejtmanek, & Wachman, 1992). In reality, 

Confucian societies like Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore are predominantly 

Chinese populated and do adopt Chinese traditions and heritage derived from 

Confucianism, their success partly being due to the influence of Confucianism 

(Wong, 1996). Shun and Wong (2004) argued that the rising interest in Confucian 

ethics in recent years was caused by factors such as the success of East Asia 

economies, the political structure of these countries and Confucianism being 

perceived as an alternative to Western morality. The question of whether 

Confucianism is the driving force behind the miraculous success of these newly 

industrialised economies (NIEs), specifically the Four Tigers (Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

South Korea and Singapore), has been constantly being debated. 

2.5.4 The Influence of Confucianism in Economic Development 

Economic development, as an inherent characteristic of modernisation, has always 

been perceived as a Western process, and in the modernist perspective, Western 

culture has been seen as morally, politically and economically superior to non-

Western cultures (Inglehart & Baker, 2000; Yan & Santos, 2009). From this 

viewpoint, non-Western cultures are deemed inferior and indisputably situated at the 

periphery (Chang & Holt, 1991; Yan & Santos, 2009). Such a perspective argues that 

unless non-Western societies abandon their traditional values and adopt Western 

technology and its superior ways, it will be impossible for these societies to 

modernise and develop economic superiority (Inglehart & Baker, 2000). 

 

For many, Confucianism was seen as the reason behind China‘s inability to modernise 

and the lack of capitalism in China (De Bary, 1966; Tamney & Chiang, 2002; Weber, 

1963). According to Weber (1963, 1968), Confucius advocates that the ideal society 

can be achieved by embracing traditions. This practice can also be seen as a desire to 

dwell in the past and an unwillingness to move forward. Furthermore, Confucius‘ 

philosophy of self-cultivation does not include the knowledge of technical 

information and specialised expertise, and most of all it rejects ―training in economics 

for the pursuit of profit‖ (Weber, 1968). Finally, the virtues of filial piety, obedience 
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to elders and the importance placed on maintaining relationships within the extended 

family were often perceived by Western societies as nepotism. Unlike Weber‘s 

conviction of a society based on meritocratic order, individuals are judged by their 

performance and not by their personal relationships (p. 235). 

 

Confucius‘ concepts of li and junzi are distinctive features in the management style of 

Chinese businesses. The idealised junzi is seen as the top decision-maker in modern 

businesses, holding ultimate power. Jacobs, Gao and Herbig (1995) argued that, 

unfortunately, no mechanism exists ―to ensure that these powers are not abused‖ 

(p. 2). The Chinese sense of hierarchy is alleged to inhibit initiative in workers 

(Jacobs, Gao & Herbig, 1995). The need to behave according to rank may result in 

business inertia as workers fear reproach from their seniors when they appear too 

enthusiastic and eager in their jobs, and may be seen as attempting to override their 

seniors. 

 

Another distinctive trait in the Chinese culture is the ―face‖ concept. There is a 

growing literature that addresses this concept (Gong, 2002; Tai & Tam, 1996; Yau & 

Steele, 2000). This is a concept of great importance when it comes to interpersonal 

relations among Chinese and arises from the concept of li (propriety) (Yau, 1994). 

This concept has two dimensions: lien and mien-tsu. According to Hu (1944, cited in 

Yau, 1994), lien is the confidence and integrity of one‘s moral character and ego, the 

loss of which would diminish one‘s status and functionality in society, while mien-tsu 

represents a person‘s achievement, success and prestige in life. Mien-tsu is not only a 

function of a person‘s social status, but also acts as a barometer for one‘s conduct and 

performance. To better comprehend this concept, one must understand that the 

standard and requirements of these social behaviours are social expectations held by 

the group with which one is interacting. In comparison, lien is more important than 

mien-tsu, as mien-tsu can be regained more easily when one loses it. But the loss of 

lien represents the loss of one‘s integrity of character, and in Chinese culture this is a 

loss of the most fundamental requirement of being human, sometimes culminating in 

suicide (Yau, 2000, p. 142). The concept of face is a reflection of the social 

psychological processes in Chinese society that emphasise the importance placed on 

social status and expectations. 
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On the other hand, Confucian values are thought to be among the factors contributing 

to the success of the East Asian economies. These newly industrialised countries 

(NICs) are said to exhibit Confucianism characteristics such as group cohesion, a 

strong work ethic, an incredible force for education and, lastly, a strong focus on the 

political unit (Tu, 2000). According to Tu (2000), there are six important Confucian 

features reflected in the process of modernisation in East Asian economies. First, the 

presence of government intervention in a market economy is necessary and 

significant. The level of intervention ranges from direct involvement, as reflected in 

Singapore, to active non-interference, as in Hong Kong. Second, law is seen as the 

stabilising force needed to achieve social order. Third, Confucian societies emphasise 

the importance of the family unit as the transmitter of moral values. Fourth, the family 

is seen as the foundation of the state, whereby the state is responsible for the provision 

of ―diverse and enriching resources for human flourishing‖ (p. 206). Fifth, the state is 

responsible for the provision of education for the purpose of character-building, and 

finally, self-cultivation is the basis for improving the quality of life.  

 

While these societal principles seem ideal, Tu (2000) maintained that the behaviour of 

these East Asian societies is, at times, most undesirable. Redding (1993) claimed that 

the organisational structure of Chinese businesses resembles the paternalistic structure 

of a Chinese family, exhibiting distinctive characteristics such as (1) dependence of 

the subordinate, (2) personalised loyalty leading to willingness by subordinates to 

conform, (3) authoritarianism modified by sensitivity to subordinates‘ views, 

(4) authority not divisible when it has become so clearly identified with a person, 

(5) aloofness and social distancing within the hierarchy, (6) allowance for the leader‘s 

intentions to remain loosely formulated and (7) the leader as exemplar and teacher 

(p. 130). These characteristics are, however, in sharp contrast to the Western ideology 

of business structures and practices. 

 

It may also be argued that the success of these NICs is attributed to the practice of 

Western economic theories of the market economy. However, Zhang (1999) reiterates 

Confucius‘ notion of the importance of governmental intervention in the development 

of the livelihood of the people, as it is only when basic needs for survival are met and 

satisfied that higher needs like education can be developed and pursued. The 

emphasis placed on the importance of education is most apparent in these NICs. Their 
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governments must be recognised for their role in the promotion of education and 

training as part of the development of economic industrialisation. Success in imperial 

examinations has always been held in high regard in traditional China, as obtaining an 

official position in government is considered an esteemed achievement that 

encompasses not only wealth but also power. Similarly, education and training are 

seen as the stepping-stones needed to achieve wealth and social status in modern 

Confucian societies (Zhang, 1999).  

2.5.5 Political Structures of Modern Confucian States 

Studies dealing with the influence of cultural values on political and social behaviour 

have argued that the successful industrialisation of newly industrialised countries 

(NICs) owes much to Confucianism. Confucian values such as thrift, hard work, filial 

piety, respect for authority, a disciplined workforce, strong government leadership 

and market intervention, high regard for education and training, and an emphasis on 

maintaining harmony have been cited as the recipe for their economic success (Tu, 

1984; J. Wong, 1996). Others have argued that it is the authoritarian form of 

government that have characterised these NIEs (Schwartz, 1990, cited in Tu, 

Hejtamnek & Wachman, 1992). The use of Confucianism by political leaders to 

legitimise and justify their political mandate, as well as the illiberal form of 

government, is a well-researched topic (Barr, 2000; Chan, 1996; Tu, 2000; Wong, 

1996). 

 

Though Hahm and Paik (2003) agreed that Confucianism plays an important role in 

the rapid modernisation of East Asia, they also argued that it is Legalistic 

Confucianism that is being practised and upheld. Legalistic Confucianism‘s greatest 

advocate is Confucian philosopher Xunzi (348–298 BC), whose political ideologies 

are quite different from those of Confucius himself. While Confucius believed that a 

good government leads by examples of good moral values, Xunzi advocated the use 

of penal laws which support the rewards and punishments system (Hahm & Paik, 

2003). It is argued that the success of industrialised economies like South Korea, 

Taiwan and Singapore owes much to the philosophy of Legalistic Confucianism, 

which functions as an authoritative, interventionist and centralised government aimed 

at economic growth. Legalistic laws aimed at regulating society use force (if 

necessary) to impose power and to obtain obedience (Ma, 2000).  
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2.5.6 Confucianism: A System of Morals in the Modern World 

As Asian and Western cultures and values are very different, Asian leaders from 

developing countries have urged Westerners to show understanding and consideration 

of the traditional social and cultural values in their business communications (Barr, 

2000). Lee Kuan Yew, currently a mentor minister in Singapore, and Mahathir 

Mohammad, former prime minister of Malaysia, are among the strongest activists of 

the Asian values argument (Moody, 1996; Tu, 2000). These values are commonly 

related to Confucianism, and include paternalistic government structures, hierarchical 

social structures, the focus on obedience to authority, and the emphasis on family, 

self-cultivation and education. Though these values are seen as predominantly 

Chinese and Confucian-based, ―most East and Southeast Asian cultures are also 

known to contain significant elements of hierarchy and paternalism‖ (Barr, 2000, 

p. 311).  

 

The adoption of Confucianism in Singapore was largely a result of Western trends in 

the late 1960s and 1970s, including the hippie movement, liberal use of drugs, free 

love, breakdown of the family unit and violent public demonstrations (Barr, 2000). It 

was hoped that the adoption of Confucianism, with its focus on traditional family 

values, could strengthen social discipline and prevent the infiltration of Western 

morals and excesses. Strong social discipline is representative of a strong state, and its 

ability to maintain social order and promote economic growth — especially in 

developing and under-developed countries. Maintaining social and moral order is also 

high on the agenda of the Mainland Chinese government, which claims that Western-

style liberalism supports moral dysfunctions like homosexuality, teenage pregnancy, 

crime, unemployment, drugs and permissiveness. Homosexuality is seen as an act that 

goes against human nature and leads to social decline (Moody, 1996). 

 

While urbanisation, accompanied by the economic growth in the last thirty years has 

created more educational opportunities for women in Mainland China, the social 

status and constitutional rights of women have changed little (Karabik, 1994; Stacy, 

1983; Thakur, 1997). Shaped by their acceptance of Confucian principles of 

obedience, women in traditional Confucian societies were openly treated as lesser 

beings, inferior to their male counterparts. Under Confucius‘ moral philosophy, 
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women must abide by the ―san zhong si de‖ (Three Obediences and Four 

Submissions) rule whereby she must practice obedience and be filial first to her 

parents, then to her husband and parent in-laws, and finally to her sons when she 

becomes a widow (Li, 1991; Bauer, Feng, Riley & Zhao, 1992). The Four Virtues 

involves concepts such as chastity (maidenly chastity and chaste widowhood), female 

speech (carefully choosing one‘s word), female appearance (keeping the body clean) 

and female accomplishment (devotion to weaving and spinning). After the death of 

her husband, she is expected to remain a widow for the rest of her life as a sign of her 

faithfulness and virtuousness.  

 

Despite efforts by the Chinese Communist Party to promote sexual equality and 

economic emancipation of women, Chinese women in contemporary China still do 

not share power equally with men (Karabik, 1994; Stacy, 1983). Traditionally 

perceived as inappropriate for women to hold positions of authority, they are 

comparatively underrepresented in key managerial positions (Shaffer, Joplin, Bell, 

Lau & Oguz, 2000). Stereotyped as being difficult to work with, disorganised and 

narrow-minded (Wolf, 1985), women in China faced restricted opportunities to 

educational and training and gender discrimination (Karabik, 1994).  

 

In spite of the discrimination and negative attitudes towards women (Shaffer et al., 

2000), recent economic and political reforms as well as Western influences into China 

have witnessed a slow but positive progress. Women are said to be engaging with the 

changing economic, social and political reforms to create opportunities for themselves 

in modern China. While this is a positive move towards greater women emancipation, 

Evans (2008) claimed that the polarisation has increased between the women who 

have and those without, access to the new opportunities created by reforms. Those 

who are without such accesses, continue to remain bounded by the traditional 

assumptions about social and gender roles. 

 

As we enter the twenty-first century, it is important to note that these values are still 

inherent to Chinese societies. With increasing incomes, better living conditions, 

exposure to the West, higher education and, most importantly, industrialisation, these 

values are gradually being modified and reinterpreted to adapt to the modern world. 

Previous research on work values has shown that Chinese managers possess high 
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levels of Confucian values and a strong collectivistic tendency (Bond, 1991; Ralston, 

Elsass, Gustafson, Cheung, & Terpstra, 1992; Ralston, Gustafson, Cheung, & 

Terpstra, 1993; Redding, 1990). Interestingly, more recent research has indicated that 

even though Chinese managers are beginning to exhibit more individualistic 

characteristics in the workplace as a result of greater exposure to Western societal 

influences, they are not deemed to have forsaken their Confucian values. In fact, 

researchers have concluded that this is the Chinese way of ―cross verging their 

Eastern and Western influences, while on the road of modernisation‖ (Ralston, Egri, 

Stewart, Terpstra, & Yu, 1999, p. 415). 

 

Though the influence of cultural values on behaviour is well documented (Hofstede, 

1980), very limited research exists investigating the influence of Chinese cultural 

values on behaviour in a tourism context. Specifically, there is a lack of research in 

English-language publications regarding the influence of Confucianism on the touring 

experiences of Mainland Chinese travellers. As travelling and tourism become central 

to everyday lives, tourist behaviour and touring experiences can be examined as 

practices representative of the whole of social life (Edensor, 2000). The gaze and 

performances of tourists are expressions of that social world, and their experiences 

can be studied within a temporal and spatial order. 

2.6 Development of China’s Outbound Tourism 

Recent research has revealed the various factors critical to the development of China‘s 

outbound tourism (Chan, 2006; Zhang, Pine, & Zhang, 2000; Zhang & Qu, 1996). 

The implementation of the open-door policy in 1978, the increased disposable income 

of the Chinese people and the liberalisation of travel policies and border controls have 

all contributed to the acceleration of this development. Prior to the implementation of 

the open-door policy, outbound travel was prohibited for fear of ideological 

contamination from the West (Zhang & Heung, 2001). Hence overseas travel was 

banned, and only government officials carrying out government business were 

allowed to travel. To date, business and government travel continues to occupy a 

substantial proportion of China outbound travel. 

 

According to Arlt (2006), outbound tourism has no economic significance for the 

Chinese economy as only 4 per cent of the Chinese population, or 500 million 
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Chinese, travelled outside of China in the year 2005. This statistic does not include 

travel to Hong Kong and Macau. Compared with the foreign currency reserve of 

US$286 billion, US$53 billion FDI and US$30 billion trade surplus in the years 2001 

and 2002, the foreign currency outflow experienced through outbound tourism 

(US$14 billion in 2001 and US$15.4 billion in 2002) are deemed relatively 

insignificant. While these figures do not considerably impact on the Chinese 

economy, the social meaning of outbound tourism is more significant to the Chinese 

people, as it reflects the political control imposed on mobility and the growing desire 

to travel (Arlt, 2006).  

 

By the mid 1980s, rapid economic growth driven by the government‘s adoption of the 

open-door policy to accelerate economic development and transformation saw 

increased standards of living and larger disposable incomes in Mainland China, 

especially for those people living in major coastal regions and special economic 

zones, such as cities in Guangdong Province, Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin. Having 

experienced more than 20 years of unprecedented economic growth, the Chinese 

economy grew faster than in any other period in its history, and incomes more than 

quadrupled (Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs, 2009). In this time, China was 

able to mobilise huge sustained inflows of foreign direct investment and substantial 

domestic savings. With a massive market of newly empowered consumers with 

rapidly rising incomes, the Chinese people are known to be not only commercially 

oriented and hard working, but are also prepared to make sacrifices in order to better 

their lives (Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs, 2009). According to the 

National Bureau of Statistics of China (2006), the Chinese economy has seen 

tremendous development, with the country‘s GDP rising from 381 yuan in 1978, to 

1388 yuan in 1988, to 6796 yuan in 1998 to 16084 yuan in 2006. In addition, China‘s 

entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001 increased the rate of its 

economic reform process and improved its external economic relations, contributing 

to the rapidly developing outbound tourism market.  

 

With these favourable economic conditions expected to continue — even despite the 

global financial crisis — it is projected that the disposable income of Chinese 

residents will continue to increase over the next 20 years (Goldman Sachs Global 

Economy, 2007). Reflecting the degree of economic growth is the rapid development 
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of Chinese outbound tourism. From 1998 to 2004, the number of outbound tourists 

grew from 8,426,000 in 1998 to 29 million in 2004, and to almost 35 million in 2006 

(National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2006). A combination of factors, including 

increased disposal income, swift urbanisation, liberalisation of economic and political 

policies, and the adoption of the Approved Destination Status (ADS) policy, has 

resulted in an increased need and desire to travel overseas (Zhang & Heung, 2001).  

 

Once considered an unnecessary expense by the government under Chairman Mao 

Zedong, tourism (domestic and outbound) was prohibited, as it was regarded as 

extravagant and wasteful (Zhang, 1989). However, in 1995 the Chinese government 

introduced a five-day working week and in 2000 introduced another three collective 

week-long holidays to promote and invigorate a sluggish economy and tourism (Wen 

& Tisdell, 2001). According to Zhang and Heung (2001), the development of China‘s 

outbound tourism follows a four-stage ―ripple effect‖ in which, over time, overseas 

travel destinations for the Chinese people become more ―geographically distant‖ 

(p. 8). The first stage saw the growth of domestic tourism within China, while the 

second stage involved outbound travel to Hong Kong in 1983 and to Macau in 1984. 

The third stage marked the beginning of outbound travel to South-East Asian 

countries like Thailand in 1988, Singapore and Malaysia in 1990, the Philippines in 

1992 and South Korea in 1998. The fourth stage manifested in travels to Australia and 

New Zealand in 1999, Japan in 2000 and many European countries in 2004. In an 

attempt to promote border tourism and liberalise border controls with neighbouring 

countries like Russia, Mongolia, Vietnam, Laos and Burma, travel agreements were 

also signed in the late 1980s and early 1990s to facilitate two-way tourism between 

the borders (Chan, 2006; Zhang & Heung, 2001). 

 

Approved Destination Status is a tool adopted by the Chinese government to control 

its outbound tourism. ADS is a bilateral tourism agreement between the Chinese 

government and a foreign destination, whereby Chinese tourists are permitted to 

undertake leisure travel in groups to that destination. Therefore, only countries with 

ADS are listed as group travel destinations and are allowed to promote their 

destinations in China. Australia and New Zealand were among the first Western 

countries to be granted ADS status in 1999. Initially, the ADS agreement held by 

Australia had limited access, which covered residents from major cities like Beijing, 
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Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Hebei, Shangdong and Chongqing. A new agreement, 

signed in 2005, gave Australia access to all Chinese provinces (Tourism Australia, 

2008). China‘s potential as a major tourist-generating market has thus created 

important potential for tourism destination marketers worldwide. 

 

As reflected by the number of outbound tourists in recent years, China is poised to 

retain its position as a top tourist-generating country. Especially on the Gold Coast, 

tourists from China occupy fifth position after New Zealand, Japan, the United 

Kingdom and the United States respectively (Tourism Queensland, 2009). Yet, given 

that this market is of such magnitude, little research and knowledge exists. In 

particular, research on Chinese business and governmental travel is lacking. Wang 

and Sheldon (1995) reported that, of the 2.93 million outbound travellers in 1992, 

40 per cent of all trips were classified as business trips. In 1993, business trips 

accounted for 60.8 per cent of the 3.74 million outbound tourists. In 2007, the total 

number of arrivals from China to Australia was 357,557, with business travels 

amounting to 72,534 (Tourism Research Australia, 2007). Recent statistics have also 

reported tourist expenditure of $2 billion from this market, with average expenditure 

amounting to $5,860 per trip (Tourism Research Australia, 2007). Representing a 

fairly large proportion of the Chinese tourist market, the corporate traveller segment is 

sorely under-researched. While this market segment has important implications for 

the tourism industry, academia has shown very little interest to date. 

2.6.1 Research on Chinese Tourists 

Due to the newness of this market, studies on tourism and Chinese tourists are 

relatively limited in English-language publications. A review of the current literature 

indicates that the majority of studies conducted so far focus on three major aspects: 

the tourism trends and development of Chinese outbound tourism (Zhang, Chong, & 

Ap, 1999; Cai, O‘Leary, & Boger, 1999; Zhang & Qu, 1996; Zhang & Heung, 2001; 

Zhang, Pine, & Zhang, 2000; Davidson, Hertrich, & Schwandner, 2004); on trip, 

travel and behavioural characteristics (Cai, O'Leary, & Boger, 1999; Huang & Hsu, 

2005; Qu & Li, 1997; Ryan & Mo, 2001; Yoo, McKercher, & Mena, 2004; Zhang & 

Heung, 2001; Zhang & Lam, 1999); and finally, tourist satisfaction, motivation and 

perception (Huang & Hsu, 2005; Kau & Lim, 2005; Ryan & Mo, 2001; Zhang & 

Lam, 1999). The potential and implications of this rising tourist market to destinations 
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all over the world reflect the need for more research, both in an academic sense and 

on an operational level.  

 

According to Arlt (2006), the lack of tourism research on the Mainland Chinese 

tourists can be attributed to a few factors. First, general tourism research tends to 

adopt a production-oriented perspective that focuses on destinations and attractions 

―rather than applying a consumption-orientated view to the source markets and the 

consumers‖ (Meethan, 2001, cited in Arlt, 2006, p. 82). Second, as Mainland Chinese 

tourists have only recently come on to the international tourism scene, it is felt that the 

interest arising from both the industry and academia is just beginning. Third, tourism 

research in China is largely ignored and handicapped by governmental censorship (Li, 

2004, cited in Arlt, 2006). In addition, it is important to highlight the fact that, as most 

tourism studies are centred in the Euro/Western context, with the tourist being a 

typical Euro-American white construct, it is not surprising that research into Chinese 

tourists has also adopted strong theoretical and largely Western positivistic traditions 

(Pearce, 2004). There are also concerns that the classical motivational theories such as 

escape from unpleasant everyday surroundings may not apply to outbound tourists 

from Mainland China. Unlike Western and Westernised societies, it is argued that the 

Chinese people enjoy noisy, bustling, crowded surroundings, and therefore the push 

factors that explain why people travel overseas seem weak, while the pull factors are 

more likely to provide information on motivational patterns (Arlt, 2006).  

 

A number of studies focusing on the trend and development of China‘s outbound 

tourism are identified. Wang and Sheldon (1995) examined the trends and 

characteristics of China‘s outbound tourism. Liberalisation of border controls and 

increases in income are attributed to a growth in outbound travel. The study also 

highlights issues such as political inconsistency and unpredictability in China, and the 

stringent process involved in applying for a visa to travel overseas, that make overseas 

travel relatively inaccessible to the majority of the Chinese population. An in-depth 

study of the development of China‘s outbound tourism is conducted by Zhang, Pine 

and Zhang (2000). The study offers a history of the development of tourism from 

1949, when outbound travel was purely undertaken as a political activity. In addition, 

the study also discusses potential opportunities and challenges that may be 

encountered. Studies conducted by Zhang and Heung (2001) and Zhang and Qu 
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(1996) reflect the current trends of Mainland Chinese tourists to Hong Kong. Both 

studies focus on the impact of social, economic and political dynamics on travel 

decisions concerning Hong Kong. However, Zhang and Heung (2001) highlight the 

increasing trend of multi-destination trips in Mainland Chinese travel patterns, calling 

for more research into identifying the profiles and characteristics of these travel 

patterns.  

 

Studies focusing on identifying the demographics and trip attributes of Mainland 

Chinese tourists have identified several important tourist characteristics salient to 

tourism marketers. Mainland Chinese tourists‘ characteristics are identified as 

follows: they are predominantly male, with the majority of tourists aged between 30 

and 40 years of age, married, senior white-collar workers, travelling for business 

purposes and originating from major cities and coastal provinces like Guangdong, 

Beiqing, Shanghai and Tianjing (Zhang & Qu, 1996; Qu & Li, 1997; Yoo, 

McKercher, & Mena, 2004; Cai, O‘Leary, & Boger, 1999; Ryan & Mo, 2001). Ryan 

and Mo (2001) further claim that the Mainland Chinese tourists to New Zealand who 

they studied had above-average income, possessed graduate and postgraduate 

qualifications, travelled extensively, and were fast becoming a group of experienced 

and sophisticated travellers. However, while research of this nature is useful for 

predicting tourism trends and patterns, it makes little contribution to a real 

understanding of tourist behaviour. 

 

Based on the findings of their study, Kau and Lim (2005) claim that Mainland 

Chinese tourists to Singapore can be categorised into four segments: 

(1) family/relaxation seekers; (2) novelty seekers; (3) adventure/pleasure seekers; and 

(4) prestige/knowledge seekers. Using a structured questionnaire, tourists in each 

segment reflected different motivations, demographic backgrounds, trip 

characteristics and degrees of satisfaction. Though the study revealed that the majority 

of Mainland Chinese tourists to Singapore were not highly satisfied and were unlikely 

to revisit, no detailed explanation was provided as to why they were dissatisfied with 

the attractions of that place. Nevertheless, the study highlighted an important aspect of 

Mainland Chinese tourists: that Mainland Chinese tourist from different provinces 

travel with different travel motivations and attach different levels of importance to 
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various personal values; Mainland Chinese tourists should therefore not be regarded 

as a homogenous group and must be segmented.  

 

Other authors have reported that Mainland Chinese tourists to Hong Kong indicated 

relatively high levels of satisfaction with the tourism infrastructure and facilities (Qu 

& Li, 1997). They were, however, not satisfied with the high prices of shopping, 

eating out and accommodation (Qu & Li, 1997; Huang & Hsu, 2005). While Huang 

and Hsu (2005) identified that shopping was the most dominating travel motivation of 

Mainland Chinese tourists visiting Hong Kong, Zhang and Lam (1999) claimed that 

the high-tech image of Hong Kong was perceived as the most important pull factor.  

 

The study conducted by Ryan and Mo (2001) claimed that Mainland Chinese tourists 

to New Zealand exhibited a high level of satisfaction. Some of the most important 

reasons for wanting to visit New Zealand included: (1) visiting a place that they had 

never visited before; (2) the clean, unpolluted and safe environment; (3) that it was a 

multi-destination package trip which included Australia; and (4) sightseeing. Though 

the findings of the study recorded high levels of satisfaction, revisit intentions were 

relatively moderate, with language being the most obvious obstacle. While the studies 

reviewed above have identified specific travel motivations with the adoption of 

mainly quantitative methods, they have not provided any further and deeper 

understanding of the tourists‘ experience, which is influenced by the wider social 

cultural structures within which the tourists live. 

2.7 Gaps in Knowledge 

The review of the literature presented so far has clearly identified gaps in knowledge. 

First, as tourism is recognised as a consequence of modernity and modern life, most 

of the research conducted so far has mainly examined the relationship between 

modernity and tourism in a Western context. To become an inherent element of 

modern life, tourism must be situated in a developed and productive economy, in 

which surpluses are available for non-essential and luxury consumption such as an 

―escape from the dull and monotonous life‖. Developing economies clearly lack the 

advanced economic, political and social frameworks necessary for the development of 

tourism. Travel motivations for tourists in developing countries may involve more 

than an escape from everyday life. The use of Euro-Western tourism theories was 
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very obvious in the review of the literature on research concerning Chinese tourists. 

These theories are Eurocentric, based on the tourist being a Westerner. Therefore, 

they may not be suitable for application in non-Western contexts, where Oriental and 

Western values are in stark contrast. The existing literature on tourism has 

undoubtedly demonstrated a need for more research to explore the relationship 

between tourism and modernity in developing countries. 

 

While there has been an increase in the amount of research undertaken on Chinese 

tourists, much of this research is centred on emerging travel trends, tourist 

characteristics and motivations of mass tourists. Despite them representing a 

potentially highly lucrative tourist market, research on Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers is sorely lacking. More importantly, research done so far has not explored 

the influence of Chinese cultural values on the touring experience. As a dominant 

ideology among the Chinese people, Confucianism is said to pervade every aspect of 

everyday life. Given that the majority of the existing literature has adopted a strong 

Western positivistic tradition that aims to investigate the phenomenon from a 

detached and culture-free perspective, interpretive research that focuses on the 

influence of Confucian values on tourist behaviour and the touring experience can 

certainly contribute to a better understanding of Mainland Chinese tourists in general.  

2.8 Research Questions 

As many of the current tourism studies are largely focused on the Western tourism 

context, this thesis investigates tourists in a non-Western social setting. Primarily, this 

research attempts to explore the touring experience of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers at leisure, endeavouring to provide a broader understanding of Chinese 

tourists in general. The research questions are as follows: 

 

Research Question 1: How do Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure 

understand their experiences in Queensland, Australia? 

 

Research Question 2: Is there any trace of Confucian values in the way these 

travellers consume their tourist experience? 
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2.9 Chapter Summary 

This chapter reviewed literature relevant to the current study, including the 

development of modernity and the relationship between modernity and tourism, the 

fundamentals of Confucianism and its relevance in the twenty-first century. To date, 

the review of the literature indicates current gaps in knowledge about the relationship 

between tourism and modernity in developing countries. Furthermore, there has been 

no empirical study undertaken that focuses on the cultural component inherent in the 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers‘ touring experiences. Chapter 3 describes the 

methodology adopted for this research. 
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3 

Methodology 

3.0 Introduction 

Following Chapter 2, this chapter presents the research design and the methodological 

processes used to carry out this investigation. A brief overview is provided of current 

research trends in the social science disciplines, as well as in tourism. This is followed 

by an outline of the research design of this thesis. Reference is made to my role and 

presence as a researcher. The sampling procedures, methods of data collection and 

data-analysis procedures are explained in the next section. Finally, strategies for 

validating the findings and ethical considerations emerging as a result of this research 

are considered before a summary of the chapter is presented. 

3.1 Research Paradigms in Social Science Disciplines 

There is an extensive body of literature in research methodology in which the 

superiority and the conceptual significance of the two major paradigms, positivism 

and interpretivism, are debated in the social science disciplines (Mactavish & 

Schleien, 2000; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). These paradigms are distinguished by 

their underlying differences in philosophical assumptions about the nature of reality 

(ontology) and the way of knowing (epistemology). Ontology is concerned with how 

one sees the world, while epistemology refers to the nature of the relationship 

between the researcher and the subject (Jennings, 2001). Commonly denoted by the 

use of specific methods of data collection, positivist research advocates an ontology 

that assumes a single and objective reality based on observable facts. The nature of 

positivist knowledge views the social world as a concrete structure (Morgon & 

Smircich, 1980). This form of objective knowledge encourages verified hypotheses 

that can be accepted as facts or laws (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). A positivist 

epistemology believes that both the knower and the known are independent, based on 

the assumption that the researcher does not ―impact on and influence the results or 
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findings in a research project‖ (Jennings, 2001, p. 35). Positivism is said to embrace 

quantitative methods that are not only value-free but also reflect precision and rigour.  

 

Though recognised as the more prominent method, a major downfall of quantitative 

research is the inducement to assume purely statistical tools in situations where 

understanding is simply not possible by applying scientific rigour (Walle, 1997). 

Goodson and Phillimore (2004) argued that quantitative studies focus on abstracting 

the phenomenon that is being studied into a contextual vacuum by the generalisation 

of findings to a wider social population. In order to obtain an objective perspective, 

such quantifications fail to focus on gender, ethnicity, age and class, and on the 

process and creation of knowledge. As positivist research advocates only one true 

reality, it contradicts the belief that social life develops in a pluralistic manner. In 

addition, quantitative studies do not consider the impact that researchers themselves 

bring to their studies. These include ethics, attitudes, values, experiences, cultural 

background and ideologies (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Phillimore & Goodson, 2004).  

 

In contrast, interpretive research adopts an orientation that is concerned with how 

people construct meaning in natural settings. Interpretive researchers believe in 

subjective and multiple realities, based on the assumptions that people experience 

reality and their social worlds differently (Patton, 2002; Phillimore & Goodson, 2004; 

Strauss, 1987). Focusing on lived experience, interpretive research is also interested in 

learning what is meaningful and what is not to the people being studied. Interpretive 

research is thus defined as: 

 

The systematic analysis of socially meaningful action through the direct 

detailed observation of people in natural settings in order to arrive at 

understandings and interpretations of how people create and maintain their 

social worlds (Neuman, 2003, p. 76). 

 

Such an approach aims to understand how people construct meanings in the social 

world in which they live. As the social world is, to a large extent, the way people 

perceive it to be, social life is therefore based on social interactions and the social 

meanings created through these interactions (Neuman, 2003). Unlike positivistic 

research, interpretive research places much emphasis on the specific context in which 
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people live. Concerned with attaining an empathic understanding of a phenomenon, 

the techniques adopted by the interpretive researcher must reflect sensitivity to the 

social context. Meanings, values and rules of living used by people in their everyday 

lives are revealed by providing readers with a rich and thick description of the 

phenomenon being studied (Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Szmigin & Foxall, 2000). 

 

An understanding of the basic belief systems of these paradigms is important for 

social science researchers, as it will ensure that the overall design of the research 

project is consistent with the approach adopted for data collection, and with the way 

knowledge is constructed from the data (Jennings, 2001). Yet the assumptions that 

underlie the majority of social science research projects are never made transparent. 

Explicit articulation of the research assumptions is a way of developing the self-

understanding of the knowledge with others in the research community (Botterill, 

2001). For this research, my methodological, epistemological and ontological 

assumptions are made clear in this chapter.  

3.2 Research Trends in Tourism 

Often criticised for its over-reliance on positivist modes of thinking and conducting 

research, the majority of tourism research is based on objective measurement of 

interrelationships and interdependencies between tourists and places (Botterill, 2001; 

Jamal & Hollinshead, 2001; Phillimore & Goodson, 2004; Walle, 1997). Tourism is a 

complex phenomenon based on concepts of experiences and consumption of places, 

distinguished by its spatial-temporal dimensions and the behaviours of tourists 

(Meethan, 1996). These experiences and their meanings are constantly being 

constructed, deconstructed and reconstructed. It is therefore suggested that an 

approach is required which focuses on these subjective relationships, experiences and 

meanings within their sociocultural context (Phillmore & Goodson, 2004).  

 

As this research is an attempt to explore how tourists understand their touring 

experiences in relation to their social world, an interpretive methodology is warranted. 

This approach would provide a rich and in-depth understanding about the social world 

in which the tourists themselves live. The study of Mainland Chinese travellers is 

complex. Being highly collectivistic in nature, Chinese values are in stark contrast to 

Western values. In order to develop a better understanding of the phenomenon, the 
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research strategies involved in this project would be of a qualitative nature, aiming to 

study the phenomena from the perspective of the people involved with the phenomena 

rather than people as part of the physical world (Szmigin & Foxall, 2000).  

 

The use of ethnography in this research is thus necessary, as it allows me as the 

researcher to focus on the complexities of local and cultural processes within the 

social context of the phenomena being investigated (Duijnhoven & Roessingh, 2006). 

In order to present an insider point of view and to capture the multiple voices present 

in the setting, ethnographic researchers spend an extended period of time in the field 

with the participants (Holloway & Wheeler, 2002). The findings collected in this 

project are thus dominated by observations, discourses and in-depth interviews with 

the tour participants involved in the research. In particular, much attention is focused 

on the participants and their actions, in the belief that the ways in which they interact 

with each other explain the cultural complexities they bring to the setting. Interviews 

with the participants would reaffirm the findings collected and interpreted from the 

observations. 

 

In recent years, there has been a radical shift in tourism studies, which calls for a 

greater focus on interpreting the human experience, action and activities (Jamal & 

Hollinshead, 2001). The upsurge of publications dedicated to the wider philosophical 

debates underpinning specific methodologies reflects the increasing maturity and 

sophistication of the tourism industry (Phillmore & Goodson, 2004). The interpretive 

approach has been used predominantly as a tool to help gather information, which is 

then used to develop quantitative research. This widely used technique has been 

accepted as a legitimate approach to research (Walle, 1997). Still, the interpretive 

approach lacks support and is deemed methodologically and theoretically less 

advanced in terms of tourism research than the positivist approach, due to its late 

entry into the field and its delayed engagement with methodological issues (Phillmore 

& Goodson, 2004). In order to justify the approach adopted, some researchers have 

urged more transparency in the reporting of research findings, seeing this as necessary 

in order for others to judge the quality and rigour of the research (Denzin & Lincoln, 

1998; Phillimore & Goodson, 2004). Reflecting this view, Botterill (2001) agreed that 

―assumptions that underlie social science research in tourism are seldom made 
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explicit‖ (p. 199), therefore reflecting the need to communicate the world-view and 

paradigmatic framework within which the research is situated.  

3.3 Research Design 

This research is located within an interpretive, qualitative research paradigm that is 

informed by social constructionistic ideologies. As pointed out in Chapter 1, this 

research attempts to fill the gap of knowledge by exploring the touring experiences of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. The need to understand the link between their 

touring experiences and their social world is critical in the development of a greater 

understanding of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. While a review of the 

tourism literature indicates that studies on Chinese travellers are predominantly 

focused on identifying and measuring the characteristics of the Chinese tourists and 

the trends of their tourism experiences, it has also highlighted the lack of studies that 

focus on the role of cultural values on the tourism experience. Specifically, studies of 

Chinese outbound tourism and Mainland Chinese tourists have not focused on the 

influences and impacts of social, cultural, political and economic frameworks on the 

touring experience.  

 

As this is an exploratory study seeking to understand the touring experience of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, the adoption of a positivist approach which 

assumes a non-dualistic ontology and objectivistic epistemology would not be 

appropriate. Such an approach would produce generalisable knowledge that was value 

free and transcended subjectivities of sociological context (Phillmore & Goodson, 

2004). On the other hand, an interpretive investigation that assumed a dualistic 

ontology and a subjective epistemology would allow a genuine reflection of the 

tourists‘ perspective, and also reflect the existence of multiple voices in the social 

world in which the tourists live. This research accepts the assumption that human 

beings seek an understanding of the world in which they live, constantly developing 

meanings to make sense of their experiences (Creswell, 2003). Crotty (1998) argued 

that, as human beings ―are born into a world of meanings‖ and thus ―inherit a system 

of significant symbols‖, any description without reference to the culture and history of 

that world is ―misleading‖. Interpretive researchers believe that social life is based on 

social interactions (Neuman, 2003), and that all meaningful reality is therefore 

socially constructed (Crotty, 1998). Knowledge is said to be dependent on and 
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conditioned by the culture or society in which it is produced (Phillmore & Goodson, 

2004). People from different cultures experience and interpret meanings differently. It 

is this subjective sense of reality that enables human beings to assign meaning to 

situations and experiences (Neuman, 2003). Viewed in this way, Geertz (1994) 

claimed that culture cannot be studied by isolating the elements that characterise its 

nature: 

 

If anthropological interpretation is constructing a reading of what happens, 

then to divorce it from what happens—from what, in this time or that place, 

specific people say, what they do, what is done to them, from the whole vast 

business of the world—is to divorce it from its applications and render it 

vacant. A good interpretation of anything—a poem, a person, a history, a 

ritual, an institution, a society—takes us into the heart of that of which it is the 

interpretation (p. 223). 

 

An interpretive research would allow me as the researcher to delve into the multiple 

layers of meanings attached to tourist experiences, as well as unveil the socially 

constructed, anticipated and imagined characteristics of the tourism experience as 

experienced by the tourists themselves (Ateljevic, 2000). An in-depth understanding 

of the lived experience would allow tourism researchers to develop further 

understanding about the unique touring experiences of the Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers, and the social world in which they live. 

 

As demonstrated in Chapter 1, the existing literature on Chinese tourists is limited and 

narrow in scope. The current research hopes to adopt an interpretive approach, which 

seeks depth of meaning and richness of data to facilitate the understanding of 

Mainland Chinese travellers‘ behaviour and tourism experience. As most studies on 

Mainland Chinese tourists focus on quantitative methodology (Kau & Lim, 2005; 

Mok & DeFranco, 1999; Qu & Li, 1997; Teng, 2005; Zhang, Lam, & Bauer, 2001; 

Zhang & Lam, 1999; Zhang & Qu, 1996) and tourism studies in general are based on 

Western concepts, cultural dimensions and research instruments, these approaches 

ignore regional and ethnic boundaries, as well as the existence of distinctive cultural 

traits that are unique to Mainland Chinese (Fletcher & Fang, 2006). 
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In adopting a social constructionist world-view, ethnography was undertaken for this 

thesis. Traditionally used by anthropologists to study isolated cultures, it aims to study 

the social world in its specific context by sharing the lived experiences of the research 

subjects (Duijinhoven & Roessingh, 2006). This focal point is particularly important 

for ethnographers in the pursuit of understanding cultural rules, norms and processes. 

Defined as the ―direct description of a group, culture or community‖ (Holloway & 

Wheeler, 2002, p. 135), such research is often conducted by spending an extended 

period of time among the research subjects to gain an emic perspective (Eastman, 

1984; Hlaing, 2008; Mallet, 2003). Qualitative research advocates the need for 

researchers to practise sensitivity in the context of the research, and to immerse 

themselves in the setting and situation. Holloway and Wheeler (2002) argued: 

 

The context of participants‘ lives or work affects their behaviour, and 

therefore researchers have to realise that the participants are grounded in their 

history and temporality. Researchers have to take into account the total context 

of people‘s lives. The conditions in which they gather the data, the locality, the 

time and history are all important. Events and actions are studied as they occur 

in everyday, ‗real life‘ settings. It is important to respect the context and 

culture in which the study takes place (p. 11). 

 

Recognising that there are multiple voices in the field, these multiple realities can also 

be interpreted on many levels. As such, knowledge is often argued to be subjective, 

and these accounts are also recognised as interpretations of the researcher 

(Duijnhoven & Roessingh, 2006). Driven by the objectives of this research to seek in-

depth understanding of the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers, it is important that the research methodology adopted allows the different 

voices of the tourists to be explicitly heard in this dialogue. 

 

To provide insight into this dynamic and yet largely unexplored terrain, participant 

observation was chosen as the research strategy for this project, with the aim of 

uncovering, understanding and interpreting the meanings and experiences of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. Participant observation is a central 

technique used in ethnography to collect data. It allows researchers to learn and 

collect detailed information about their participants (Denzin, 1989; Denzin & Lincoln, 
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1998). Instead of asking people to comment about what they do or how they think, 

ethnographers prefer to observe people‘s behaviour in real time. These observations 

focus on naturally occurring behaviours that reflect internalised cultural norms and 

values (Silverman, 2001). 

 

Graburn (2002) argued that the lack of in-depth interviewing does not hinder 

researchers from drawing deep understanding of their subjects, as a great deal of 

information — such as the economic and cultural positioning of subjects — can be 

learned from just observing. These insights are said to demonstrate the meanings, 

values and feelings experienced by the tourists in relation to their lives. This strategy 

requires the researcher to become a participant, as interactions with the group being 

researched are part of the process (Veal, 1997). As Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) 

pointed out, an ethnographer: 

 

participates, overtly or covertly, in people‘s daily lives for an extended period 

of time, watching what happens and listening to what is being said, and/or 

asking questions through informal and formal interviews, collecting 

documents and artefacts — in fact collecting whatever data are available to 

throw light on the issues that are the emerging focus of the inquiry (p. 3). 

 

Participant observation is ―peculiarly well suited to a study of tourism‖ (Van der 

Berghe, 1994, p. 29), as it allows the researcher to immerse themselves in the ―real‖ 

world of the research subject (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). Ultimately, it allows 

the researcher to focus on the social interactions of the culture being studied as well as 

to track changes over time as these are perceived by the participants (Holloway & 

Wheeler, 2002). Boote and Mathews (1999) claimed that the utilisation of observation 

as an appropriate method is justified only when at least one of the following four 

criteria is met: 

 

1. the phenomenon under investigation is easily observable; 

2. the phenomenon under investigation is a social process or a mass 

activity; 

3. the phenomenon under investigation occurs at a subconscious level; 
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4. the consumers under investigation are either unable or unwilling to 

communicate directly with the researcher. 

 

The ethnographic researcher is, to a certain extent, actively involved with the research 

subjects when conducting observation in the field. Gold (1958) identified four major 

categories of the roles adopted by researchers engaged in ethnographic work; (1) as 

the complete observer whereby the researcher is detached from the research topic and 

setting, in the hope of achieving objectivity; (2) in the observer-as-participant role, 

whereby engagement with the research subjects is limited; (3) as the participant-as-

observer, where the researcher is very much engaged with the research subjects, 

attempting to develop a friendship with the subjects; and (4) as the complete 

participant, where the researcher is fully engaged with the subjects and activities and 

the researcher‘s identity and purpose is unknown to those he observes.  

 

With earlier studies reviewed, there are three reasons for adopting participant 

observation is this study. First, it is a phenomenon that is observable due to its nature 

as a public behaviour; second, the pattern of activity under investigation constitutes a 

form of social process which is being performed at a subconscious level; and finally, 

it is an appropriate method as it allows the researcher to observe the participants in 

their natural environment, thus giving the researcher an authentic representation of the 

phenomenon under investigation. 

 

The current research is located in the participant-as-observer realm, whereby 

interaction with the people under study is aimed at developing some degree of trust 

and friendship, resulting in the establishment of insider identity and gaining an emic 

perspective of the phenomenon under investigation. As Graburn (2002, p. 32), citing 

Abbot‘s (2000) work, claimed, when ethnographic researchers themselves become 

part of the research setting and strategy, the following applies to a reasonable degree: 

 

sociologists undertaking research are like tourists exploring a city (of social 

life), systematically sightseeing in an unfamiliar territory, trying to know all 

parts lying behind the many facades in order to understand the whole (the 

authentic) truth. It is the fate of modern man, like Abbot‘s sociologist, not only 
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to undertake touristic journeys but to live life as a tourist, and reflexively to 

examine one‘s inner and outer journeys as a tourist and as a modern. 

 

In this research, I engaged in both the role of both a participant and observer. The 

purpose of conducting participant observation was to observe the participants during 

their tourism experience on the Gold Coast, in the hope of exploring relevant layers of 

meaning. 

3.4 The Role of the Researcher 

An important aspect of this research is the role played by the ethnographer. Field 

observation played a dominant role in the fieldwork process for this study, and 

findings derived from interactions with tour group members constitute a major part of 

this research. Denzin and Lincoln (2003) argued that in order to understand the 

dynamics of researcher–object relations, one must take into account the subjectivity of 

the researcher as well as the context of the research setting. As Crick (1995) pointed 

out, as an anthropologist conducting research in a tourism setting, it is inevitable that 

an overlap in identities occurs as the researcher may participate and be identified as a 

tourist by both the locals as well as other tourists. Seen in this perspective, the 

researcher‘s presence to an extent becomes part of the research setting. Because of 

this overlap in identities in the field, Bruner (1995) often questioned the ambiguity of 

his position as a tourism researcher in his research on tourists. Though the shifting of 

the different roles during fieldwork creates ambiguity, it is this ambiguity that can 

sometimes provide the researcher with the opportunity to access the research 

subjects/sites, as well as to blend in with the setting (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Van 

der Berghe, 1994). The multiple roles in which I was engaged throughout this study 

were critical in the collection of data, and the analysis of the findings.  

 

In line with contemporary qualitative researchers and the increasing recognition of 

qualitative as well as alternative research methodologies, it is important to recognise 

my position as the researcher in this project. Deemed an integral part of the research 

process, it must be borne in mind that the significance of the phenomenon under study 

is mediated through the researcher as the tool (Mauthner & Doucet, 2003). My 

position, presence and past experiences in the research undoubtedly influenced the 

way in which this research was conducted, as well as the way the findings were 
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analysed. In order for my voice to be heard, it is necessary for me to identify my 

experiences and personal interests in relation to this research. I will therefore disclose 

some pertinent aspects of my own social background which might impact on my 

research. 

 

I originate from Singapore, with a Chinese ethnic background. Immediately after 

completing high school, I started work in an outbound travel agency in Singapore. 

Attracted by the opportunities available to travel overseas, I worked for many years in 

the travel industry, particularly in the field of outbound tour operations. In 1998, my 

family and I moved to the Gold Coast, Australia. With Mandarin as a second 

language, I frequently worked as a freelance tourist guide for Mainland Chinese as 

well as Singaporean Chinese tour groups. Having managed tour groups from 

Singapore for many years, I initially believed that managing Mainland Chinese tour 

groups would be relatively similar. However, my first encounter with Mainland 

Chinese tourists changed my mind. Though both groups of tourists share a common 

ethnic background and cultural values, there were stark differences between them 

(Kwek & Lee, 2007). The Singaporean tourists were proficient in the English 

language, well travelled and independent. In contrast, Mainland Chinese tourists were 

not so well travelled and were unable to communicate in English; they depended 

heavily on the tourist guide for everything. In comparison with the Singaporean 

groups, tour guiding of Mainland Chinese tourist groups was much harder, as the 

tourist guide had to accompany the group at all times.  

 

The interactions with the tour members in this research have involved a mutual 

exchange of information. As the researcher, I relied on the research participants to 

produce the much-needed knowledge of the people under study, while the Chinese 

travellers on the other hand looked to me for an insider view of the host culture. As an 

overseas Chinese who has resided in Australia for over 10 years, as well as being a 

university teacher, I was seen as the appropriate person to be able to exchange the 

type of information they wanted. They were curious and interested about the 

Australian culture and the lived experiences of Chinese people residing in Australia. 

As academia is a highly regarded profession in Asian societies, the presence of a 

university researcher in the tour group in most situations has not represented much 

inconvenience or discomfort for the tour members. With no English speaking ability, 
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most tour members were pleased to have a local person (other than the tour guide) in 

the group with whom they could casually chat. The majority of the research 

participants were courteous and friendly, with the exception of one particular all-male 

tour group. The tour members constantly stood together to smoke and chat, and 

avoided speaking to me. The tour guide explained that these men came from a 

province in the south-east of China, a relatively under-developed region where society 

is still dominated by men and women are regarded as the lesser gender. My role as a 

university researcher and my gender made them uncomfortable. In this particular 

case, I chose not to impose my presence on them and instead stayed in the background 

to conduct observations only. The use of ethnography requires the researcher to 

practise reflexivity that encourages active listening and quick responsiveness to the 

answers given by the research participants (Palmer, 2001).  

3.5 Gaining Access for the Study 

This research aimed to explore the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers at leisure to the Gold Coast. The immediate task at hand was to look for an 

inbound tour agent specialising in handling Mainland Chinese tour groups, which 

would give me access in order to conduct participant observation. Utilising my 

industry contacts, four inbound tour operators and two tour guides were approached 

and the intended research was explained to them. Unfortunately, all the tour operators 

approached either politely declined or ignored the request. The two tour guides who 

were also personal friends of mine agreed to let me conduct research observation on 

their tour groups. However, these arrangements were private, based on our friendship, 

and the tour company for which they were working were not to be informed. The tour 

guides explained that the tour companies were unlikely to agree to such a request as 

recent media publicity exposing some of the unethical shopping practices adopted by 

Chinese inbound tour operators on the Gold Coast had made them exceptionally 

cautious. The presence of a researcher ―prying around‖ made them uncomfortable, 

even if assurances were given that none of those shopping practices would be 

reported. While I was grateful for their kind offers, I could not jeopardise their 

livelihoods by accepting them. I therefore continued to search for the gatekeeper that 

would allow me to access the intended research participants. 
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Eventually, I came upon a friend who worked as a part-time tourist guide for an 

inbound tour company. My friend agreed to speak to the owner operator of the tour 

company regarding my research and arranged a meeting, after which I was permitted 

to conduct observations and interviews with his tour groups. After participating in a 

couple of tour groups, I understood why he was not at all concerned about a 

researcher ―prying into‖ and reporting on unethical shopping practices. Based on the 

Gold Coast, the tour operator specialised in corporate and government travel from 

Mainland China. A key contractual condition for operating these corporate tours was 

the ―NO SHOPPING‖ rule, unless such an activity is specifically requested by the 

tour participants. As the profit margins and quality of these groups were generally 

much higher than the mass tour package groups, operators like this one do not depend 

on commissions derived from shopping to support the cost of operating the tour 

packages. I have noticed from the fieldtrips that the tour guides involved in managing 

these corporate tour groups were indeed professional and, did not in anyway coerced 

any group members into buying things that they did not want to. Only when requested 

did the tour guides took the groups to the shops. In contrast, the mass tour groups run 

by the majority of the inbound tour companies sell cheap tour packages but are 

heavily dependent upon shopping commissions to make a profit (Dwyer, King, & 

Prideaux, 2007). Hence, this operator was not concerned with the ―coerced shopping‖ 

practised by some of the tour operators in Australia. 

 

Fieldwork observations began in June 2007. A total of 12 fully guided tours were 

participated and observed. There were 86 people, of whom 75 were male. The 

smallest group had two members, while the largest had 16. The length of the 

participants‘ stay on the Gold Coast varied from one to three nights. The target 

participants were Mainland Chinese nationals, visiting Australia on a corporate/leisure 

trip, who had chosen the Gold Coast as the destination for the leisure segment of their 

trip. Constrained by the short duration of the stay by the tour groups, I would spend 

one to two full days with each group. These tour packages were usually programmed 

and sold by an outbound agent in China, who would then contract them to an 

appointed Australian inbound tour operator. As most of these tour packages had 

multi-destination itineraries, the appointed inbound tour operator then subcontracted 

the various destination segments of the itinerary to tour operators in the different 

cities. The Gold Coast was designated as the destination for the ―rest and relaxation‖ 
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segment of the visit because of its image as a beach resort. Members of these tour 

packages came from a variety of professions, but they consisted mainly of 

(1) government officials on business travel, (2) private business personnel and 

(3) incentive corporate travellers. Incentive corporate travel may include incentive 

travel between suppliers and buyers or be a reward for high-achieving executives. 

3.6 Data-collection Strategy 

Unstructured and informal interviews and conversations were held whenever possible 

throughout the participant-observation fieldwork process. Because of the nature of the 

research setting, the techniques adopted for interviewing needed to be considered 

carefully. As the Mainland Chinese tourists‘ stay on the Gold Coast constituted the 

‗rest and relaxation‘ part of their travel itinerary, informal interviewing and 

conversations with the participants were favoured, as the participants tended to be 

more relaxed and thus were more willing to engage in conversation. For this research, 

the purpose of data collection was to generate knowledge regarding the tourist 

behaviour of these corporate travellers in a group tour setting. Driven by this purpose, 

unstructured interviewing allowed the interviewee to guide the conversation, thereby 

permitting the personal and emotional dimensions of the interviewee to pervade the 

discussion. I found such forms of interviewing to be fluid and to allow in-depth 

probing into a given concept by feigning naivety and ignorance about the meaning 

behind a topic (Cohen, 1984). Some of the initial questions posed to the participants 

include asking them if this was their first trip overseas and if not, where else have 

they been and their experiences. When they are shopping, I would start the 

conversation by asking them who they were buying for. As pointed out by Holloway 

and Wheeler (2002, p. 140), observations are ―starting points for in-depth interviews‖, 

as researchers can make use of interviews to clarify issues that are unclear to them 

with the participants. This is particularly important as it seeks to uncover any 

discrepancies between what was being said and what was actually being done.. 

 

Of particular importance with regard to all the methods mentioned above is the need 

for me as the researcher to record their experiences throughout the fieldwork process. 

Without a detailed recording of these experiences, recalling the exact experiences and 

observations through memory is difficult. Recalling was made even harder in this 

research project as tape-recording of these interviews was not encouraged. I found 
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ways to establish good rapport with the tour participants, which increased the 

opportunities to interact with them. To encourage the tour participants to speak freely, 

a sense of trust, ease and reciprocity was particularly important (Cotterill, 1992). In 

the process of encouraging them to speak of their experiences, I reciprocated by 

sharing my own experiences and knowledge with them. However, I did notice that the 

presence of a tape recorder tended to reduce the spontaneity of their responses, as well 

as their willingness to participate in interviews.  

 

According to the tour guide, a majority of the research participants were government 

officials and senior company executives from Communist China, and it was only 

natural for them to practise caution about what they said and did. In order to put the 

participants at ease and encourage spontaneity, interviews and conversations were 

conducted in a casual manner with no notebook or tape-recorder. Most of the note 

writing was therefore left to those times when the tour participants were tired and 

having a rest on the coach. As pointed out by Hammersly and Atkinson (1983), ―how 

people respond to the presence of the researcher may be as informative as how they 

react to other situations‖ (p. 24). The use of ethnography research thus relies on the 

researcher to be reflexive, especially when confronted by culturally sensitive issues, 

and also to engage as honestly as possible ―with both the enchantment and the 

problems associated with trying to gain an insight into the worlds of other people in 

other places‖ (Cloke, Philo, & Sadler, 1991). The current research argues that in order 

to engage successfully with the research participant, there is a critical need to accept 

and respect the cultural and social norms existing in that particular social context. 

While a diary was kept at hand to document my observations and personal 

experiences, a separate notebook was kept for the purpose of writing down quotes and 

notes of interviews with the participants. 

 

In order to gain an insightful understanding of the social construction of the research 

setting, as well as the relationships between the research subjects, personal attributes 

of the researcher can positively assist and impact on the collection of data. In line with 

the arguments made by Duijinhoven and Roessingh (2006), the ability to speak 

Mandarin — a common language among the Chinese people — and the sharing of a 

similar ethnic background are important attributes in fieldwork. I was better able to 

observe and understand the reality within which the participants operated because of 
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my ability to speak Mandarin. Participants‘ true opinions and beliefs were also better 

articulated in their own language. A common language gave both myself and the 

participants the opportunities to engage in casual conversation, which helped to build 

mutual understanding, rapport and interpersonal trust between us (Duijnhoven & 

Roessingh, 2006). 

 

Though I do have a similar ethnic background to the tour participants, I am 

considered an overseas Chinese and not a Mainland Chinese. It was possibly due to 

this difference in nationality that I was able to gain access to some information. 

Though the study conducted by Duijinhoven (2004) illustrated the strategic use of 

common ethnic identity and language to establish access and trust in the field, this 

strategy may not be useful when dealing with Mainland Chinese travellers. As 

demonstrated in the study conducted by Chan (2006), Mainland Chinese tourists to 

Vietnam adopted a condescending manner towards the Vietnamese people, and 

considered Vietnam a lesser nation in terms of sovereignty and modernisation 

compared with China. They were often rude and highly uncooperative. 

 

I personally did not feel any ―Chinese chauvinism‖ directed at me — in fact, I was 

treated most respectfully. However, several tour guides originating from Mainland 

China with whom this issue was discussed told me differently. One guide had this to 

say:  

 

They [the tourists] are always looking down on us. They think that because 

they are the ones spending money, they are more superior. That‘s why I 

always tell them that I am only doing this job because I am a bored housewife; 

that I live in a big mansion and my husband earns a lot of money. When I tell 

them this, their attitude would immediately change because now I am their 

peer and not beneath them. They tend to trust those whose social status is 

higher than them more than someone else who is working for them. 

 

Though I did not personally experience Chan‘s (2006) concept of ―Chinese 

chauvinism‖, I could relate to it as I have on many occasions witnessed the way these 

travellers behave towards fellow Chinese nationals working in Australia. These 

Chinese nationals include staff at Chinese restaurants, sales assistants in duty-free 
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shops and tour guides. Exhibiting a tendency to ―speak down‖ to those they deemed 

lower in social status than themselves, tour participants were sometimes quite rude 

and condescending. The fact that I was a university researcher from an Australian 

university and grew up in Singapore — providing an affiliation with two nations 

deemed that is deemed more economically, politically and socially developed than 

China — meant that I was spared. Due to my previous experiences with Mainland 

Chinese tourists, I understood that Mainland Chinese people placed high emphasis on 

social class, race, gender, style of dress and manner of speech. For every field trip, I 

endeavoured to dress appropriately, making sure that I looked the part of a researcher 

as well as an affluent Singaporean Chinese. Much of the literature on interviewing, 

especially in relation to reactivity and rapport, has suggested that the interviewer‘s 

appearance and accreditation are important factors (Berg, 2001; Burns & Grove, 

1993; Gordon, 1992; Patton, 1980; Stone, 1962). As Stone (1962) put it: ―Basic to the 

communication of the interview meaning is the problem of appearance and moods. 

Clothes often tell more about the person than his conversation‖ (p. 88). Nevertheless, 

Berg (2001) argued that while there is no guarantee that by looking the part the 

researcher will be granted rapport with the interviewees, the performance of the 

interviewers must ―be carefully prepared and rehearsed in advance and thus constitute 

a self-conscious performance‖ (p. 89). Overall, the engagements with the tour 

participants were successful and enjoyable, and I was able to converse on common 

topics of interest ranging from Singaporean politics to the Australian way of life. In a 

way, it was a fair exchange of information for both the researcher and the research 

participants. 

 

Building and developing a good and strong relationship with the gatekeeper is crucial 

in providing the necessary access to the research site, and in influencing the 

development of the research (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). After a couple of 

meetings with the inbound tourism operator, my gatekeeper and I established a 

mutually friendly and supportive relationship. During fieldwork, I would attempt to 

be as helpful as possible, often performing the role of an assistant tour guide. 

Occasionally, when some members of the tour group requested time to do a little 

shopping, I would oblige by taking a small group of them to a nearby shopping centre 

while the tour operator stayed behind with the larger group. This arrangement worked 

out well for both the tour operator and me. For the tour operator, it eased him of the 
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tedious task of running around with two separate groups, and I benefited from having 

more opportunities to interact closely with the tour participants. Being a Mainland 

Chinese himself, the tour operator was very respectful of my position as a university 

researcher and teacher. As mentioned before, the tour operator was very obliging 

every time he was approached to verify some of the queries derived from the 

fieldwork. In this way, the tour operator played a critical role in influencing the 

development of this research in a most positive manner. He would formally introduce 

me to the tour group at the start of the tour, attempting to give my credentials by 

explaining my presence in the tour setting, my research aims and objectives and, most 

importantly, my affiliations and qualifications. It must be acknowledged that because 

of his support and endorsement of my presence and research agenda, the tour 

participants were more receptive to my presence, which facilitated the collection of 

data. 

3.7 Sampling 

Unlike quantitative research that emphasises a sample‘s representativeness and the 

detailed and systematic procedures involved in drawing a probability sample, 

qualitative research adopts purposive sampling, which focuses on the selection of 

information-rich cases so as to gain insightful knowledge and understanding of the 

phenomenon (Merriam, 2002; Neuman, 2003). With purposive sampling, the 

researcher does not adhere to any rules on sample size as in-depth and useful 

knowledge is of greater importance (Patton, 2002). The present research, being 

interpretive in nature, identifies cases that are ―particularly important in the scheme of 

things‖ (Patton, 2002, p. 236) and which display the utmost impact on the growth of 

understanding of the phenomenon being investigated. 

 

The sample of this research comprises the 12 tour groups, consisting of a total of 86 

participants. As this project studies the behaviour of corporate travellers in tour group 

settings, the sample was selected based on the tourists‘ travel purpose. They were 

travelling on either business matters or participating in a study tour organised by their 

companies or suppliers. All participants in these 12 tour groups were observed. 

Participant demographics of the twelve groups are presented in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1: Participant Demographics 

 

Group 

No. 

 

Group 

Size 

 

Sex of 

Participants 

 

Age Range 

 

Chinese Cities 

 

Line of Work 

 

Purpose of 

Trip 

 

1 

 

6 

 

4 males 

2 females 

 

40–50 

years 

 

 

Shanghai, 

Beijing, 

Chengdu 

 

Electronics 

To visit 

suppliers in 

Australia 

 

2 

 

4 

 

3 males 

1 female 

 

30–40 

years  

 

Shanghai 

 

Manufacturing 

To visit 

suppliers in 

Australia 

 

3 

 

16 

 

12 males 

4 females 

 

40–60  

years 

 

Various parts of 

China 

 

Manufacturing 

 

Incentive cum 

study tour 

 

4 

 

4 

 

4 males 

 

45–55  

years 

 

Beijing, 

Dalian, 

Inner Mongolia 

 

Coal mining 

 

Factory visit 

 

5 

 

10 

 

8 males 

2 females 

 

40–65 

years  

 

 

Shenyang 

 

Aerospace 

 

Study tour 

 

6 

 

8 

 

8 males 

 

35–60  

years  

 

Yunnan 

 

Electricity 

 

Study tour 

 

7 

 

4 

 

3 males 

1 female 

 

40-55  

years 

 

Wuxi, Beijing, 

Shanghai 

 

Woollen fabric 

To visit 

suppliers in 

Australia and 

New Zealand 

 

8 

 

10 

 

10 males 

 

45-65  

years 

 

Dalian 

 

Higher 

education 

 

Study tour 

 

9 

 

12 

 

11 males 

1 female 

 

40–60 

years Old 

 

Sanya 

 

Tourism 

 

Study tour 

 

10 

 

2 

 

2 males 

 

35–40 

years 

 

Shengyang 

 

Vocational 

education 

To meet with 

universities in 

Melbourne 

 

11 

 

6 

 

6 males 

 

40–55 

years 

 

Various parts of 

China 

 

Suppliers of 

metal 

 

Factory visit 

 

12 

 

4 

 

4 males 

 

35–55 

years  

 

Shanghai 

 

Electronics 

 

Study tour 

 

 

From the table, it is clear that all the tour groups observed were travelling for reasons 

related to work, and the types of work involved were varied. However, males were the 

dominant gender in all the tour groups observed, with age groups ranging from 30 to 
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65 years; a majority of these participants resided in major cities in China like Beijing, 

Shanghai, Shenyang and Dalian. In total, there were only 11 female tour participants 

compared with the 75 males in the tour groups. Most participants were generally 

middle- to top-management executives, with a handful of top government officials.  

 

In addition, this research sought particular participants in the tour groups who were 

able and willing to offer detailed knowledge about the social phenomenon under 

inquiry for further in-depth interviews. Purposive sampling was again utilised in the 

selection of participants for the in-depth interview. Six in-depth interviews of 

approximately 30 minutes were conducted. To obtain a broader range of perspectives, 

selection of participants for in-depth interviews was based on the roles they played 

within the group setting. As Chinese societies are grounded in collectivism that places 

a high emphasis on hierarchical structures, it became apparent that in almost every 

tour group observed in this research, there was a leader, an organiser, and senior and 

junior members. In addition to selecting participants based on the role they played in 

the group, these participants also needed to be easy to access and willing to participate 

(Baxter & Eyles, 1997). This research recognises that interviewing only those who are 

easily accessible can be problematic, as they may not be the most informative sources. 

All efforts were made to ensure that the sample was selected from all the different 

roles. Demographics of the participants who took part in the in-depth interviews are 

presented in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Demographics of In-depth Interview Participants 

 

For this research, I participated in various tour groups and all tour members were 

informed of the research purpose at the start of the tour. As limited research has been 

conducted to explore the touring experience of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, 

this research focused on participant observation, a research strategy that incorporated 

a number of research methods like direct observation, discourses and in-depth 

interviews with the tour participants. Aimed at understanding the touring experiences 

of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure, I participated undisguised, and 

observations were focused on the experiences and activities of tour members. 

Discourses with the tourists and clarifications with the tour guide were undertaken 

throughout the day. Six in-depth interviews were conducted with selected tour group 

members. In addition, numerous discussions were held with the tour guides for 

clarification of the findings. From my past experiences in the tour guiding of 

Mainland Chinese tourists, these times would include (1) the time spent waiting for 

the coach to arrive, (2) the time spent waiting for other members of the group, (3) 

travelling time and (4) the time before, during and after a meal. I frequently consulted 

with tour guides and the tour operator to affirm and enhance the adequacy and 

accuracy of information. Originating from Shanghai, China, the tour operator is 

Gender Age Chinese 

City 

Line of Work Role 

Performed 

in Tour 

Group 

Male Late fifties Dalian Higher Eduction Member 

Male Early forties Wuxi Trading Organiser 

Male Early fifties Xiamen Tourism Organiser 

Male Late forties Sanya Tourism Member 

 

Male Late forties Shanghai Trading Leader 

 

Male Late forties Inner 

Mongolia 

Trading Member 
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extremely experienced and knowledgeable in organising Mainland Chinese tour 

groups, as well as in Chinese politics and protocols. Often acting as my ―fountain of 

knowledge‖, he was often at hand to explain any issues that needed clarification. 

 

From the conversations with the participants, it became clear that most of the tour 

participants were relatively well travelled, with a majority of them having travelled to 

countries in South and South-East Asia like Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Korea, 

Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia. Many of them had also been to the United States. 

It was, however, the first visit to Australia for most of them. 

3.8 Data Analysis 

Qualitative data analysis is hardly ever a detached methodological undertaking. 

Mauthner and Doucet (2003) stated that the methods of data analysis and its processes 

are influenced by the epistemological and ontological assumptions adopted by 

qualitative researchers in their studies, and the ―personal, interpersonal, emotional, 

institutional and pragmatic influences‖ (p. 415). They further argued that, very often, 

these influences are not acknowledged in their work and that ―situating ourselves 

socially and emotionally in relation to respondents is an important element of 

reflexivity‖ (p. 414). In this research, an interpretive and ethnographic approach is 

adopted to provide the framework for data collection and analysis. This research seeks 

to understand the complex social processes among Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers, and recognises that social life is based on social interactions and that 

meaningful reality is socially constructed. Primarily an inductive approach which 

looks for underlying themes and patterns, ethnographic results derived from the data 

should emphasise the insider perspective (O'Reilly, 2005). 

 

As the researcher goes into the field to observe and interview the research subject, the 

researcher becomes part of the research setting. More importantly, the researcher 

becomes ―an instrument of research‖ (Byrne, 2001). The researcher plays an 

important role in the process of analysing the data collected. Green and colleagues 

(2007) defined data analysis as a ―systematic and essentially taxonomic process of 

sorting and classifying the data that have been collected‖ (p. 546). It is a detailed and 

time-consuming process involving the ―constant movement between immersion, 

coding, categorising and creation of themes‖ (p. 546). Yet qualitative studies have 
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often been criticised for not being explicit about the data analysis process, which often 

results in poor or no explanation of how data were analysed (Green et al., 2007; 

Neuman, 2003). It is therefore the ethical responsibility of the researcher to make the 

link between how the analytical process was undertaken and the evidence produced. 

Employing a qualitative approach, the data collected from fieldwork were analysed 

manually as well as using a computer-aided program, NVivo. Observations noted in 

the researcher‘s fieldwork journal were coded simultaneously and continuously 

throughout the duration of the fieldwork. As in most qualitative research, the process 

of data analysis is often conducted right from the beginning of the fieldwork, 

alongside the observations and interviews (Green et al., 2007; Holloway & Wheeler, 

2002). This is to ensure that any gaps or unclear issues can be clarified while the 

researcher is still in the field. Wax and Wax (1980) stressed the importance of 

engaging in continuous dialogue with their field notes to ensure success in their 

fieldwork and in gaining ―the maximum benefit from the field situation‖ (p. 33). This 

is important, as it allows researchers to familiarise themselves with the data that have 

been collected and thus discover any incomplete or unclear information. Being in the 

field may then permit the researchers to obtain this information and clarify it with the 

research subject relatively effortlessly. Wax and Wax (1980) further claimed that 

researchers who do not engage in continuous dialogue with their field notes until they 

have left the field ‗will find themselves unable to fill in the gaps exposed by the 

process of analysis and construction and unable to cope with questions that suddenly 

emerge as theoretically relevant‘ (p. 33). More importantly, it is through engagement 

with one‘s field notes during the fieldwork process that analysis of the data is 

initiated. 

 

As the interviews and informal conservations were not tape recorded, I had to quickly 

write notes after each interview in order not to miss anything important. The 

interviews, on-tour observations and notes were typed and transcribed verbatim as 

soon as that particular field trip was completed in order for the data to be 

simultaneously analysed and coded. As English is my first language, most of the on-

tour observations and notes were written in English. To retain as much as possible the 

participants‘ actual words, in-depth interviews and discourses were mainly recorded 
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in Mandarin and later translated into English. With limited research funds, I translated 

the interview data myself. Repeated reading of the transcript and other data collected 

from the fieldwork laid the foundation for ―connecting disjointed elements into a 

clearer picture of the issue being investigated‖ (Green et al., 2007, p. 547). New data 

collected through subsequent fieldwork were constantly compared with existing data 

to ―see whether there is a fit between them and the analytic categories and themes‖ 

(Holloway & Wheeler, 2002, p. 147).  

3.8.1 The Coding Process 

The purpose of coding is to systematically reduce the data as well as analytically 

categorise the data into themes. Strauss (1987) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) have 

identified three different types of coding in the analysis process: open coding, axial 

coding and selective coding. Coding is the process of examining and organising the 

raw data collected from the field, followed by tagging of the data. The raw data in this 

research would therefore include the observations, and the informal conversations and 

in-depth interviews with the tour participants. Codes are labels tagged to a certain 

segment of the transcript that describes particular information. It is also common to 

find particular information being tagged to more than one code (Green et al., 2007).  

 

Open coding is the initial stage of the data analysis process, in which the data are 

broken down into discrete parts or categories. The formation of these categories is 

scrutinised and they are then put side by side to look for similarities and differences 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), resulting in a more focused set of data (Strauss, 1987). 

According to Neuman (2003), open coding is the initial attempt to condense the 

massive amount of data into categories. In this phase, the researcher labels particular 

behaviours and actions found in the data and compares them with others to decide 

which of them belong together (Harry, Sturges, & Klingner, 2005). By constant 

comparison, the processes of open coding ―soon starts to generate theoretical 

properties of the category‖ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).  

 

After open coding, a list of these codes is made in order to allow further analysis, 

which includes reorganising and sorting these codes. Neuman (2003) suggested that 

researchers make a list of these codes for the following reasons because first, it aids 

the researcher in seeing the emerging themes as well as finding themes in future open 
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coding and second, this list could also be used in further analysis, in which a universe 

of all themes can be built on to it. Finally, Grbich (1999) warned that these codes 

must be allowed to emerge from the data naturally, rather than the data being forced 

on to preconstructed codes. In this research, the initial stage of coding was performed 

manually. I felt that at this early stage, working on the data with pencil and paper was 

more helpful as I was better able to conceptualise and visualise the broader order of 

categories that emerged from my hand-drawn diagrams. While manually coding the 

data was useful at this stage, it became too complex and difficult to manage when the 

amount of data became larger. Later stages of coding were completed using NVivo. 

The initial broad categories which emerged from the data revealed close 

interrelationships between the categories as some of the open codes were represented 

in more than one category (see Appendix A). 

 

In the second phase, or axial coding, the focus is placed on the initially coded themes 

rather than the raw data (Neuman, 2003). The researcher begins with an organised set 

of open codes and starts ―to group these discrete codes according to conceptual 

categories that reflect commonalities among codes‖ (Harry et al., 2005, p. 3). While 

opening coding is a process of breaking down data, axial coding attempts to cluster 

these codes based on their relationship to each other. In this research, axial coding 

assisted in identifying not only categories and their subcategories; it also begins to 

demonstrate the possible inter-relationships between the major categories and the 

interrelatedness among the subcategories. At this point, the researcher may consider 

eliminating some themes or examining others in more depth (Neuman, 2003).  

 

In the final phase of coding, major themes identified in axial coding are explored 

further to provide better understanding of potential interrelationships that may exist in 

the major themes (Neuman, 2003). During this stage of analysis, I constantly re-

evaluated the emerged categories, focussing on how these categories relate to 

Confucius values. I also stayed in touch with my gatekeeper in order to clarify any 

vague or conflicting issues that arise from these categories. 

 

According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), information redundancy or data saturation 

appears when the researcher no longer recognises any new and forthcoming data. For 
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this research, data collection and data analysis were conducted concurrently, which 

allowed the researcher to cease fieldwork on achieving data saturation. Fieldwork and 

data collection ceased after the twelfth field trip, when it became clear that further 

data collection would not bring any new conceptualisations. 

3.9 Strategies for Validating Findings 

Despite the increasing use of interpretive research in the social science disciplines, 

qualitative research is still widely criticised as ―frivolous, faddish, and devoid of real 

substance, value and utility in the real world of people and their problems‖ 

(Sandelowski, 1997). This criticism is centred mainly on the lack of rigour, dictated 

by the principles of validity and reliability in the tradition of quantitative research 

(Emden & Sandelowski, 1998; Horsbugh, 2003; Sandelowski, 1997; Seale, 2001; 

Tobin & Begley, 2004). The principles of validity and reliability claimed that for the 

findings of a study to be valid and reliable, it must be replicable and generalisable 

(Emden & Sandelowski, 1998). However, this research supports the philosophical 

assumptions of qualitative research, which advocate that reality is subjective and 

multi-faceted and that interpretation of meanings is socially constructed and 

contextual (Cutcliffe & McKenna, 1999). Replication and the belief in a single 

universal meaning and interpretation is therefore not possible (Echtner, 1999). 

Goodwin and Goodwin (1984) claimed that qualitative researchers are just as 

concerned about validity and reliability in research as their quantitative counterparts, 

but the evaluation of validity and reliability in qualitative research requires a different 

approach and different definitions. 

 

Good qualitative research must demonstrate rigorous and ethical methodology, 

interpretation, and presentation of data collected and analysed (Fossey, Harvey, 

McDermott, & Davidson, 2002). It must reflect the following dynamics of qualitative 

approaches: (1) that the interpretation made from the data collected must represent 

authentically the perspectives of the participants or the authentic features of the 

phenomena under study; (2) that the data collected and the findings derived from the 

data must be coherent with the social context; and (3) that the collection, analysis and 

presentation of the data must be transparent to establish ethical standards (Lincoln, 

1995, cited in Fossey et al., 2002). 
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Rigour refers to the establishment of trustworthiness, authenticity, relevance and 

goodness of qualitative research. Tobin and Begley (2004) argued that the concepts of 

validity and reliability underlie rigour. By demonstrating rigour in the process of the 

research, integrity and competence are also demonstrated. Therefore, all qualitative 

research must demonstrate rigour in methodology and interpretation in order to be 

accepted as valid, credible and reliable. While much has been written about what 

constitutes rigour, debates surrounding this issue are also extensive. Cutcliff and 

Mckenna (1999) claimed that it is almost impossible to produce a universal criterion 

for all qualitative studies as the fundamentally reflexive nature and subjectivity of 

qualitative studies render them incomplete and non-objective, and consequently it is 

impossible to check for complete authenticity of their findings. 

 

 While some authors argued that the establishment of a set of universal criteria is 

necessary (Hammersley, 1992; McKenna, 1997), Altheide and Johnson (1994) 

claimed that the criteria for judging the quality of work needs to be tailored to the 

tradition, as approaches adopted by various traditions and disciplines vary 

significantly. With all claims considered, qualitative researchers are encouraged to 

exercise careful consideration in selecting methods, to be explicit in their research 

interests and to return to the participants to gain verification (Cutcliff & McKenna, 

1999). To establish trustworthiness and rigour, this research conducted in-depth 

interviews and member checking techniques to affirm and add depth to what was 

observed. 

 

While the researcher‘s epistemological position informs the reader how knowledge is 

generated and the ontology explains how the researcher views the social world, a clear 

description of the research topic, research questions and the purpose of the research 

offers the researcher a coherent research strategy and allows the transfer of the 

knowledge to other studies. Transferability is described as the provision of a rich 

account of the setting so that readers are given ample information to be able to decide 

whether the findings of the study can be applied elsewhere (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

This research used purposive sampling that focuses on the selection of information-

rich cases to gain insightful knowledge and understanding of the phenomena. Unlike 

quantitative research, which emphasises the importance of internal validity, 

qualitative research attempts to establish the credibility of a study through authenticity 
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and truthfulness (Neuman, 2003). Rules on sample size were not adhered to as in-

depth and useful knowledge are of more importance (Maggs, 2001; Patton, 1980). 

Credibility of findings is also demonstrated through prolonged triangulation, 

engagement and persistent observation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The soundness of 

sampling strategies demonstrates the completeness of information and increases the 

trustworthiness of the findings (Fossey et al., 2002). The use of triangulation, multiple 

sampling strategies such as observations, informal discourses and in-depth interviews 

were used in this research to enhance adequacy of information.  

 

Dependability, according to Lincoln and Guba (1985), cannot be achieved without 

credibility being established through auditing procedures by other researchers for 

adequacy. A systematic record of documentation of data and its methods, along with 

researchers‘ thoughts and perspectives, is needed for this audit. For this research, I 

kept two separate journals during fieldwork. One journal was used to record my 

observations and personal reflections while the other was used to write down details 

of conversations and in-depth interviews with the participants. 

 

Tobin and Begley (2004) argued that central to the audit trail is the concept of 

reflexivity, which requires researchers to maintain a self-critical record of the research 

process that includes both internal and external dialogue. Confirmability, as suggested 

by Lincoln and Guba (1985), replaces the component of neutrality and objectivity. It 

is concerned with the establishment of findings, which are clearly derived from the 

data and ―not figments of the inquirer‘s imagination‖ (Tobin & Begley, 2004). These 

authors also reinforced the idea that completeness of information through 

triangulation is more important ―as a means of enlarging the landscape of their 

inquiry, offering a deeper and more comprehensive picture‖ (p. 4). Triangulation of 

data sources and methods allows researchers to conduct a comparison of perspectives 

and also helps to distinguish other aspects and dimensions of the research topic 

(Fossey et al., 2002). Techniques of triangulation used in this research included the 

following: 

 

 Triangulation of methods took place, whereby observations, informal 

conversations and unstructured in-depth interviews were adopted. As 

observation was the primary method for data collection, informal 
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conversations and in-depth interviews acted to support findings and 

interpretations gathered from the observation.  

 

 Member checks with tour guides were frequently used to verify data analysis 

and interpretation. This was to ensure that the research findings were authentic 

and true. For the final stage of the analysis and interpretation of the data, I 

consulted with the tour operator on several occasion to confirm the findings. 

As highlighted by Tobin and Begley (2004), this process affirmed that the 

interpretations were derived from the data and were ―not figments of the 

inquirer‘s imagination‖. In addition, a telephone interview was conducted with 

a member of the tour groups several weeks after the trip in an attempt to 

reaffirm several issues on interpretation and analysis. 

3.10 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical clearance for this research was obtained from Griffith University‘s Office for 

Research prior to the conduct of fieldwork. As this research took place in a normal 

package group tour setting, it was my responsibility to ensure that the touring 

experiences of the participants were not adversely affected by my presence and the 

objectives of my research.  

 

It is important to note the interconnectedness of ethics and rigour in qualitative 

research as illustrated by Lincoln (1995). Orb, Eisenhauer and Wydnaden (2001) 

claimed that the concepts of relationships and power between the researchers and 

participants are embedded in qualitative research. Ethical issues in qualitative 

research are commonly identified in the process of data collection. As qualitative 

research focuses on the interpretive understanding of human experiences in natural 

social settings, any human interaction requires an awareness of the ethical issues that 

arise from these interactions (Orb, Eisenhauer, & Wynaden, 2001). In their eagerness 

to conduct data collection, some researchers lose sight of ethical considerations. 

Neuman (2003) claimed that ethical concerns exist in all research, and it is the 

researcher‘s responsibility to consider these issues in the design of the study. Orb, 

Eisenhauer and Wynaden (2001) further argued that, compared with quantitative 

research, ethical issues in qualitative studies are more subtle; however, Patton (2002) 

believed otherwise, feeling that because of the nature of qualitative research, it can 
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actually be more intrusive than quantitative studies. Codes of ethics serve only as a 

guide; researchers are required to seek a balance between the pursuit of knowledge 

and the privacy and confidentiality of those being studied (Merriam, 2002; Neuman, 

2003).  

 

The National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) (2007) stated that the 

Principles of Ethical Conduct lie primarily in the protection of research participants‘ 

welfare and rights. It is the researcher‘s responsibility to ensure research integrity, 

respect for persons, beneficence and justice. Research integrity is reflected in the 

accountability of the research with reference to the research question, design, method 

and contribution to knowledge. The NHMRC (2007) claimed that respect for persons 

includes the welfare, rights, beliefs, perceptions, customs and cultural heritage of 

research participants, both as individuals or a group; beneficence reflects not only the 

benefits resulting from the research, but also the researcher‘s responsibility to 

minimise the risks of harm or discomfort to the participants under study; while justice 

refers to the process of selection, recruitment, inclusion and exclusion of research 

participants in a non-discriminatory manner.   

3.11 Ethical Issues in the Process of Data Collection 

3.11.1 Informed Consent 

Daly and McDonald (1996, cited in de Laine, 2000) claimed that issues such as harm 

to participants, informed consent and the confidentiality of data on research 

participants are the main priorities of ethics committees. Informed consent was 

described as the consent received by the researcher from the participant after being 

carefully and truthfully informed about the research (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). This 

principle has also been known as a negotiation of trust (Kvale, 1996), and advocates 

voluntary participation (Neuman, 2003). More importantly, it is the right of 

participants to terminate participation in a research at any time. Neuman (2003) 

claimed that truthfulness and honesty protect both the participant and the researcher, 

while informed consent reduces the likelihood of fraud and abuse.  

 

For the purpose of this research, approval was obtained from the participating 

inbound tour operator prior to the conduct of the research. In addition, all participants 
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were approached through their tourist guides. The aims and objectives of this 

research, together with the need to obtain consent, were explained to the tour guide 

concerned. As the leader of the tour group, the tour guide then explained to the tour 

members about the research. Members of the tour groups were also explicitly advised 

that, should they object to being observed and interviewed, their decision to not 

participate in the research would be respected and all fieldwork would be terminated. 

Fortunately, no objection to the conduct of research was evidenced throughout the 12 

tour groups. A copy of the informed consent form is attached (see Appendix B). 

3.11.2 Covert Research versus Overt Research 

Covert research also leads to the issue of invasion of privacy. Neuman (2003), Orb et 

al. (2001) and Denzin and Lincoln (1998) all cited Humphreys‘ (1975) study of 

homosexuals using deception as being unacceptable. Neuman (2003) also included 

―eavesdropping on conversations and observing people in quasi-private areas‖ 

(p. 126) as unethical and as an invasion of privacy. It is also the researcher‘s ethical 

and moral responsibility to protect a participant‘s identity, making sure the participant 

is unknown or anonymous. Protection of privacy has two forms: anonymity and 

confidentiality (Neuman, 2003). To retain anonymity and confidentiality, researchers 

are responsible not only for keeping the participants separate and nameless from their 

responses, but also for removing from records any identifying marks that might 

indicate the subjects‘ identities (Neuman, 2003; Berg, 2004). The underlying rationale 

is that participants should not be exposed to an increased risk of harm as a result of 

the deception, concealment or covert observation (NHMRC, 2001). In accordance 

with NHMRC (2001), I conducted participant observation undisguised, and clearly 

and explicitly explained the aims and objectives of the research to all the participants 

involved. All participants in this research will remain anonymous, as every attempt is 

made to ensure that all tour members observed in this study are not identifiable. 

3.11.3 Avoidance of Harm 

Another major ethical concern is the avoidance of harm, both physically and 

emotionally, to participants. Orb et al. (2001) stated that researchers have an ethical 

responsibility to anticipate potential outcomes of an interview as well as evaluating 

both benefits and possible harm. Interviews are one of the most common methods 

used in qualitative research to explore and gain deeper understanding of the 
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experiences and meanings of people‘s interaction in the social world (Mason, 2002; 

Merriam, 2002; Patton, 2002). Orb et al. (2001) claimed that, as interviews may 

sometimes produce sore and sensitive experiences and cause the participant to be 

distressed, researchers must be aware of participants‘ vulnerability and their rights to 

terminate participation. A common problem with interviewing is the lack of 

reflexiveness (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). Palmer (2001) acknowledged that a reflexive 

research design is important in the collection of data, as it not only allows the 

researcher to be an active listener but also ―to respond to the answers and the 

behaviour of the interviewee‖ (p. 306). Being reflexive is to be attentive to one‘s own 

perspective and participants‘ perspectives (Patton, 2002). This research has not and 

will not create any risks to the target participants, either physically or emotionally. As 

mentioned, all participation was voluntary and any decision to terminate participation 

was to be respected. 

3.11.4 Conflict of Interest 

Conflict of interests occurs when researchers take on multiple roles and establish dual 

relationships with research participants while conducting fieldwork (de Laine, 2000). 

Being friendly with participants ensures that researchers have access to information 

that might be intimate and secret to the participants. Despite the use of pseudonyms, 

participants can feel exploited if they are identified in publications. De Laine (2000) 

outlines the dilemma that researchers feel: on one hand, there is a desire for rapport, 

while on the other; there is an obligation to protect the privacy of the participants. 

Boundaries might also be crossed when researchers, in attempting to gain access, 

establish trust and maintain relationships with participants, are ―willing to turn a blind 

eye to certain immoral acts‖ (de Laine, 2000, p. 30).  

There were no apparent conflicts of interest and risks involved in this research. Even 

though I as the researcher had access to sensitive information during fieldwork, I was 

careful to limit research findings wholly to the research aims and objectives of this 

project.  

3.12 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has detailed the qualitative methodological approach adopted for this 

research. First, the research paradigms in social science disciplines and research 
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trends in tourism were briefly reviewed. Following this, the social constructionist 

research paradigm which guided and informed the study was discussed. My 

epistemological and ontological assumptions as the researcher are also established in 

this chapter. The world-view adopted in this research is appropriate in the study 

undertaken to develop an in-depth understanding of the behaviour and touring 

experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. 

Participant observation was chosen to allow themes to emerge from observations, 

informal discourses and unstructured in-depth interviews. Techniques and strategies 

used in these methods were also outlined. A delineation of sampling procedures and 

data analysis processes was presented in the chapter. Finally, strategies for validating 

findings were explored to ensure that findings are credible and reflect rigour. 

Having described the methodological processes adopted in this research, the 

following chapters discuss the themes that have emerged through fieldwork. 

Chapter 4 discusses the major themes that have emerged from the data, while Chapter 

5 reviews the findings in relation to Confucian values. 
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4 

Findings from the Fieldwork 

4.0 Introduction 

The findings from this chapter, derived from fieldwork observations and interviews, 

reveal the ways in which Mainland Chinese corporate travellers experience tourism. 

Adopting an ethnographic investigative approach, this research demonstrates that 

the touring experiences of the tour participants are intricately linked to a range of 

social, cultural, economic and political factors. The interplay between tourist 

behaviour and the wider social and political context is the main focus of this 

research. As the group package tour is one of the main modes of outbound travel for 

Mainland Chinese tourists visiting Australia, this chapter focuses on the touring 

experiences of the tour participants and how socially shared meanings are reflected 

in their group interactions. It also describes specific focus of interest expressed by 

these Chinese corporate travellers and the social and cultural constructs that 

underlie these interests. As the main objective of this research is to provide an 

understanding of the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers 

at leisure, the findings from this chapter attempt to capture the different voices of 

these travellers, as well as to locate a common thread among them that links to the 

wider social context in which their experience is situated.  

 

Throughout the touring process, fieldwork observations revealed that Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers were not particularly enthusiastic about the theme 

parks which form a major part of the conventional Gold Coast tourist package. 

Instead, they placed much more emphasis on the shopping experience, expressing 

interest in topics like overseas higher education for their children. They also openly 

displayed traits of Chinese entrepreneurship through their enthusiasm for and focus 

on property ownership in Australia. Though these interests may not seem very 

touristic, they reflect the sociocultural changes and development experienced in the 

home country, and the emphasis placed on traditional Chinese values that promote 

close familial ties, the need to maintain positive interpersonal relationships, respect 
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for seniority, the face concept, the constant upward drive to better one‘s station in 

life and the quest for Western modernity. 

 

In addition, fieldwork observations reflect the importance of maintaining 

harmonious relationships with others. While this research is located within the 

tourism context, it became evident during fieldwork that members of the tour 

groups continued to operate at the corporate organisational level. Indeed, tour 

members conspicuously displayed values like conformity, respect for authority, 

guanxi and the face concept, which are interrelated both with one another and with 

the notion of ‗harmony‘. Every member of the tour groups was mindful of the 

role/position that they held within the workplace, constantly maintaining a highly 

authoritative and hierarchical workplace structure. Among the themes that have 

emerged, the significance of conflict avoidance among members of the tour groups 

and the need to maintain positive interpersonal relationships were highlighted. 

Conforming to the wider interests and needs of the group reflected the collectivist 

nature of Chinese society and that of Chinese organisational culture. The concern of 

maintaining ―face‖ was observed throughout.  

4.1 Notion of Harmony 

Reflecting on the observations from the field trips, the notion of harmony emerged 

as the central underpinning concept across the five identified themes of respect for 

authority, conformity, guanxi, the face concept and some aspects of quest for 

Western modernity. Most of the members of the tour groups knew each other prior 

to the trip, either as work colleagues or through their line of business. The majority 

of them saw the trip not only as an opportunity to travel overseas but also to further 

develop existing relationships. The average tour itinerary to Australia was about 

eight to 14 days, covering as many as seven cities, and most of the travelling was 

spent onboard a coach. Because of the amount of time spent together as a group, 

constant interactions and communication among members become inevitable. When 

asked whether they had encountered any differences in opinions, views and ideas 

among group members during the trip, one participant from Shanghai (male, mid-

forties, marketing manager) put it this way: 
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You know, this is a business cum pleasure trip and it‘s paid for by the 

company. To be able to travel overseas is such a rare opportunity! We‘ve 

known each other for years, and are unlikely to quarrel over petty things. 

Furthermore, when you are in a foreign land and cannot speak the language, 

we must look after each other. This outing is only successful when every 

member of this group goes home happy and satisfied. So far, we have been a 

very cooperative group. We just let our Chairman lead the way.  

 

Other tour members had this to say: 

 

Let me tell you this. We are honoured to be invited by our supplier to visit 

Australia. To organise a trip like this is not easy in China. It‘s our first visit 

to Australia and everyone here wants to make the most of this opportunity. 

The Chinese people have for centuries cultivated the habit of striving for 

harmony in every situation and as long as everyone is happy, we are also 

happy to oblige (Male, early fifties, businessman, Beijing). 

 

Even if there are issues of disagreement, we try not to make a big issue out 

of it. We have to give face to the boss and not make his job difficult. We are 

all work-mates (Male, late forties, office manager, Xiamen). 

 

All these statements reflect an underlying tendency to avoid conflicts and instead 

seek harmony, even if it means that one has to make sacrifices for the sake of the 

whole group. As mentioned by the tour member, it is part of the Chinese culture to 

try to maintain harmonious relationships with others, and one should try their best 

to avoid creating disharmony or conflict. However, should any conflict or 

disagreement arise, it is often trivialised and quickly ignored as this would be seen 

as a sign of disrespect not only the leader of the group but also for the sponsor of 

the trip. As in all Chinese social relationships, the success of a relationship is often 

grounded in the need to protect the ―face‖ of others. Therefore, conforming to group 

interests is adopted as a resolution to avoid conflict. As reflected in the statements, 

organising corporate trips out of China requires much work and effort, and the cost 

of such trips could be high. So there is a deep sense of gratitude towards the sponsor 

of the trip, suggesting tour members must make a concerted effort to maintain 
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harmony within the group to ensure the success of the trip. Tour participants are 

also very conscious of the fact that they are not only travelling for work, but are 

representatives of the company for which they work. The interrelatedness of these 

themes with the notion of harmony is presented in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Emerged Themes and the Notion of Harmony 
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4.2 Respect for Authority 

In every Mainland Chinese corporate tour group observed, there was a ―leader‖. 

Unlike the conventional method of electing a leader, no formal or informal process 

of election is necessary, as the leader is the one who is acknowledged by way of a 

silent consensus by all. The person who holds the highest social status and power in 

the group is automatically made the leader. This person could be the company‘s 

director, head of the department, a member of the Chinese Communist Party or 

even the person who is the most senior in age. As an individual, the role he or she 

plays in a group is significant, as the individual is expected to respect the vertical 

order or hierarchy. As such, members of the tour group would always look upon the 

leader for direction, and for all decisions as a symbol of protecting the social face of 

the leader. In the theme ―Respect for Authority‖, participant observations conducted 

during field trips revealed five interrelated and recurring observations, such as the 

giving and saving of face, acceptance of authority, obedience and submission, fear 

of punishment, and trust. In societies that are structured hierarchically, and where 

exceptional power is in the hands of those who are situated vertically, there is a 

tendency to fear punishment and repercussions. This would inevitably result in 

people‘s increased propensity to conform, accept authority, be obedient and rely on 

the leader. The theme ―Respect for Authority‖ and its sub-themes are presented in 

Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Respect for Authority 
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Not surprisingly, whether it was choosing a restaurant for dinner, or deciding what 

activities to do next, group participants had the tendency to leave all the decision-

making power to the leader. One group participant from Shanghai commented as 

followed: 

 

As junior managers in the company, we are expected to respect and obey 

and should leave all decisions to our leader, and it would be most 

unthinkable for anyone to try to take precedence (Male, early thirties, 

accountant). 

 

Similarly, unless tour participants had prior approval from the leader, it was almost 

impossible for them to leave the group for personal reasons, reflecting the extent of 

power and authority of the leader. The power of the leader was most evident and 

significant if the leader himself held a considerable position in the workplace. From 

the fieldwork observations, the more powerful leaders of the tour groups were 

usually senior members of the Chinese Communist Party. A comment by the leader 

would immediately cause a ripple effect throughout the group. Assistants to the 

leader would be on their feet to organise whatever was necessary. Everything that 

the leader said should be taken seriously or it would be seen as a sign of disrespect. 

In one particular group, the leader of the group decided to cancel a meeting with a 

local politician the morning the meeting was scheduled for because he felt that it 

was a perfect day to play golf instead. The day‘s itinerary was thus changed and 

arrangements were immediately made to accommodate the leader‘s request to play 

golf. With no prior notice and proper attire, the group of twelve arrived at the golf 

course ready to have a game of golf with the leader. What was observed in this 

particular field trip was the complete submission and obedience of subordinates to 

authority and power. There were many occasions, too, when tour members were 

made to wait endlessly because the leader of the group was still undecided about the 

day‘s itinerary. While the rest of the group waited patiently and his personal 

assistants ran around gathering information and organising the day, the leader and 

the other tour participants looked relaxed and unperturbed. The following extract 

was from a conversation with one of the tour participants (male, mid-forties, 

businessman, Sanya) who was waiting around for the leader‘s decision. This 

exchange is particularly important, as it explains the reason behind the notion of 
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submission and obedience to authority and power: the fear of incurring the wrath of 

the leader, which may spell the end of one‘s career. 

 

Int: Do you know if your leader has decided on this morning‘s 

itinerary? 

Member: I don‘t think so. His assistants are still running around 

gathering information. 

Int: Your leader must be a very important and powerful person. 

Member: Of course he is. He can get things done that no one else is 

able to. If you observe more, you will notice that everyone in 

this party is just waiting for his instructions. 

Int: But why is today‘s schedule changing again? I thought we 

were following the itinerary given by the department? 

Member: He is the department! Our leader decided to change it this 

morning. So, we must be patient and wait for his instructions. 

No one else can make the decision. The decision must come 

from him. Even those heads of department that are here now 

cannot do anything but wait. 

Int: Why is that so? 

Member: If they want to continue to keep their jobs … bypassing their 

superior is a show of disrespect for the superior. No superior 

will be able to accept such disrespect. What a loss of mianzi! 

Even if you don‘t like it, you still have to give sufficient face 

to your superior in front of the whole world, otherwise be 

prepared to bear the consequences. 

 

This exchange highlights several significant issues prevalent in Chinese society, 

such as the extent of power held by leaders, the acceptance of authority and power 

without question, the fear of repercussions, and how this notion of respect for 

authority is also related to the concept of face and mianzi. According to the tour 

guide, Chinese leaders — especially those in high governmental positions — have 

immense power, and the practice of nepotism is common and widespread. Because 

the leaders possess the power to hire and fire employees, the fear of losing one‘s job 

and future has resulted in the silent acceptance of authority. One must always confer 
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with the leader on all matters as a form of respect. To avoid any negative 

consequences, a Chinese worker works at being submissive and obliging, and never 

causes a leader to lose face, privately or in public. Thus it is not surprising to find 

that the leader is always the first to board and leave the coach, and gets the best seat 

at the table with all the best food placed in front of him. The best room available in 

the hotel is always given the leader of the group. 

 

Sometimes, there could be ‗two leaders‘ in a group tour. As both participants were 

heads of their department, the tour guide himself initially could not decipher who 

the leader was just from their job titles. After a short investigation, he found out that 

one of them was only the head of department in a particular city while the other was 

the head of department in a province. During the check-in at the hotel, the tour-

guide ensured that the leader who is the head of department of a province received 

the best room available (the one with a king-size bed). According to the tour-guide, 

leaders have several expectations, one of which is that the best should be reserved 

for them only. If a leader found out that his subordinates had received treatment far 

superior to his, it would be a great loss of face. The tour guide further added that, 

because of their position of power, Chinese leaders expected to be pleased all the 

time. They would also take for granted that their subordinates would be there to 

satisfy all their requests, and know what they wanted or preferred. When questioned 

on what he would do if the situation did arise and he had two leaders of the same 

rank in a tour group, the tour guide remarked that he would hate it (as the Chinese 

say, no mountain is big enough for two tigers); however, he would still try his best 

to ensure that both leaders received equally large beds and preferential treatment. 

 

The tour guide plays an important role in these corporate tour groups. A good 

understanding of Chinese cultural values is critical in ensuring the smooth operation 

and success of such tours. It is therefore not surprising that most of the tour guides 

for Mainland Chinese tourists were emigrants from China themselves. Ingrained 

with Chinese cultural values from a young age, most of the tour guides with whom I 

chatted highlighted the importance of establishing a good relationship with the 

leader of the group. The tour guides understand that as long as they can convince 

the leader of the group to trust them, the rest of the tour participants will follow suit. 

As the leaders of the groups are often those in the position of power and authority, 
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their opinions and views are usually accepted without question. One tour guide 

claimed that once a tour guide has won over the leader‘s trust, his job is half 

accomplished: 

 

The most important thing to do at the start of the tour is to identify the leader 

of the group, find out as much as possible information about the leader and 

start to establish a relationship with him/her. Show him the respect and care 

you would normally give to your bosses. All Chinese people like to feel that 

they got a lot of mianzi, it makes them feel good about themselves. Once 

they have taken a liking to you, your suggestions and recommendations are 

easily accepted.  

 

Fieldwork observations have indeed reaffirmed the importance of the tour guide‘s 

role in the success of corporate tour groups. Much credit must be given to the tour 

guide for the smooth functioning of the day-to-day tour schedule and maintaining a 

harmonious and relaxed atmosphere on the coach. While this may seem easy on the 

surface, one tour guide who has been working with Mainland Chinese tourists for 

over 10 years commented that the majority of Mainland Chinese people are not 

trusting people. Being in a foreign country and unable to speak the language, 

Mainland Chinese tourists are often suspicious and wary of their tour guide, for fear 

of being deceived and duped of their money. The following quote from a tour 

participant recited a negative experience with tour guides in Taiwan: 

 

The tour-guides in Taiwan are the worst. They are like blood-sucking devils, 

and all they want to do is take us shopping. They tell us that it‘s the best 

shop with the cheapest prices in town but then we find out that even the 

shops at the airport are selling them cheaper. But what‘s most distressing 

about the whole incident is the fact that these tour guides are Mainland 

Chinese themselves! Just think about it, Mainland Chinese trying to dupe 

fellow countrymen … how hateful! (Female, late forties, general manager, 

Beijing) 

 

The relationship between the tour guide and members of the tour groups is therefore 

a precarious one; the element of trust is critical to the success of the relationship. 
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While the job of the tour guides is to provide good service to the clients, it is also 

their aim to make as much commission from shopping as possible. It must be noted 

again, that unlike most mass tour packages that feature shopping as a major 

component because of its low-cost price structure, corporate tour packages have a 

strict no-shopping clause unless requested by tour participants. There is less 

opportunity for the type of friction mentioned above in corporate tour packages. 

Any purchases of gifts and souvenirs made by tour members are therefore at their 

own will. A good tour guide is therefore one who is able to cultivate a relationship 

of trust with all members of the tour group and who possesses the ability to 

maintain a harmonious and relaxed ambience within the group. 

4.3 Conformity 

The need to maintain positive interpersonal relationship between the leaders and 

subordinates is an example of Confucian ideology. Observations such as the 

suppression of personal preferences to conform to the interests of the leader and 

other group members, not wanting to be seen as deviants, conflict avoidance, and 

the lack of cultural understanding and inability to speak the English language are 

often observed in the theme ―Conformity‖. The theme ―Conformity‖ is presented in 

Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Conformity 
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 From the field trips observed, Mainland Chinese corporate travellers are not 

especially interested in visiting theme parks and also not particularly concerned 

about the authenticity of the tourist experience. A typical day tour would sometimes 

include a city tour and visits to two theme parks. Visits to each theme park would 

only last for an hour and a half, with the tour guide usually introducing only the 

more popular attractions. In one government group that was observed, the visits to 

Sea World and Movie World each lasted less than 20 minutes. While the tour within 

the theme park itself did not appeal to the tour members, the efforts made to take 

group photographs in the theme parks proved to be more important. After that, the 

group was organised for an afternoon of golf. According to the tour guide, the 

group‘s official agenda in Australia was to observe and document the development 

and city planning of the Gold Coast as a tourism city, and the group photographs 

taken within the theme parks provided the evidence needed to show that they were 

indeed working during their overseas trip.  

 

This disinterest in theme parks is also reflected in the following quote from a tour 

member from Nanjing: 

 

Even though we are not very interested in visiting the theme parks, we 

would still oblige and go with the group. We don‘t want to be seen as 

deviants or deliberately going against our leader‘s decision (Male, early 

forties, factory manager). 

 

Visits to these theme parks are relatively short, with very few tour participants 

taking rides and the tour guide explaining attractions that are considered interesting 

to the Chinese travellers. However, this disinterest in theme parks could be 

attributed to the fact that while touring, they are also performing at the corporate 

organisational level and participating in the thrill rides at theme parks would be 

deemed inappropriate. Another possible factor could be age as most of the 

participants are aged between 40-60 years; theme parks may not be as appealing. 

 

It has also been noted that Mainland Chinese corporate travellers to Australia have a 

vague and limited understanding of the country they are visiting. As most Chinese 

tourists visiting Australia are group package tourists, they rely heavily on the local 
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tour guides to manage their holiday. Much of the pre-trip planning and sourcing of 

information carried out by independent travellers before a trip becomes unnecessary 

in the case of the Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. Accordingly, many of the 

Chinese travellers being observed exhibited limited knowledge of Australia. This 

lack of knowledge can also be attributed to the fact that, for the Chinese people, 

Australia is a relatively new destination. Granted Approved Destination Status in 

1999, Australia was among the first countries in the Western world to receive 

Chinese tourists. The Chinese people‘s impressions of Australia derived from their 

secondary school geography textbook are that Australia is an agricultural country 

with flocks of sheep grazing over mountainous landscape. According to some of 

them, there are only three major cities in Australia: Sydney, Canberra and 

Melbourne. Most of them have never heard of Brisbane or the Gold Coast. A tour 

participant (Male, mid fifties, academic, Dalian) remarked: 

 

Before I came here, I had no idea such a place [the Gold Coast] exists. For 

sure, I did not think that it is a city by itself. Most of us would have 

imagined it to be just a tourist attraction in Brisbane. But since we arrived, 

we have been pleasantly surprised. 

 

While such comments were common among the tour participants observed, they 

raise concerns about the travel maturity of the Mainland Chinese travellers, and the 

amount of knowledge and awareness of the product being consumed. More 

importantly, they impact on the approach needed to develop a better understanding 

of the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. 

 

The very nature of Mainland Chinese group tours to Australia is often constrained 

by time and the pricing structures of these tour packages. In trying to be competitive 

in price, the tour operator may have to stick as closely as possible to the tour 

itinerary in order to be viable. Even if the tour members preferred other activities, 

they would not voice their interest, as others would see them as being selfish and 

inconsiderate. In a particular observation, because they did not play golf, four 

members of the group hoped to go shopping while the leader and the rest of the 

group played golf that afternoon. However, too afraid of being reprimanded by the 

leader and wanting to appear obliging, the four participants ended up sitting at the 
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club‘s lounge waiting patiently until the group finished the game. In order to 

maintain harmony and avoid open conflict, group members tend to conform, 

preferring to adopt a submissive role to the extent of suppressing individual 

preferences. When tour participants were asked what activities they would prefer to 

do, it was common for the responses to be evasive — for example, ―We will do 

what the rest of the group do‖ or ―We will let our leader guide us‖. Unwilling to 

express their personal preferences for fear of being seen by others as selfish and 

conceited, tour participants tended to be non-committal in their responses. They 

would also refrain from making any decision lest it is seen as trying to override the 

leader. A tour participant commented that the best and safest alternative would still 

be to leave all the decision-making to the leader and to let the leader guide the way: 

 

It doesn‘t really matter to us what we do, we‘ll just follow the group. It 

would be best and easier for everyone if we just let our leader decide and 

guide us. This way there will be no clash of interests (Male, early thirties, 

accountant, Shanghai). 

 

As reflected in the findings, the need to conform played a significant role in the 

desire of members to maintain harmonious relationships with each other, as any 

conflict would be deemed to be failing to protect the face of the superior or the host. 

An integral part of travelling as a group was participation in group activities that 

encouraged group cohesiveness. According to one guide, group cohesiveness 

provides Chinese corporate travellers with a sense of security, and allows the tour 

guide to better manage the group. As most of the Chinese corporate travellers 

possessed either very limited or no English, getting around on their own posed a 

significant problem. It was observed during field trips that members were careful to 

follow the tour guide closely to prevent getting lost and left behind. A participant 

(Male, late forties, office manager, Beijing) explained: 

 

We are in a foreign land with foreign people and we can‘t speak the 

language. If we get lost, we won‘t be able to explain who we are and where 

we are from. So long as we follow the tour guide closely, we are not likely 

to get lost in the crowd. More importantly, we don‘t want to give trouble to 

others. 
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The experience of travelling as a group, however, adds to the cohesiveness of the 

group. Several members commented that the trip was made more meaningful 

because of the other group members. One participant from Dalian (male, early 

forties, office manager) claimed: ―The interaction among the group lifts up the 

mood, everyone is joking and laughing, it‘s a good feeling.‖ During the touring, all 

members of the tour groups moved around together and participated in the activities 

as a group. From the observations, it would seem that participants cherished the 

opportunity to share the experience. Interestingly, the bigger the group size, the 

more willing group members were to participate in thrill rides with other members, 

while groups with a smaller number of participants were more reserved.  

 

Unlike the mass package group tours, these corporate/leisure travellers stayed in 

four- and five-stars hotels around the city centre. At the end of the day‘s touring, 

tour participants were usually given some free time to wander around until dinner 

time. During their free time, group members would organise some activities among 

themselves to go shopping, swimming, fishing or simply take a walk on the beach. 

Organising and participating in activities in groups, even during their free time, was 

not deemed surprising, as tour guides constantly advised the group members not to 

stray from the group and wander around alone. The advice given by tour guides was 

usually accepted instantly as the tour guide was perceived as a figure of authority in 

the field and the group members willingly abided by the ―rules‖ set out by the tour 

guide. These ‗rules‘ included going out in groups of two or more as a safety 

precaution. As the language barrier was a significant problem for these travellers, 

shopping in groups reduced the chances of misunderstanding between the tourists 

and the shop assistants. As expressed by tour participants, the reasons for 

participating in group activities and caring for each other included that they were in 

a foreign land and could not speak the language. While the majority of the tour 

members had previously travelled overseas, many of those trips were also tour 

packages to destinations in South-East Asia, where Mandarin is spoken widely. 

Throughout the observations, it was interesting to note that Chinese corporate 

travellers placed much of their trust and faith in the tour guide. Their lack of 

knowledge of Western culture and their inability to communicate in the English 
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language resulted in a high degree of reliance on the tour guide, as well as on other 

group members. 

 

It is important to note that the interests and touring experiences of tour participants 

observed in this research are sanctioned by the prevailing sociocultural forces in 

Mainland China. The reason for their conformity included the language barrier, not 

wanting to be perceived by others as being selfish, arrogant and disrespectful, and 

their low level of travel maturity. According to the tour guide, a major motivation in 

participating in these corporate tour groups is the opportunity to expand one‘s social 

or guanxi network, and to establish and develop relationships with specific persons 

of importance for the purpose of self-enhancement. Especially in a tour group 

situation, the prospects for interacting with other tour participants are numerous, 

with many using the opportunity to impress others by presenting themselves as 

generous and considerate members of the group. It was observed during field trips 

that tour participants competed with each other to pay for drinks and food, and 

bought snacks for everyone in the group. In one particular case, a tour participant 

bought a pair of brand new golf shoes for the leader of the group who had forgotten 

to bring his, and even went along to play golf even though he had never played the 

game before. All these efforts are made to enhance one‘s self-image, as a 

relationship or association with the personality or group would further enhance 

one‘s social status and social network.   

4.4 Guanxi 

It was observed that interactions among tour group members were focused on 

establishing and building new relationships, and developing existing relationships. 

From the discourses and observations conducted with tour participants, some of the 

recurring themes include the use of guanxi in everyday life, the use of guanxi as a 

way to conduct business, the act of reciprocity, and the use of tourism as an avenue 

to further guanxi. Figure 4.4 illustrates these observations.  

 

Reflecting the significance of guanxi as an important social and cultural construct, 

the following quotes by tour participants demonstrate that the success of one‘s 

career or business is invariably dependent on the extent and strength of one‘s 

guanxi network. Having strong and influential contacts will give individuals access 
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to special privileges and benefits not usually open to others. Establishing, 

expanding and maintaining guanxi becomes a way of life for Mainland Chinese: 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Guanxi 

 

Without the right network, it is really hard to get things done. The stronger 

and wider your guanxi network is, [the more] your success rate goes up. 

People judge you by the extent of your guanxi network (Male, mid-forties, 

sales manager, Wuxi). 

 

Of course, whether you are looking for a job or doing any business, 

everything depends heavily on whether you have guanxi or not. Sending 

your child to a school of your choice also depends on whether you have 

connections or not. Everyone in China is constantly trying to expand their 

guanxi network. You are nobody if you don‘t have good and strong guanxi 

(Male, early fifties, government official, Inner Mongolia). 

 

When you are doing business in China, you must have guanxi. It‘s not just 

about being competitive; it‘s got a lot to do with who you know and how 

good that relationship is. In China, it‘s all got to do with your guanxi wang 

(relationship network) and how much you want to invest in that relationship. 
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Without guanxi, you won‘t be able to do business (Male, early forties, 

businessman, Wuxi). 

 

As these corporate tour groups are mainly made up of government officials on 

government travel, private business personnel and incentive corporate travellers, 

most of the tour participants saw the trip as an opportunity to travel overseas as well 

as to develop both new and existing relationships in the hope of securing potential 

business opportunities. While most of them knew the others in their group prior to 

the trip, there were also some who knew of the others in their field of work but had 

not been formally introduced. It has been observed on field trips that some of the 

strategies adopted by tour participants include reference to and discussion of current 

and previous associations, or even the sharing of a common experience. References 

to common contacts known to both parties allow them to establish some form of 

relationship. The formation of new relationships was observed on some of the field 

trips studied. In particular, a very influential businessman and a government official 

formed a new friendship on the trip. Prior to this trip, both parties knew of the other 

in their field of work but had not formally been introduced. During a coffee break, 

the two men realised that prior to their current jobs, they had both come from the 

same town and even had some common friends. That conversation later led them to 

discuss some work-related issues. Both men seemed happy and eager to know each 

other. A discussion with another tour member, who happened to be the 

businessman‘s personal assistant, confirmed that such a relationship would indeed 

be mutually beneficial as the businessman could now call upon the government 

official to help resolve potential conflicts within the latter‘s work jurisdiction. 

Similarly, the official could also seek assistance from the businessman should the 

need arise. Possessing powerful and influential guanxi connections paves the way 

for exchanges of favours among those in a particular network, which can also 

increase an individual‘s social standing or face. 

 

From fieldwork observations, it became evident that Chinese businesses are using 

tourism to develop and build relationships among tour members. In trying to 

maintain and develop better relationships with an important government 

counterpart, a Chinese company selling Australian industrial equipment invited a 

high-ranking government official in charge of purchasing such equipment to an 
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equipment inspection tour in Australia. Three senior staff from the company 

travelled with this official on a 12-days trip that included major cities in Australia 

and New Zealand. However, the inspection tour itself took barely half a day. 

Justifying this all-expenses-paid trip, one of the senior staff (Male, mid-forties, 

Beijing) commented: 

 

Let‘s put it this way … when you do business in China, you don‘t just 

depend on your products. The products that you sell might be the best in the 

world, but you need more than just your products, you need to cultivate 

good relationships with your clients. Once you have established a good 

ganqing guanxi (emotional relationship) with your clients, you have earned 

yourself a competitive edge against your competitors, you can hope for a 

longer and more positive business relationship. 

 

Furthermore, this senior staff member maintains that the cultivation of relationships 

with clients also has many other benefits: 

 

For one thing, payment is faster and less complicated and the clients are less 

sceptical and more willing to accept my product recommendations. There 

have been situations whereby my clients have also introduced me to some of 

their contacts in the industry as well as outside the industry. The company‘s 

business has certainly increased. It‘s a two-way relationship and all parties 

must play a part to cultivate this relationship. 

 

In another observation, a Chinese wholesale supplier of Australian wool invited two 

of his top clients on an all-expenses-paid Australia and New Zealand trip to visit the 

various wool producers in both countries. When questioned about the objectives and 

motivations of the trip, he (Male, mid-forties, Shanghai) commented: 

 

Firstly, to reward my clients for their support and hopefully by visiting the 

producers, it will increase their knowledge and use of the various products 

available. With increased knowledge, they might become more adventurous 

and try using different products for their merchandise. Secondly, I hope to 
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better my relationship with my clients and continue to do long-term business 

together. 

 

Hence, such leisure-cum-business travel is deemed a favourable way to further 

improve guanxi relationships among tour members. The businessman from Wuxi 

has this to say: 

 

Before the trip, we are good business associates; we deal well with each 

other. But the trip has brought us closer together and deepened our 

knowledge and understanding of each other. These trips are usually around 

10–14 days whereby we visit the various cities in Australia as well as New 

Zealand. In that time, we work and play together; we also look after each 

other during the trip, and through all this we built trust and friendship. Now, 

I even know their families. It‘s not just doing business but also extending 

beyond that. 

 

While it is usually the employer or the host party who is responsible for most of the 

tour and meal expenses, it was not unusual to see the more senior staff and guests 

competing to pay, as it would be deemed rude and quite shameless if one did not 

attempt to reciprocate the generosity and kindness of the host. However, there are 

also exceptions to this rule. There were situations whereby business associates were 

called upon to assist in the funding of such trips. In preparing for an official visit 

overseas involving a high-ranking government official, a government official 

revealed that, because of lack of funding, they had to privately seek assistance from 

business organisations with which the department had close dealings. Participating 

as guests of the official entourage, these private businessmen were in fact there to 

oversee the payments and expenses of the trip — or, as the Chinese say, ―to make 

renqing‖. In this particular observation, what is involved is the act of assisting with 

the funding of the trip and the unspoken understanding that this favour will be 

reciprocated at some time in the future. As one of the businessman (Male, early 

fifties, Guangdong province) commented: 

 

This is a great opportunity. Now they owe us renqing. We‘ve got a lot of 

contracts and applications still awaiting the approval from the department. 
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In China, a lot of matters require the right person in the right channel to nod 

his head. Otherwise, things get dragged for ages. This is very little to pay 

compared to what I will get in return. 

 

From these observations, while it is obvious that establishing, maintaining and 

developing guanxi is of high importance to most group members, it is also clear that 

such activities are not only costly but also very time consuming. As one tour 

participant (Male, late forties, marketing manager, Beijing) commented: 

 

It‘s not as easy as it seems. You need to spend time, effort and money. All 

three components are interrelated and irreplaceable. It may sound and look 

easy, but trust me, it‘s not. In fact, it is very exhausting. Just to be at this 

level of the relationship has taken a lot of time and effort — time spent 

building trust and credibility.  

 

 In furthering guanxi relationships, it is clear from the above discussion that renqing 

plays a critical role in developing guanxi. Used as a form of social resource, one 

cannot ignore the implied reciprocity in the exchange. Whether the renqing used is 

in the form of monetary assistance or just a favour, the return of that favour is 

expected. Interpreted as such, Chinese relationships are complex networks of 

obligations whereby every relationship carries with it the burden of providing and 

returning renqing. 

4.5 The Face Concept 

An interrelated concept of guanxi is mianzi, or the face concept. The importance 

placed on an individual‘s social status and social networks reflects the social 

psychological processes in a Chinese society whereby gaining and saving face is 

imperative in all Chinese social interactions. It is therefore not unusual to find tour 

participants placing and focusing most of their attention on the leader of the group, 

who is usually the most influential and powerful member of the group. Field trip 

observations also revealed other dimensions of the face concept, which are reflected 

in the act of giving and saving face, gift-giving and social networking activities. 

These sub-themes are illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: The Face Concept 

 

From the various interactions with tour members, it was almost impossible not to be 

aware of the constant interplay of trying to gain, give and save face among the tour 

members. When approached with a request to interview them, tour participants had 

a habit of first directing me to the leader of the group, suggesting that I should 

interview the leader first as the leader was a better travelled and a lot more 

knowledgeable man compared with them. Later, a participant explained that it 

would be considered rude and disrespectful to the leader if they appeared too eager 

to prove themselves. Bypassing your superiors, or trying to outshine them, is an 

outright attempt not to give face, a cardinal sin in the eyes of your superiors: 

 

In the presence of others and especially your superior, you must never 

present yourself as too eager to prove yourself. Others might think that you 

are too conceited and your superior might think that you are trying to 

outshine him. If you want others to accept you as member of the group, you 

need to demonstrate humility (Male, mid-forties, office manager, 

Shengyang). 

 

By directing me to the leader first, they were giving face to the leader. The same 

participant further added: 
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Unless you don‘t plan on keeping your job, you never show him any 

disrespect. Never make him feel that he has lost face. Even if you don‘t like 

it, you still have to give sufficient face to your superior in public, otherwise 

be prepared to suffer the consequences. 

 

The giving of face to the leader of the group was a frequently occurring observation 

with most of tour members conferring to the leader for all decisions; bypassing him 

would cause him to lose face. As social relationships in Chinese societies are 

viewed as an extension of the family, deference, obedience and filial piety to the 

father are transferred to the leader at the work place. Like the father in the family, 

the leader possesses the power to reward good behaviour and punish those who 

misbehave. From the statements of tour participants, showing respect and obedience 

to the leader is a result of a combination of various factors, such as fear of losing 

one‘s job, fear of repercussions or punishment, fear of losing an important guanxi 

and the anticipation of rewards in return for good behaviour. 

 

Another aspect of the face concept is demonstrated by the act of gift-giving. As 

such, shopping and buying of souvenirs are integral to the tourism experience of 

Mainland Chinese tourists. For Chinese tourists, shopping and buying souvenirs are 

tourist activities, and a way of remembering the trip and creating opportunities to 

forge relationships with family, friends and workmates. It has been observed that 

the face concept is further extended to the purchasing of gifts and souvenirs, as gift-

giving are a way to extend relationships to a higher level. In Chinese society, gift-

giving to business associates or even to working superiors is common, and is 

considered a socially acceptable practice.  

 

The following comments from tour members explain the cultural norms of the 

Chinese people and gift-giving. These explanations reflect a society that emphasises 

interdependent relationships that place great importance on social norms and the 

opinions and perceptions of others about their behaviour. The act of gift-giving is 

therefore seen as a necessary component of sociocultural norms critical to the 

functioning of harmonious relationships: 
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From a Chinese cultural perspective, gift-giving is an ancient custom to 

show one‘s sincerity and generosity. The act itself is symbolic; it can 

reflects the giver‘s wealth and social status and also help maintain and 

strengthen relationships between two parties. It‘s a form of exchange. It is a 

common practice in China to give gifts in order to establish guanxi. If you 

have good guanxi or relationships with your co-workers, subordinates and 

superiors, you will find your work environment conducive and harmonious 

(Female, early forties, government official, Guangdong). 

 

Reiterating the importance of gift-giving, the following quotes also demonstrate the 

importance of harmony and the upkeep of face in Chinese societies. Also, the 

interrelatedness of these concepts in maintaining harmonious interpersonal 

relationships further reflect the social pressure faced by individuals to conform to 

social expectations. Failure to gift someone in your social circle would result in 

ruined relationships: 

 

Chinese people are very concerned with upholding harmony and face 

matters. If they know that you went overseas and didn‘t get them a gift, they 

are going to be very upset because they think that you are looking down on 

them. The situation can become worse if you gave to someone else and 

didn‘t give to another. The one that did not receive will surely kick up a 

fuss. By not gifting him, you have not given him face and respect and 

therefore have undermined his dignity and integrity. Under such 

circumstances, relationships will be ruined and things can turn really nasty 

(Male, late thirties, marketing manager, Yunnan). 

 

It is also a matter of face. How can you go overseas and return empty 

handed? You must show your friends and relatives that you have gone 

overseas and come home. And if you didn‘t buy something for them, it‘s 

really ―no face‖ to them. And they will really look down on you and think 

that you are very stingy (Male, early fifties, general manager, Xiamen). 
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By that act of gift-giving, you are implying that you respect him and the 

relationship and that he is important enough for you to remember him. Even 

though the gift is worthless, you have given him face (Male, early forties, 

businessman, Xiamen). 

 

The above quotes from tour participants have highlighted a critical aspect of 

navigating Chinese relationships: to maintain harmonious relationships, one must 

always exercise sensitivity and consideration when dealing with others — 

especially when it affects how face is perceived by others. Saving face is a major 

concern in Chinese societies, as one‘s social standing is greatly influenced by the 

perceptions of others and losing face socially is tantamount to having one‘s face 

mutilated. In this case, the person who did not gift and the other who did not receive 

both lose face.  

 

While touring, observations revealed that participants did not forget about their 

family, friends and workmates back home. Amongst members of the tour groups, 

certain associations were repeatedly made between gift-giving and maintaining 

relationships among family members and friends. Both men and women tour 

participants claimed that gift-giving was instrumental in forging associations with 

family members and friends. In the Chinese social context, the need to maintain 

harmonious relationships remains paramount. Familial obligations and the need to 

avoid conflict were reflected on the many occasions when I was called upon by 

male tour participants to assist them in the selection of gifts for their wives and 

mothers. To forget to gift one‘s closest and intimate relations amounts to telling that 

person that he or she is not important at all. Chinese society emphasises harmony as 

the way of life, and human relatedness is reflected through the construction of social 

order and the construal of the self in relation to others. The tour participant 

mentioned above clearly understands the need to maintain harmony, especially in 

his own home and with his own wife. There is an implicit warning that those who 

disobey the rules of harmony will inevitably be punished. 

 

Other members of the family who must not be omitted or forgotten from the gift-

giving list are the mothers and mothers-in-law. To ensure that fairness exists in the 

selection of gifts, male tour members have been observed purchasing three very 
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similar presents to be given to the wife, mother and mother-in-law, an 

acknowledgment that all three have equal importance in their life. Because of the 

one-child policy practised in China, almost every Mainland Chinese is an only 

child. Even when the child enters matrimony, the hopes, expectations and love of 

the parents are still fully concentrated on their one child. As such, jealousy is 

common — especially amongst mothers-in-law, with both mothers competing for 

the more prominent role in their children‘s lives. The complexities and sensitivity 

involved in the relationship between a Chinese man, his mother and mother-in-law 

are illustrated in the following extract from a conversation with one male tour 

participant (mid-forties, office manager, Shanghai), who was buying two similar 

necklaces: 

 

Int: Why do you insist on buying two of the same kind?  

Member: If it‘s different, they [mother and mother-in-law] will think that 

one is more expensive and better than the other. My mother will 

think that I have given the better one to my mother-in-law to 

please my wife and my mother-in-law will think that I favour my 

own mother over her. So, if I buy two similar necklaces they 

cannot accuse me of favouring one over the other. These women 

just love to compare!  

Int: Well, isn‘t it only natural that you would favour your own 

mother? 

Member: You may not understand this. Most of us are the only child in the 

family; as the only child, we carry all the hopes and expectations 

of our parents. Even when we marry, both our parents continue 

to focus their love, hopes and expectations on us. It‘s a 

relationship that requires extra care when managing it as all 

matters, small or big, will be magnified if it is not handled with 

sensitivity. Jealousy is the biggest culprit of all, with both 

mothers fighting for the more prominent role. 

Int: (Laughing) Really? Home life must be quite interesting and 

exciting for you? 
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Member: (Smiling) With time, you learn not to make the same mistake 

twice and that‘s why I am buying two similar necklaces — one 

for the mother, the other for the mother-in-law. 

 

While some participants disagreed with this rationale, arguing that not all mothers 

are like that, the majority of the tour members agreed that, in Chinese societies, gift-

giving is instrumental to building and maintaining relationships and harmony. In 

families with elderly relatives, offending them can have far-reaching negative 

consequences. A female tour participant related a story of how she once travelled 

overseas many years ago and, because of limited funds, bought presents only for her 

immediate family members. An elderly aunty visited her upon learning that she had 

travelled overseas but became very angry when she found out that no gift awaited 

her. The female tour participant was berated for her lack of respect for her elderly 

relative, while her parents were reprimanded for their daughter‘s lack of upbringing 

and disrespectful behaviour. To appease the elderly relative who felt she was not 

being respected by her younger relatives and had lost face, the female tour 

participant and her parents went to great lengths to apologise and compensate her 

for their ―thoughtlessness‖ and disrespectful behaviour. 

 

Besides family and relatives, tour participants are also obligated to include in their 

shopping list friends, workmates and even neighbours. A common thread through 

these observations is the need to maintain harmony and avoid conflict. Both male 

and female tour members repeatedly stressed the importance of gifting their friends, 

especially after an overseas trip. The fear of offending a friend or causing someone 

else to lose face because of their thoughtlessness formed a large part of the reason 

underlying their shopping frenzy. As reflected in the story told by the female tour 

participant, respecting and acknowledging your elders reflects the significance and 

importance of hierarchical structures in Chinese societies. If the appropriate respect 

and acknowledgment are not given to an elder, the elder person loses face. In this 

particular case, the loss of one‘s face is tantamount to losing all of one‘s 

achievement, prestige and social status in society, which can lead to serious 

repercussions. Respect for elders and authority are grounded in the manifestation of 

Confucius‘ doctrine of ren. In a society that place significant emphasis on social 

status, social roles and expectations, the loss of lien and mianzi will ultimately 
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result in the irreconcilable breakdown of relationships. In addition, one must pay 

great attention to the various strategies needed for gift-giving, as inappropriate gift-

giving could have such dire consequences that not gifting may be a better strategy 

than gifting inappropriately. 

 

Especially when the participants are shopping for gifts and souvenirs, I would 

attempt to chat with them to find out what they were buying, and for whom they are 

buying it for. It was observed during fieldwork that tour participants spent a 

considerable amount of time purchasing souvenirs. It is not uncommon to see tour 

participants openly discuss the appropriateness of the various souvenirs selected for 

gifting workmates back home. Fieldwork observations and comments made by tour 

participants also revealed other related aspects of gift-giving, like how much to 

spend and what kind of gifts are appropriate. These aspects of gift-giving are 

relatively important in the scheme of things, as the orientation of the giver and the 

receiver is also influenced by the prevailing cultural values. The giver‘s motivations 

are also critical, whether the gift is for families and friends or superiors, co-workers 

and subordinates. From the explanations given by tour members, correctly and 

appropriately gifting others is a skill derived from years of experience and a deep 

understanding of Chinese cultural values. From a business as well as a workplace 

perspective, a manager who gifts inappropriately will be viewed poorly by others. 

Central to gift-giving is the evaluation of the relationship between the giver and the 

receiver. In a society that emphasises vertical hierarchy, selecting a gift for your 

superiors must reflect that relationship and the respect accorded to the position held 

in the workplace. While the act of gift-giving is a sign of the giver‘s goodwill, the 

selection of gift demonstrates the sincerity of the giver. Another issue to consider 

when gift-giving is how close the relationship is between the giver and the receiver: 

a tight-knit relationship would necessitate a better gift than a not-so-close 

relationship. This quote from a female tour member from Beijing (mid-forties, 

office manager) explains the intricacies involved in gift-giving in the Chinese 

context: 

 

For the bosses, it definitely has to be something of a better quality and value, 

must be presentable and reflect his status in the office; otherwise you have 

not cared for his face. For subordinates, you need to see if they are directly 
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reporting to you or not. For those who are, you will need to buy them 

something better than those who are not; after all, you are their immediate 

superior. Your gift must reflect the level of relationship with the other 

person. If you give one of these kangaroo keychains (souvenir) to a junior 

workmate, you can‘t possibly give the same to your peers or superiors. 

Similarly, what you give to your boss, you can‘t gift your peers the same. 

There is also a technique in choosing gifts that you are giving away. Smaller 

and inexpensive items for junior staff, slightly better gifts for peers, and the 

most expensive gifts for superiors and important business associates. Even 

for your superiors, there are also different levels of protocols to observe. It is 

a very complex task and one must exercise caution. You don‘t want to 

offend anyone. 

 

Other tour members have also expressed similar sentiments, and further support the 

argument that gift-giving must reflect the relationship between the giver and the 

receiver: 

 

Your gift to the boss will reflect his status and giving him an appropriate gift 

will show your respect to his status and position. If you give your boss the 

same gift that you give to your subordinates, he will lose face big time. You 

don‘t want to do that to your boss if you still plan to work there. Through 

gifting, you show that you have thought of that person, you establish a 

closer relationship with that person (Male, early fifties, team supervisor, 

Yunnan). 

 

Personally, I classify the people I‘m buying for as (1) colleagues who are 

my subordinates, (2) colleagues who hold the same level of authority as me, 

(3) colleagues who are more senior in position than me and, (4) business 

associates and colleagues who I have to deal with. After these, there are the 

friends and neighbours, relatives and immediate family. Can you see how 

tedious this is? But what can you do? You can‘t help it but still buy (Male, 

early fifties, general manager, Xiamen). 
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The social and cultural importance attached to gift-giving in Chinese workplace is 

significant, as it demonstrates the relatedness of relationships among workmates. 

Though gift-giving also acts as an indicator of the giver‘s social status, it is an 

important tool used to navigate relationships. While tour members have not 

explicitly expressed this view, a critical motivation that underlies gift-giving is the 

anticipation that sufficiently and appropriately gifting another would result in 

expected reciprocation. A check with the tour guide confirmed this view. According 

to the tour guide, Chinese societies are characterised by a sense of social and moral 

obligation to others, and by receiving a gift or favour from another, one is bound by 

this obligation to reciprocate in the future. Especially in a workplace situation, some 

of the expected reciprocation includes the mobilising of support of workmates in 

work matters and creating a good impression of oneself in the eyes of your 

superiors. 

 

Discourses with the participants during fieldwork have revealed that the act of gift-

giving is driven by social elements such as the need to maintain harmonious 

relationships, respect for others as well as the desire to show off one‘s social and 

economic ability. As such, participants‘ choice of socially appropriate gifts that 

reflected the relationship between the giver and the receiver were deemed 

important. There is no indication so far that the chosen gift had to be useful to the 

receiver. 

 

Besides gift-giving, Chinese relationship networking also involves a substantial 

amount of social activities, which are considered common and routine part of 

corporate working life. Engaging in these activities are also ways of further 

extending relationships in the Chinese context. This aspect of the Chinese culture 

could also be evidenced among the observed Chinese travellers. Dinners were 

lavish and extravagant affairs, with the tour members ordering not only the most 

expensive items available on the menu, but also ordering excessive amounts of 

food. Often, much wastage was evidenced. Accompanying these lavish dinners was 

the excessive drinking of alcohol. A member from Shanghai (male, early fifties, 

general manager) explained:  
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The Chinese people show their hospitality and sincerity by throwing a lavish 

banquet for their guests. Any less extravagant would indicate an 

unenthusiastic and lack of regard attitude for the guests and the 

relationships. 

 

It was noted in the field trip observations that the higher the social status of the tour 

participants and the leader of the group, the more lavish the dinners became. 

According to the tour guide, the higher the social status of your invited guests, the 

greater your social and moral obligation towards the relationship becomes. To 

reciprocate the face given to attend the banquet, the host needs to throw a banquet 

that matches that level of ―face‖ received: 

 

If your guest is someone who is very important and has a lot of social face, 

his presence alone has given you much face already. As the host, you need 

to return this kindness by giving a grand banquet that befits his status. As a 

guest to such a grand banquet, he is also indebted to the host for the lavish 

hospitality and the mutual obligation goes on indefinitely. 

 

As a condition of membership and association, one must also participate in the loud 

and cheering activity of goading others to drink until they reach drunkenness. One 

must prove his/her eagerness and sincerity to develop relationships with potential 

business associates through over-generous banquets and a constant flow of liquor to 

ensure the success of business deals. The constant drink toasting that accompanies 

these dinners is also reflective of an individual‘s hospitality and sincerity to his 

guests. One member (Male, late thirties, marketing manager, Shanghai) 

commented: 

 

Even if you really can‘t drink, you would still have to drink. Nobody would 

believe that you can‘t drink unless you prove it to them. You would then 

have to drink till you become sick and unable to drink any more. To flatly 

refuse to drink is a sign of not giving face to your hosts or guests and that is 

socially not acceptable. So, to show your sincerity, you have to drink. This 

is the way Chinese people do business. 
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From these observations, it would seem that Chinese business is conducted on the 

basis of business people‘s relationships with each other, and the maintenance of 

these relationships involves not only the exchanges of favours but also participation 

in these social activities as a sign of giving and receiving face. More importantly, 

one must demonstrate one‘s sincerity through the lavishness of the hospitality 

provided. Another member (Male, late forties, businessman, Xiamen) added: 

 

 

It depends on the type of business and the scale of the business. We deal 

with government officials all the time and the business is very competitive. 

We have to keep up with the competition all the time. If you tried to order 

from a cheaper menu, your guests would immediately be very unhappy, as 

that is a sign of disregard and disrespect for the relationship. Dinner will end 

quickly because your guest would not want to waste his time on someone 

who has not given him any face. 

 

From the observations, it is apparent that the concepts of guanxi and face are 

motivated by various factors, like perceived benefits or favours, acts of reciprocity 

and possible punishment. While some of these perceived benefits or favours may 

include gaining more face and therefore more respect, and as a result moving up the 

social hierarchy, perceived punishment could mean the end of one‘s career or the 

abrupt ending of an important guanxi connection.  As a deeply rooted sociocultural 

norm, the use of guanxi reflects the reliance on interpersonal relationships and 

informal contracts in Chinese societies, and social networking activities are just 

tools essential to the development of successful business relationships and guanxi 

connections.  

4.6 Quest for Western Modernity 

As mentioned previously, the majority of these corporate travellers are not 

particularly concerned about the authenticity of their touring experience, choosing 

instead to spend the minimal amount of time in each place. What is also interesting 

in this observation is the importance of photo-taking in iconic places such as the 

theme parks and beaches; such photos act as evidence and confirmation to others of 

them having being there. Furthermore, the constant comparisons made by these 
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travellers between the socioeconomic and political development in Mainland China 

and Australia often reflect their yearning for more modernisation and rapid progress 

in their own country. This is often shown in their tourist behaviour, as they seek 

ways to be associated with Western modernity. In the discourses with these 

participants, the link between social status and association with Western modernity 

was a frequently recurring theme. In order to climb the social ladder, one must be 

dressed in well-known designer labels, schooled in Western beliefs and, if possible, 

invest in Western property markets. Only through association with the more 

developed West can a person truly rise above their peers. In this theme, the quest 

for Western modernity is reflected in Mainland Chinese tourists‘ shopping patterns, 

their aspiration to overseas higher education for their children, the association of 

Australia with modernity, and exhibiting constant upward yearnings through 

interest in investing in and owning Australian property (see Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.6: Quest for Modernity 

4.6.1 Brand Names 

To climb the social ladder in Chinese societies, one must have wealth that is visible 

enough for others to be able to witness it. In a society that emphasises social class 

differences, the purchase of souvenirs is confirmation of one‘s travel experiences, 

affirming that the traveller has really been to those destinations. Souvenirs are often 

symbolic miniatures of the destination‘s various attractions or gift items embossed 

with the destination‘s name or attractions. Such souvenirs are usually available for 

purchase at the holiday destination only. In analysing the significance of shopping 
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and purchasing of souvenirs, the findings of this research suggest that, as a social 

construct, tourism is intricately linked to one‘s socioeconomic status, and the 

purchase of souvenirs for the purpose of gifting or for one‘s own keepsake may be 

used to reflect one‘s position in the social structure. As international travel becomes 

more available to the growing middle class in Mainland China, it also becomes a 

way for them to show off their new social status and wealth. This section discusses 

the significance of shopping and the purchasing of souvenirs by Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers, and looks at how such tourist behaviour is linked to the 

sociocultural changes and development occurring in China. 

 

While buying countless souvenirs and gifts for others may seem like a tedious 

activity, it is deemed an important aspect of the touring experience. Through 

gifting, one can proudly announce to friends and relatives that one has travelled 

overseas — a leisure activity that is thought to be reserved only for the wealthy. 

One then gains face as well as the envy of others. The rapid income growth and 

rising standard of living in Mainland China have heralded the rise of a growing 

middle class, with increased purchasing power and the desire to consume foreign 

goods. Like the consumption of luxury goods, the act of travelling overseas conveys 

societal meanings about wealth and social class. As part of a broader symbolic 

market, the ability to afford overseas travel allows an individual to position oneself 

vertically within that socioeconomic hierarchy. This has an even greater impact 

when one is travelling to a Western country. The following quote from the tour 

guide reflects the relationship between the prevailing sociocultural context and 

one‘s economic status: 

 

Though China has a population of 1.3 billion, it has a relatively small 

middle class. Even though the country is making rapid advancements 

economically, there is still a wide disparity in incomes. The rich are 

phenomenally wealthy, while the poor could barely make ends meet. To be 

rich is still a relatively new concept to the Chinese people who have been 

living in poverty for decades. It hasn‘t been an easy route to success.  

Overseas travels [and] purchase of well-known branded luxury goods are 

just ways to display their wealth and achievement. If you‘ve got money, you 

must wear branded goods. For many of these newly rich, their mentality is 
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such that if a product is Western and expensive, it must be good. In most 

cases, they do not have clear understanding of the product, only recognition 

of the brand. To conform to societal expectations of being rich, the Chinese 

people are simply chasing after branded goods to reflect their social status. 

 

Observations from the field trips supported the tour guide‘s view. The preference 

for well-known luxury branded goods was observed among tour participants when 

purchasing gifts for themselves and their immediate family. Tour participants also 

indicated that brands like Omega and Rolex were the preferred brands for those 

shopping for upmarket watches, while brands like Prada, Christian Dior and Louis 

Vuitton were hot favourites for leather goods. When questioned on the importance 

of using and wearing these branded goods, tour participants explained that while it 

was within their financial means to indulge in these luxury products, they were also 

pressurised by social norms to conform to role expectations. They said that, 

especially in a workplace environment, the way individuals dressed and presented 

themselves would affect how others perceived them. Those in executive and 

managerial positions must dress appropriately or face discrimination and disrespect: 

 

Our positions in the workplace dictate our code of dressing. We are often 

judged by our subordinates by what we wear. If we are dressed too shabbily, 

they [the subordinates] will look down on us. These days, everyone is so 

brand conscious (Female, late thirties, office manager, Dalian). 

 

If I were just a lowly office clerk, nobody would care what I wore. But as 

the head of my department, dressing appropriately reflects my position in 

the workplace and acts as a form of respect to others. Dressing well also 

gives others a good impression of oneself. The Chinese have a saying: ―To 

receive the worships of mankind, even Buddha needs to dress 

ostentatiously‖. When I am at home, I wear whatever is most comfortable 

(Male, early forties, Head of Department, Beijing). 

 

Other tour participants have also expressed similar sentiments. The perception that 

Western-made goods are far superior to Chinese-made goods is reiterated in the 

next example. A female tour participant from Beijing, who was travelling with her 
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wealthy husband on an incentive trip, argued that current societal norms in China 

dictate the need to dress appropriately and expensively to reflect your 

socioeconomic status — especially when attending social and professional 

functions — as inappropriate dress can negatively influence the way others perceive 

you and your spouse. While explaining about Chinese social norms, this female tour 

participant justified her argument by shopping and browsing only in shops that 

retailed luxury branded goods and was particularly focused on the Christian Dior 

brand. Through observation and casual conversation, it gradually dawned on me 

that she had very limited knowledge about brand names and the reason she focused 

on Christian Dior was because of the easily recognisable brand logo. Because she 

was unaware of all the other brand names, she showed no interest in them. In 

addition, anything that looked cheap or had a label that said ―Made in China‖ was 

avoided. What is clear in the following extract of our conversation is that, in order 

to conform to social expectations, the pursuit of luxury branded goods by Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers is tied up with the need to reflect their financial status, 

as well as the constant maintenance of their social face in their social circle. 

 

Int: How do you know this brand? 

Member: This brand is very famous in Beijing. A lot of famous and 

wealthy people in China use it. I‘ve just bought two new 

handbags in Sydney on this trip. It‘s the latest design. My 

girlfriend in Beijing has also bought these bags, but she 

bought them in Europe. 

Int: So what is it that you like best about this brand or even the 

bags that you just bought? 

Member: I like the style — don‘t you think they are very elegant and 

sophisticated? I tell you, this brand is very famous in Beijing. 

Everyone knows CD. When you go out with the bag, 

everyone knows it‘s branded and very expensive. It looks 

very presentable. You know, because we are business people, 

we need to look a little more presentable. Don‘t you like it? 

Int:  It‘s not really my style. What about your husband? He 

doesn‘t think it‘s too expensive? 
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Member: He‘s fine with it. It‘s a rare opportunity to travel overseas … 

he won‘t mind. 

Int: You don‘t like Chinese-made leather goods? 

Member: No, I don‘t like those [Chinese made goods]. They are not as 

good in quality as these European brands, and their design is 

not as stylish too … and they have no name. 

Int:  No name? What do you mean? I am sure all products have a 

brand name. 

Member: I mean that it‘s not a well-known brand name that people 

know. Well, if you can afford it, it‘s better to buy well-known 

brands. To carry a cheap bag to a party is such a loss of one‘s 

social face. People would think that your husband is not 

doing well in his business and therefore cannot afford to buy 

you a nice handbag. 

 

It is apparent from this exchange that the focuses on economic status in Chinese 

societies, and the importance placed on maintaining class status and keeping up 

appearances, have resulted in the need for people to display their wealth through the 

consumption of luxury branded goods. The association with Western-made goods 

carries special connotations, as these goods act as cultural objects which perform a 

distinct social and cultural function that communicates socially meaningful 

expressions. In this case, Western-made goods are symbols of affluence and 

success. In addition, several issues are implied and reiterated throughout the 

conversation: the concerns about how others perceive them, conforming to social 

pressures reflecting the collectivistic nature of Chinese society, and the construct of 

the interdependent self built on the foundation of connectedness of human beings to 

each other. It appears that the quest for all things Western is ultimately driven by 

these concerns. Thus one‘s identity is integrated with one‘s family, social and work 

life. The emphasis on social roles and public perceptions guides the behaviour of 

individuals who heavily advocate the importance of the face concept. The display of 

wealth by an individual is interpreted by others as a sign of success, while the 

inability to display wealth is deemed a failure by others. In order to maintain face, 

one has to put in much effort in order to be on par with others in society.  
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Second, the perception that Western goods are far more superior in quality than 

Chinese-made goods can be interpreted both as a form of dissatisfaction with the 

modernity development in China as well as an obsession with the development of 

the West. Products that are made in China are perceived as of poor quality, while 

goods which are produced in the West are deemed more superior in quality. The 

tour guide explained such perceptions are well supported and, though Chinese-made 

goods are relatively competitive in terms of price, the frequent and extensive media 

exposure of poorly made goods due to unethical practices of Chinese producers 

have created a poor image of Chinese-produced goods and built a lack of consumer 

confidence. In China, the rampant disregard for the law and safety regulations, 

coupled with the use of deception and fraud to avoid quarantine inspections, have 

resulted in the production of inferior and defective goods (Bapuji & Beamish, 2007; 

Harvey, 1999). Fieldwork observations have revealed members of the tour groups 

shunning products with ―Made in China‖ labels. The tour guide further elaborated 

that it was quite pointless to bring Mainland Chinese tourists to local shopping 

centres, as most retail shops in Australia carry products imported from China. He 

said that upon seeing the ―Made in China‖ label, Chinese tourists would simply 

walk away. A common comment on this attitude would be: ―We come from China 

— why come to Australia to buy Chinese goods?‖ And quite often, participants 

would comment that foreign-made goods had a longer lifespan than Chinese-made 

goods, especially goods like cameras and watches. While this rationale may be true 

to a certain extent, the tour guide argues that the real reason for shunning Chinese-

made goods is because they are deemed cheap, and gifting cheap Chinese-made 

goods carries a social stigma of being petty, stingy and insincere. 

 

The above findings on the significance of shopping and purchasing of souvenirs 

reflect the intricacies of social and cultural complexities in Chinese society, as well 

as how these sociocultural values continue to impact on and influence behaviour in 

a tourism context. In order to maintain harmonious relationships, tour participants 

are mindful of the list of friends and relatives whom they have to gift. Through 

appropriate gift-giving, tour members demonstrate the giving of face and respect to 

their elders, relatives and friends. Souvenir shopping acts as a means for 

remembering the trip, and the display of wealth by the tour participants is just a way 

for them to publicise their success. It would seem that the use of Western-made 
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goods could also indicate that a person is moving ahead of his/her time, unlike the 

majority of people in China who are using the cheaper and more inferior Chinese-

made goods. Similarly, overseas higher education is also deemed far superior to the 

Chinese education provided by the Mainland Chinese government. Parents who are 

financially well off would not hesitate to invest in their children‘s education. The 

opportunity to permanently migrate to Australia or any Western country has also 

attracted many interested and eager parents. 

4.6.2 Overseas Education 

In the twenty-first century, the traditional Chinese cultural values continue to be the 

cornerstone of Chinese society. The importance placed on familial ties is still 

deemed an important feature in the Confucius society, and is often reflected among 

tour participants. For many of these Chinese corporate travellers, the importance of 

these ties is frequently demonstrated through their career and educational 

aspirations for their children. Success in their children‘s career is considered to 

bring fame and glory to one‘s family and ancestors, thus elevating the family‘s 

social status. Motivated in this way, Chinese travellers express their interest in 

sending their children overseas for higher education. A large proportion of the 

questions asked by the tour participants centred on the cost of sending their children 

to Australia, along with other lifestyle factors like safety issues, cost of living and 

quality of education. It is important to note that the tour participants acknowledged 

my position in the group as a university researcher, and accepted me as a friend 

with whom they were comfortable enough to chat and ask questions. In addition, 

tour participants were also interested in my life here in Australia, both as a mother 

of two children and as a university teacher. Many of the questions in which 

members of the tour groups were interested were focused on the upbringing and 

education of my children in Australia. Chinese parents perceive overseas education 

to be a critical pathway in achieving a successful career. A tour participant (Female, 

mid-forties, office manager, Beijing) said: 

 

If the parents can afford it, of course they will want to give their only child 

that competitive edge. With China developing at this speed, those who can 

afford to be educated overseas will eventually become our future leaders. It 

makes a difference if you have an overseas degree. It allows you to progress 
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a lot faster in your career ladder. Sending your child overseas will help him 

pave his future career and life. 

 

Other reasons underlying the interests can be attributed to the sociocultural values 

of the Chinese people and the job market conditions in China. China‘s 

implementation of the one-child policy in 1979 has resulted in most families having 

only one child, and parents making every effort to provide the best they can for their 

child. Sending their children overseas for higher education seems to be a key 

priority for those who can afford it. A well-informed and much loved topic among 

the tour members observed was that Australia was deemed an attractive option 

compared with other English-speaking countries like the United Kingdom, the 

United States and Canada for a variety of reasons, including lower school fees, a 

lower cost of living, closer geographic proximity to China, and the opportunity to 

apply for permanent residency after graduation.  

 

A casual conversation with a group of tour members revealed deeper underlying 

motivations, which were socially and culturally driven. The Chinese people have 

experienced decades of poverty in the past and since the open-door policy 

introduced some 30 years ago, they have been envious and full of admiration for the 

political, economic and social development experienced by the Americans. The 

advancement of the American economy and society has become an inspiration to 

the Chinese people. A few tour members have been heard saying: ―If you haven‘t 

been to America, you haven‘t been anywhere!‖ Though America is a top choice for 

overseas education, the opportunity to permanently immigrate to Australia 

supersedes all the other destinations, as many tour participants have expressed their 

desire to experience living in a Western country with their children in their twilight 

years. One tour participant commented:  

 

Australia is a preferred destination because it provides the opportunity for 

our children to apply for permanent residency after they graduate. We like 

the idea that our children have that option, even though they might not want 

to live here forever, but it is important for them to gain to some working 

experience while they are here. We also like the option of living in two 

different countries when we retire. This is such a good place to retire. 
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Australia has such great weather, friendly people and a relaxed atmosphere 

(Male, early fifties, office manager, Shenyang). 

 

Looking closely at the contexts and meanings behind what was being said, the 

ability and desire to travel to or live in Australia still represent an opportunity only 

open and available to a relatively selected few in Mainland China. To be able to 

afford to do so is evidence and reflection of one‘s social and economic status, which 

in turn increases an individual‘s social face. The following quotes capture the above 

sentiments: the importance of the social face and the need to constantly rise above 

one‘s peers in social and economic status is very much part of the Chinese social 

makeup. This businessman from Shanghai (late forties) stressed the importance of 

mien-tsu and the need to keep up with one‘s friends: 

 

Many of my friends‘ children have not only graduated with overseas degrees 

but have also obtained overseas permanent residency. Now they work and 

live overseas. Their parents travel to visit them every year. They are so 

proud of their children‘s achievement. Everyone is so envious of them. We 

would also like our children to have that kind of achievement.  

 

He was joined by another office manager from Beijing whose 15-year-old son is 

currently studying in New Zealand; he plans to bring him to Australia for tertiary 

education: 

 

This is a much-loved conversational topic among our friends … everyone is 

hoping for the same result (obtaining overseas permanent residency). It will 

be good when my son receives his permanent residency and my wife and I 

can come and live with him here. Some of our relatives are already hinting 

to us to invite them for a visit when we live here. 

 

Prevailing job market conditions in China also play decisive role in the decision to 

send their children to Australia for overseas education. As expressed by another 

tour participant (Male, mid-fifties, academic, Dalian): ―It‘s very competitive in 

China now. Even though a lot of people have overseas university certificates, an 

overseas degree is still a good start and will help the child get a good job.‖ With 
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only one child in the family, the provision of an overseas education becomes top 

priority for wealthy parents. As one participant (Female, mid-forties, office 

manager, Beijing) commented: ―Chinese parents are overly protective and anxious 

about their children. They are willing to do all they can, if they think that that will 

help their child succeed in life.‖ The importance placed on their children‘s future 

career aspirations reflects Chinese parents‘ strong commitment to the family. 

 

The need to strive for personal achievement greater than that of others is a highly 

complex motive saturated with strong social significance. The preoccupation with 

achievement and the importance placed on social status and expectations reflects 

societal sensitivity to the influences of others, such as family, friends and work 

mates, and is typical in collectivistic societies. The competitive undertones 

underlying the some of the above quotes reflect the propensity of the Chinese 

people to continuously strive for success and to be at least on par with their peers in 

terms of socioeconomic status. The ability to send one‘s children overseas for 

further education reflects one‘s social and economic status, thus increasing one‘s 

face socially. In the same way, the ownership of land, houses and buildings is a way 

to not only become wealthy but also to elevate one‘s social status. The interest 

shown in Australian real estate further demonstrates the significance of 

socioeconomic forces and their influence on the touring experiences of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers. 

4.6.3 Real Estate 

Besides showing interest in the Australian education system, shopping and buying 

souvenirs, Chinese corporate travellers were also interested in Australian real estate. 

In almost every tour group observed, the immense interest shown towards 

Australian real estate was fascinating, as the viewing of residential houses is not a 

typical tourist activity. In particular, they wanted to see how the Australian people 

lived, especially those who were in the higher middle to high income brackets, as 

this would allow them to make comparisons between their own housing 

affordability and those of the people living here. They were not terribly interested in 

viewing housing targeted at the middle and lower income groups. In order to cater 

to this interest, the tour company ingeniously incorporated the viewing of houses 

into the tour itinerary. Three such highlights were usually included as part of the 
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city tour of the Gold Coast. One consisted of a river cruise down the Nerang River 

in Surfers Paradise, where some of the most expensive and luxurious waterfront 

homes on the Gold Coast are situated. There was also a trip to visit the various 

display home villages around the Gold Coast region, showcasing home designs 

from Australian builders, and finally a drive through Sovereign Island, which is one 

of the most prestigious ocean-front residential estates on the Gold Coast.   

 

When participating in the river cruises, tour participants would gaze in admiration 

at some of the most impressive and magnificent houses fronting the river. Looking 

at these beautiful houses, tour participants were busy taking pictures as keepsakes. 

Cruising along the scenic river, tour participants seemed relaxed and absorbed in 

the setting. Back on the coach, members of the tour groups continued to discuss the 

beautiful houses that they have just seen, totally fascinated and inspired by the sight 

of these magnificent houses situated by the river. While some of the chatter centred 

on the pricing of these mansions and on comparing these prices to those in 

Mainland China, most of them were indulging in daydreaming and fantasy about 

living in these mansions. Many of them thought that the prices of these houses were 

much lower compared with those of a similar standard in China. However, they all 

agreed that, even when they paid top money for such houses in China, they were not 

able to include in their purchase the clean air and unpolluted environment available 

in Australia. In their chatter, they wondered how many bedrooms some of these 

mansions would have, and how their families would fit in them. They reckoned that 

if the houses were for hire, they would be an ideal summer holiday home, to be 

enjoyed with a few good friends and their families. One tour participant explained: 

 

In our everyday life, we are always too busy to do anything else other than 

work and family. But right now, in such a relaxed and scenic ambience, we 

can daydream and fantasise a little. 

 

The trip to visit display home villages was an ingenious idea of the tour agent. 

Collaboration with a specific Australian builder allowed the tour guides to take 

Mainland Chinese tourists to visit the fully furnished homes put on display by the 

builder. The participants were then given a brief introduction to the homes with 

brochures to take away. This segment of the tour has many benefits. As part of a 
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city tour, it has no attached cost and it fully satisfies the interest of the tour 

members. Second, the tour agent and the tour guides are awarded a sales 

commission should a sale materialise. While visiting the display home centre, tour 

participants showed much enthusiasm and diligence when inspecting the various 

display homes, and asked questions just like any prospective home buyer. Most of 

them were impressed by the design and quality of the houses they had viewed, and 

even more surprised at the affordability of these houses. Usually after the home 

inspections, I would chat with the tour participants to find out how interested they 

were in buying a house in Australia. However, while most of them were interested 

to view and know more about the real estate market here in Australia, only a 

handful showed any real interest in purchasing a property, or intent to do so. One of 

the reasons for their interest in purchasing property was their plan to send their 

children overseas for a Western education, so they were keen to have any 

information that could help. A tour participant from Shanghai indicated that he 

intended to send his son to Australia for tertiary education in a few years‘ time and 

that buying a house to accommodate his son was part of the plan. Another reason 

identified for the interest was that the property was purely for investment purposes. 

According to some members of the tour groups, cities like Beijing and Shanghai 

have become too populated and expensive, with real estate prices in these cities sky-

rocketing to exorbitant prices. They felt that that housing prices in Australia were 

far more reasonable. 

 

It was interesting to note that, while most of them had no intention of purchasing a 

house or land, all of them expressed great enthusiasm and interest. Some tour 

participants explained that it was the way of the Chinese people to gain 

understanding about how people in different cities/countries live by investigating 

the kind of houses in which they live and the kinds of real estate prices they are 

paying. The Chinese visitors seemed to gauge the prosperity of a destination by the 

prices of real estate. According to this tour participant (Male, early fifties, 

government official, Shangdong), this interest was universal and applied to all the 

places they visited: 
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Even when we visit another city in China, we are also interested in finding 

out what the real estate market is like in that city, and then comparing it to 

where we live. We just like to know if there are any differences. You never 

know … there might be an investment opportunity in the near future. 

 

Another tour member explained further: 

 

Chinese people have a fixation with owning land. All Chinese people dream 

of owning their own houses and becoming a rich landlord. What is better 

than becoming a landlord and collecting rent when you are old? If you have 

money, you must invest it because when the economy is bad, your money 

becomes small (loses value) and worthless. But with real estate, the value 

increases with time. Just look at all the wealthy people in the world — their 

money is mostly invested in fixed assets like houses, land and buildings 

(Male, late forties, office manager, Xiamen). 

 

This interest in real estate among the Chinese people can be explained from a 

historical perspective. According to the tour guide, interest in real estate or land 

ownership dates back as far as 2000 BCE when China was largely agrarian based.  

Ancient China at the time faced turbulent times and significant instability with 

many of its states at war with each other. Under the practice of feudalism, the 

peasants would rent farmlands from the warlords, usually paying the rent with a 

portion of their harvested crops. Though the peasants worked hard in the hope of 

owning land one day, it was almost impossible for these peasants to own their land 

under such a system. Even then, owning land was at the very centre of economic 

life for the Chinese peasants. Though China today is gradually moving towards 

industrialisation, the Chinese people are still fixated on land ownership.  

 

From fieldwork observations, it became clear that many of these Chinese corporate 

travellers possessed an unclear image of Australia, very limited knowledge about 

the Gold Coast as a destination and a lack of understanding of Western culture. 

Regardless, it is interesting to note that the Chinese tourists were intrigued with 

Westerners, and held them in high regard. Because of the socioeconomic 

advancement of countries in the West and the under-development of the Chinese 
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economy, the Chinese in general view Westerners as being economically wealthy 

and culturally superior. The tour guide further added that the Chinese perception of 

Westerners derived from old Country-Western movies, which often portrayed 

Westerners as being wealthy and behaving in a ―gentlemanly‖ manner. These 

images are still deeply ingrained in the minds of the Chinese people.  

 

During field trips, I would also take the opportunity to observe the behaviour of 

other Mainland Chinese tourists. During these observations, I noticed that the 

Chinese tourists were highly intrigued with the physical characteristics of Western 

people, such as their curly and blonde hair, fair skin and blue and green coloured 

eyes. Photo opportunities with the local people seemed to be an attraction to them.  

However, none of the male tour members mentioned this interest, probably because 

it was considered an inappropriate or feminine thing to do while on corporate travel. 

One tour participant explained that the Chinese interest in being photographed with 

Westerners arose from curiosity. Though there are more Westerners living in China 

now, the opportunity to come into contact with a Westerner is still relatively rare.  

 

When asked for their perceptions of Australia, tour participants commented on the 

level of modernity, civic-mindedness, and the quality and standard of living. Many 

tour participants claimed that the standard and quality of living in Australia was far 

better than they experienced in China, and further expressed their desire to live in 

Australia and experience a different style of living. The following quotes reflect 

tour participants‘ perceptions of Australia and living in Australia: 

 

It must be so nice to live overseas, especially in such a well-developed 

country like Australia. Unlike China, everything you see here is so modern 

and the citizens here live a relatively comfortable life. There is a huge 

proportion of Chinese population who are still living under 2000 RMB a 

year. If only China was as developed … (Male, mid-forties, marketing 

manager, Chengdu). 

 

It‘s not just the beautiful scenery and the clean air, but the general feeling 

about this country … people is so friendly here, they greet you even though 

they don‘t know you. If you do that in China, people think will you are 
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crazy or up to no good.  In general, the people here are very courteous and 

well-mannered; they patiently queue in line and wait for their turn. In China, 

people are too busy with making a living, and they have no time for 

courtesy; cutting queues is a way of life (Female, early forties, office 

manager, Shanghai). 

 

I would love to visit Australia again. This is such a good place to live, 

especially to retire. This place has got such great weather and friendly 

people. There is a great synergy between the natural environment and a 

modernised city. What‘s important too is that the process of modernisation 

does not conflict with the existence of a civic society. Because our economy 

is still fairly underdeveloped and people are too busy trying to make a 

living, they don‘t care about being polite or caring. I think a civic society is 

possible only in a developed economy [where] the people are living a 

relatively comfortable life (Male, mid-fifties, academic, Dalian). 

 

According to the tour guide, Australia possesses many of the qualities for which the 

Chinese people yearn: political and economic stability conducive to investment, 

quality education, a high standard of living and, most importantly, a civic-minded 

society. Another observation made on field trips was that constant comparisons 

were made by tour participants between what they saw overseas and what was 

experienced in China. These comparisons often contained both feelings of awe and 

admiration for Australia, and undertones of dissatisfaction and sadness at the slow 

progress of Chinese development. Australia has always been deemed attractive to 

the Chinese people, as seen in the arrivals of early Chinese migrants to Australia in 

the 1800s. Lured by the discovery of gold in Victoria in 1857 and the economic 

hardship in China at the time, many Chinese arrived in Australia looking for work 

in the gold mines (Australian Government, n.d.). In 1998 and 1999, 2,106 illegal 

Chinese migrants arrived in Australia from the China‘s Fuzhou Province in the hope 

of improving their lives by finding work and eventually gaining permanent 

residency (Hugo, 2004). Many Chinese tourists to Australia are not only curious but 

also envious of the Australian way of life. In particular, they are most interested in 

finding out how to gain residency status and the eligibility criteria for social 

security payments. When the tour guide explained how social security payments 
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were assessed in Australia, tour members were fascinated because social security is 

unheard of in Communist China. Though majority of the tour participants found the 

concept of social security a novel idea, most agreed that it would not work in a 

heavily populated country like China, where more than half of the country‘s 

population is living in poverty. Also, such system encourages people to rely on 

these payments and not on themselves. A developing country like China is not able 

to support a welfare system like Australia‘s. A tour participant commented that 

even if social security existed, many Chinese would find it a social stigma to be in 

the welfare system: 

 

The Chinese people are a proud race and they take pride in their hard-

working attitude. Only under dire circumstances would a Chinese ask for 

help. It would shame the family if it was known to their friends and relatives 

that they were depending on charity. The system of social security may 

work well in Western countries, but it‘s not for China. We have not reached 

that level of economic prosperity to support such a system; in fact, we can‘t 

even afford to encourage it. So far, we can only envy the Australians (Male, 

mid-forties, marketing manager, Shanghai). 

 

Though they understand that such a system is not possible or feasible in China, this 

did not stop the Chinese visitors from envying Australians. A tour participant 

argued that to succeed and survive in a highly competitive society like China, one 

has to work harder than others to keep their job. Knowing that no assistance is 

available should one lose a job makes everyone even more determined to work 

hard. To these Chinese travellers, Australians are a blessed race who are well 

looked after by their government. Throughout the field trips, it was observed that 

the Chinese people love to compare. In their everyday life, they compare 

themselves with their peers, as the need to be better than or on par with their peers 

in everything has resulted in constant comparison. On tour, they constantly 

compared what they saw in Australia with the situation in China. These 

comparisons covered everything from food, shopping, places, people and culture to 

the way of life of the two countries. Yet it must be noted that these comparisons are 

necessary and form a way of life for the Chinese people. Being open and exposed to 

the outside world for a relatively short period now, such comparisons allow these 
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Chinese travellers to evaluate the level of development currently experienced by 

China against that of other nations.  

 

This section explored the unique focus of interest of Mainland Chinese travellers, as 

observed in the fieldwork. Not commonly viewed as a typical tourist activity, the 

interest in real estate is a result of historical and socioeconomic forces prevalent in 

Chinese society. Especially in Mainland China, ownership of real estate has socially 

significant meanings as it conveys an individual‘s financial standing and social 

status. As travel becomes more accessible to the Chinese people, travelling overseas 

is a means to find out how people living in other parts of the world fare in 

comparison with China. As observed in the field trips, tour members were keen to 

compare the prices of the real estate seen here and those at home. Through price 

comparison, they were able to evaluate the level of development of their home 

country in comparison with Australia. From the observations, it would seem that 

Mainland Chinese perceive Australia to be more advanced and superior compared 

with China. For them, Australia and Australians possess the characteristics of 

modernity, such as economic affluence and social and political stability. As a 

concept closely related to guanxi, one‘s face corresponds with one‘s social image, 

prestige and respect. Hence much effort is made to gain and maintain face, as a 

substantial amount of social face is needed to develop good and strong guanxi. 

4.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has detailed the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers at leisure. Throughout the field trips, values such as the importance of 

familial ties, education, respect for seniority, gift-giving and the face concept were 

reflected in their ways of seeing and performing tourism. In particular, this chapter 

has identified three distinctive foci of interest as expressed by the Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers: overseas higher education for their children; shopping for 

Western-made luxury goods and souvenirs for friends and relatives; and exhibiting 

traits of Chinese entrepreneurship through their interest in the ownership of and 

investment in Australian property.  

 

From the observations, sending their children overseas for higher education was a 

priority for a majority of tour members observed. But the significance and meaning 
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of pursuing higher education now is different from the days of Confucius. While 

Confucius advocated learning in order to gain knowledge and attain higher morals, 

the pursuit of higher education in contemporary Chinese societies is all about 

finding a job with good remuneration and career prospects. In addition, the ability 

to be able to financially afford such an undertaking also reflects one‘s social and 

financial status. 

 

The purchase of souvenirs to gift friends and relatives exhibits the interrelatedness 

of Chinese society and the need of the Chinese people to maintain harmonious 

relationships with others. Shopping for Western-made luxury goods reflects many 

societal influences. It demonstrates the need to conform to societal expectations, 

which also gives individuals opportunities to display and exhibit their new-found 

wealth and social status. From discussions with the tour participants and tour guides 

on shopping for Western goods, I found that the Mainland Chinese travellers in the 

study had a preference for Western-made goods and deliberately shunned goods 

made in China. These specific foci of interests might be seen as an urgent quest for 

Western modernity and the desire to reject the less modern and advanced Chinese 

development. 

 

Underlying many of the findings cited in this research is an important relationship 

between tourism and the sociocultural structures of Chinese society. As income 

levels in Mainland China continue to increase and business structures are 

globalised, tourism becomes a platform for Mainland Chinese corporate travellers 

to display and reflect their newly found wealth and social status. It is also an avenue 

for them to evaluate and compare the level of development within China and that in 

the outside world. The ways in which they see and perform tourism are sanctioned 

by the wider context of social and cultural forces. 

 

The interactions among tour members observed also identified the ways in which 

Chinese cultural values were reflected among Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers. Throughout the tours, a lot of emphasis was given to pleasing certain 

individuals in the group, group participation of touristic activities, maintaining 

correct and appropriate protocols, conforming to the wider interests of the group, 

establishing and maintaining guanxi and the constant interplay of giving and 
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receiving face. Indeed, it appeared from this that they were not focusing on 

performing their roles as tourists and most of the tour participants were still 

operating in their corporate organisational identities.  

 

From the analysis of the findings, the notion of harmony underlies the interactions 

among tour members. Due to the cultural importance placed on the social structure 

of Chinese societies to maintain both social order and harmony, effort was focused 

on conflict avoidance, and as a consequence the need to conform to the interests of 

the group. In addition, the findings reveal sociocultural traits such as politeness as a 

form of communication, a strong sense of social obligation towards other group 

members, a high level of dependence and cooperation among group members, and 

concerted efforts to initiate, build and use guanxi when travelling overseas. 

 

Following this chapter‘s detailed description and analysis of the findings, Chapter 5 

reviews the current study findings in relation to Confucian values. Based on the 

Confucian Classics, such as The Analects, The Golden Mean and The Book of 

Ritual, the chapter also explains the interrelatedness of these themes and looks at 

how they are underpinned by the notion of harmony. 
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5 

Confucius and the Study 

5.0 Introduction 

The findings derived from fieldwork observations and presented in Chapter 4 reveal 

that the notion of harmony underpins the themes representing the participants‘ touring 

experiences. They clearly demonstrate how social and cultural factors influence the 

way Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure experience tourism. The 

importance of Confucianism in Chinese societies lies in its role as a key to social 

stability as well as in the tradition of Chinese culture. The central Confucian ideal of 

harmony among people is a major goal in all social relationships. These relationships 

include those highlighted in Confucius‘ cardinal role relations of king and subject, 

father and son, husband and wife, elder and younger brother, and friend and friend. 

Furthermore, harmony is also achieved through the practice of the ―Five Constant 

Regulations‖ of ren (benevolence), li (propriety), yi (righteousness), xin 

(trustworthiness) and zhi (wisdom). The individual in Confucian ideology exists not in 

isolation but in a complex web of human relationships. The Chinese concept of 

harmony connotes meanings such as peace, being of a mild and gentle nature, and 

having a good relationship with another.  

 

The findings of this research reveal that the tour participants observed made conscious 

and unconscious efforts to display their respect for authority, showed their earnestness 

by conforming to the interests of their group and constantly worked to develop and 

maintain positive relationships through the concept of giving and saving face. As the 

nature of harmony is relational, the themes that have emerged from this research are 

interrelated and not separate. The following section attempts to show the 

interrelatedness of these themes, and how these themes reflect the ideology of 

Confucius‘ philosophy in contemporary Chinese social and corporate interaction and 

its extension into tourism spaces. In particular, the notion of Confucius‘ harmony 

underlines the themes that have emerged from fieldwork observations. 
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5.1 Confucius’ Philosophy 

In order to understand the interrelatedness of the themes that have emerged from this 

research, it is important to first examine the influence Confucianism has on Chinese 

conceptions of social order and harmony. The emphasis on human relatedness is 

reflected through the construction of social order in Chinese societies and the 

construal of the self in relation to others in a particular social context. This 

relationship between oneself and others is seen as connected, and every individual is 

burdened by their obligations in each relationship. In maintaining this connectedness 

and relatedness with others, individuals in collectivistic societies are more motivated 

to seek harmony in these relationships by finding a way to fit in with others through 

mutual respect, conformity, guanxi and the giving and saving of face. 

 

The concept of harmony is a prominent theme in Confucius‘ philosophy and 

powerfully anchored in his criterion of the ―ideal man‖, or junzi. Harmony is therefore 

enshrined in the Confucian ethical system of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, 

trustworthiness and wisdom, and the adoption of the cardinal role relations, or wulun. 

Placing utmost importance on the family unit, harmony within the family is deemed a 

priority by Confucius: 

 

Happy union with wife and children is like the music of lutes and harps. When 

there is concord among brethren, the harmony is delightful and enduring. Thus 

may you regulate your family, and enjoy the pleasure of your wife and 

children (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XV, cited in Legge, 1971). 

 

For Confucius, harmony among people is highly regarded. While these virtues are 

interrelated, the concepts of benevolence, righteousness and propriety are considered 

the pillars of Confucian morality and are deemed interdependent, as an illumination of 

one involves the other. In contrast, the concepts of trustworthiness and wisdom are 

considered dependent virtues as their significance is established by their relationship 

with fundamental virtues of benevolence, righteousness and propriety (Cua, 2007). 

The interdependent relationships of benevolence, righteousness and propriety are best 

described in The Doctrine of the Mean (cited in Legge, 1971): 
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Benevolence (ren) is the characteristic attribute of personhood. The first 

priority of its expression is showing affection to those closely related to us. 

Righteousness (yi) means appropriateness; respecting the superior is its most 

important rule. Loving others according to who they are, and respecting 

superiors according to their ranks gives rise to the forms and distinctions of 

propriety (li) in social life (Chapter XX). 

 

Seen as a supreme virtue, benevolence is the practice of goodness that advocates 

respect for elders. While the above citation dictates that it is a natural characteristic 

for human beings to love others, the level of respect and affection shown differs 

according to the receiver‘s social status. Specifically, the level of interaction and the 

type of affection one shares with others are dependent on the closeness of the 

relationship, and the social norms and rules that define an individual‘s position in the 

social hierarchy. According to Confucius‘ teaching, showing respect to elders is seen 

as being righteous while giving the appropriate level of respect according to their 

social status, is seen as practicing propriety. 

 

What are the things which humans consider righteous? Kindness on the part of 

the father, and filial duty on that of the son; gentleness on the part of the elder 

brother, and obedience on that of the younger; righteousness on the part of the 

husband, and submission on that of the wife; kindness on the part of the elders, 

and deference on that of juniors; benevolence on the part of the ruler, and 

loyalty on that of the minister. These are then ten things that humans consider 

to be right (Book of Ritual, 7.2:19, cited Legge, 1966). 

 

Clearly, Confucius places high emphasis on an hierarchical social structure and the 

role each person has to play in different relationship contexts. Those who assume the 

superior and dominant roles in the relationships must act in line with the principles of 

kindness, gentleness and benevolence, while those who occupy the inferior roles of 

the son, younger brother, wife, juniors and minister must exhibit filial piety, 

obedience, submission and deference to those in the superior positions (Hwang, 2001; 

Ng, 2000; Snell, 1999).  
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As a key virtue, trustworthiness reflects the sincerity and credibility of an individual. 

To positively practise benevolence, one must possess trustworthiness, as harmonious 

relationships are built on interpersonal trust, and trust in Confucian societies is 

sometimes deemed more important than talent and capabilities (Koehn, 2001; Tan, 

2005). Confucius also believes that the aim of education is to cultivate the innate 

goodness of man, as education has the ability to positively influence the personality 

and character of an individual (Yu, 2006). In a highly hierarchical society, wisdom is 

believed to be closely related to age, so senior managers are often highly respected 

and regarded in the workplace (Yu, 2006).  

 

Adopting an interpretive approach, the five interrelated themes that have emerged 

from the findings of this research are now analysed based on Confucius‘ philosophy 

of the Five Constant Regulations and the Five Cardinal Role Relations. Figure 5.1 

presents the themes and sub-themes that have emerged from fieldwork research. 

5.2 Respect for Authority 

The presence of a leader in every tour group observed suggests the existence of a 

highly hierarchical structure within the groups. In the theme ―Respect for Authority‖, 

frequently occurring observations were the acceptance of authority, obedience and 

submission, the act of giving and saving of the face of the leader, fear of punishment 

and trust. These observations and the relationships with Confucian values are 

presented in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Emergent Themes and Sub-themes from Fieldwork Research 
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Figure 5.2: Relationships Between Respect for Authority and Confucian Values 

 

In the theme ―Respect for Authority‖, ren (benevolence) is a dominant concept that 

underlies all the sub-themes. These sub-themes include ―giving and saving face‖, 

―acceptance of authority‖, ―obedience and submission‖, ―fear of punishment‖ and 

―trust‖. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the sub-theme ―giving and saving face‖ is linked 

to all the Five Constant Regulations. The practice of giving and saving face 

demonstrates one‘s love and benevolence (ren) for others. Based on Confucius‘ 

philosophy, only men with wisdom (zhi) would deem this as the right (yi) and 

appropriate (li) behaviour. In so doing, one establishes trust (xin) with others. The 

three role relationships present in this theme are father and son, older and younger 

brother, and friend and friend. The role relationship between the king and subject is 

irrelevant both in this research context as well as contemporary China. As the focus of 

the theme ―Respect for Authority‖ is based on the group interaction among tour group 

members, the role relationship between husband and wife was not significant. 
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All these observations indicate a high level of reverence given to the leader. Grounded 

in the philosophy of Confucianism, and specifically the Five Constant Regulations 

and the Five Cardinal Roles, respect for the leader is dominated by the concept of 

benevolence (ren), in which the leader of the group takes up the role of the father, and 

tour members are like his sons. Relationships are central to Confucianism. As the 

guiding principle, the Five Cardinal Roles guide and direct how a person manages the 

relationships in his or her social circle as particular duties arise from one‘s particular 

situation in relation to others. At any one time, the individual is engaged in several 

different relationships with different people (Nivison, 1996; Pierre, 1969). 

 

In this rigid hierarchical social structure, the father possesses absolute power and 

authority, and provides love and essentials for his family in return for their loyalty and 

obedience. While the father is benevolent in nature, he also possesses the right to 

punish and reward accordingly. Viewed in this context, group members show 

deference to the leader by being obedient and submissive, just as a son would behave 

towards his father. The group leader is also expected to provide care and guidance for 

those under his jurisdiction. From the fieldwork observations, leaders of the groups 

had absolute power over the tour arrangements, and also over every member of the 

tour group. Tour members seemed to accept the leader‘s authority and all the 

decisions and directions observed so far came from the leaders. Because of the extent 

of the power held by the leaders, defiance and disobedience could result in negative 

consequences and punishment. As articulated by tour members, punishment could 

involve the loss of one‘s job. 

 

Reflecting on the observations, junior managers are expected to pay respect to their 

more senior counterparts, as showing respect to your seniors reflects the qualities of a 

good person as advocated by Confucius. Addressing each other according to one‘s job 

title demonstrates a high regard for hierarchy and respect for authority. As such, 

leaders of the tour groups who were senior government officials were addressed as 

―Leader‖ or ―lin-dao‖. Because of my position as a university teacher and researcher, 

I was addressed as ―Teacher Kwek‖ or ―Guo Lao-shi‖, thus reflecting my social 

position as well as exhibiting the appropriate propriety and the rightness due to me. 

Wisdom gained through age, experience and acts of rightness is highly regarded, as 

demonstrated through respect from others. Senior managers, playing the role of elder 
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brothers, should also act in line with the principles of kindness and gentleness by 

providing guidance to junior managers. Among business associates, harmony is 

achieved through respect for each other and building mutual trust. Only through 

maintaining harmonious relationships can tour members establish interpersonal trust. 

Confucius believed that without trustworthiness and sincerity, one would not be able 

to establish any successful relationships: 

 

There is a way to obtain the confidence of the sovereign; if one is not trusted 

by his friends, he will not get the confidence of his sovereign. There is a way 

to being trusted by one‘s friends; if one is not obedient to his parents, he will 

not be true to friends. There is a way to being obedient to one‘s parents; if one, 

on turning his thoughts in upon himself, finds a want of sincerity, he will not 

be obedient to his parents. There is a way to the attainment of sincerity in 

oneself; if a man do not understand what is good, he will not attain sincerity in 

himself (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XX). 

 

From the findings of this research, it is believed that the Chinese people are highly 

sensitive to shame. It is Confucius‘ belief that human beings are motivated to behave 

respectfully, righteously and appropriately because of the sensitivity to shame. In this 

research, shame also connotes the losing of one‘s face in the presence of others and 

the chance of incurring the wrath of those who are in a more superior position. By not 

giving superiors the appropriate respect and propriety, the junior is not only behaving 

in an unrighteous manner, but has also caused the superior to lose face. As observed, 

tour members‘ tolerance of ambiguity was relatively high, with them choosing to 

remain obliging even when the leader was undecided and fickle about the day‘s tour 

itinerary. Any objections or suggestions should be made to the leader in private and 

one should never question superiors in public, as that will be seen as an attempt to 

challenge the superior‘s authority. The loss of face in Chinese societies is comparable 

to the mutilation of one‘s pride, dignity and ego, which can result in ruined 

relationships and loss of opportunities, such as the chance of job promotions and 

business opportunities, and guanxi connections. Similarly, skilful deployment of 

respect for leaders, superiors and peers is seen not only as an effective technique to 

create more social face for others but also a platform in which interpersonal trust can 

be developed. In addition, possessing positive and happy relationships with others is 
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expected to bring forth perceived benefits, such as opportunities to cultivate closer 

and more intimate relationships with others and thus create endless opportunities for 

oneself. 

5.3 Conformity 

In the theme ―Conformity‖, the sub-themes that have emerged from fieldwork 

observations are ―suppression of personal preferences‖, ―fear of being a deviant‖, 

―conflict avoidance‖, and ―inability to speak English‖. The need to conform by 

suppressing one‘s preference in favour of wider interests, the desire to not look like a 

deviant and thus, avoid conflict reflect humility and respect for others (ren). These 

characteristics are also deemed correct (yi) and appropriate (li) behaviours in Chinese 

societies that demonstrate one‘s selflessness and maturity (zhi). It is believed that 

those who exhibit such qualities are considered trustworthy (xin). With the exception 

of the sub-theme ―inability to speak English‖, all the other sub-themes are grounded 

in the role relationships between father and son, older and younger brother, and friend 

and friend. The links between the sub-themes and the role relationship between 

husband and wife have not been observed. It is important to note that the inability to 

speak English as observed in the fieldwork is not linked to any of the Constant 

Regulations as well as the Cardinal Roles. 

 

During fieldwork observations, tour members spoke of the need to avoid conflicts 

among group members, and the suppression of personal preferences to conform to the 

interests of others. Not wanting to be seen as deviant, tour members usually 

conformed to wider interests or simply let the leader lead the way. The lack of cultural 

knowledge and inability to speak English were also cited as reasons for conforming to 

group interests. Especially at the father and son, elder and younger brother, and friend 

to friend level of relationships, such behaviour is deemed as being respectful of 

others, since not conforming to wider interests would make a person look selfish, 

disrespectful and uncooperative. Such a person would also be deemed someone who 

lacks team spirit. Conformity is also seen as a way to maintain harmonious 

relationships with other tour members. As Chinese societies are collectivistic, self-

centred behaviour is generally not well accepted, as it connotes a competitive and 

ambitious spirit, which is not conducive to team effort and harmony. Unlike Western 

societies, which place a heavy emphasis on individualism, competitive behaviour in 
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collectivistic cultures is perceived as being aggressive and threatening. From the 

findings presented, tour members avoided being seen as over-eager to prove 

themselves. According to Confucius‘ teachings, a gentleman does not possess any 

excessive inclinations and constantly exercises self-scrutiny. The Doctrine of the 

Mean stresses the need for individuals to follow the middle path, one that is neither 

too excessive nor deficient. Only when an individual is at peace with himself is he 

able to achieve a state of equilibrium and harmony: 

 

While there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may 

be said to be in the state of Equilibrium. When those feelings have been 

stirred, and they act in their due degree, there ensues what may be called the 

state of Harmony. This Equilibrium is the great root from which grow all the 

human actings in the world, and this Harmony is the universal path which they 

all should pursue (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter 1). 

 

In suppressing his or her personal desires, an individual practises selflessness and the 

middle path, and is thus regarded as being superior. An individual who indulges in 

excessiveness or behaves selfishly is seen as a lesser man: 

 

The superior man‘s embodying the course of the Mean is because he is a 

superior man, and so always maintains the Mean. The mean man‘s acting 

contrary to the course of the Mean is because he is a mean man, and has no 

caution (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter II). 

 

As Confucianism is founded on the fundamentals of morality, order and harmony, 

self-cultivation is a necessary process, whereby individuals are required to practise 

and exhibit the Way of Humanity in their social interaction. The superior person is 

therefore always humble, pursuing and abiding the laws of filial piety, propriety, 

righteousness, trustworthiness and wisdom. When interacting with others, conflict 

avoidance is paramount, as it is important in Chinese societies to be seen as being 

humble, sincere and diplomatic. The best strategy in these situations is to let the 

leader lead the way. By so doing, a person may have to suppress his or her personal 

preferences in order to create more face for the leader; it is also important to avoid 

conflicts, which may have undesirable consequences.  
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During the field trips, tour members observed constantly looked out for each other, 

and were highly cooperative as a group. As an extension of the family, such behaviour 

highlights the observance of Confucius‘ teaching of benevolence, righteousness and 

propriety; caring for one another promotes harmony among tour members. 

Participating and travelling as a group also provides tour members with a sense of 

security and, as mentioned before, the lack of cultural knowledge and inability to 

communicate in the English language pose major obstacles to Chinese tourists 

travelling in English-speaking countries. As an important criterion for working 

together, such mutually caring and harmonious relationships enable tour members to 

built interpersonal trust. As some of the underlying motives for participating in these 

corporate travels are to develop and expand social networks, it would be highly 

beneficial to be seen as someone who values cooperation, trustworthiness, team effort 

and harmony with others. A person who exhibits appropriate behaviour towards 

others is also deemed one who possesses wisdom. Figure 5.3 illustrates the link 

between the observations found in this theme and Confucian values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Relationships Between Conformity and Confucian Values 
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The observations in this theme clearly show the effort made by tour members to 

constantly work at maintaining harmonious relationships through conforming to wider 

interests. The suppression of one‘s personal preferences, the dread of offending a 

superior or peer, the fear of punishment and avoidance of conflicts all point towards 

Confucius‘ Five Constant Regulations of ren (love and benevolence), li (propriety), yi 

(righteousness), zhi (knowledge) and xin (trustworthiness). In this theme, the 

dominant role relationships are father and son (as reflected in the relationships 

between leaders and their group members), elder and younger brothers (in the 

relationships between a superior and his subordinates), and brother and brother (in the 

relationships among peers). The lack of cultural knowledge and inability to speak 

English are not linked to either the Five Constant Regulations or the Five Cardinal 

Roles. 

5.4 Guanxi 

In the theme ―Guanxi‖, the emerged sub-themes from fieldwork observations are ―use 

of guanxi in everyday life‖, ―use of guanxi for business‖, ―act of reciprocity‖, and 

―use of tourism for guanxi‖. The sub-theme ―act of reciprocity‖ is linked to all Five 

Constant Regulations, demonstrating that successful guanxi relationships are 

intricately linked to the practice of ren (love and benevolence), yi (righteousness), zhi 

(wisdom), li (propriety) and xin (trustworthiness). The sub-themes ―use of guanxi in 

everyday life‖ and ―use of guanxi for business‖ reflect the importance of guanxi in 

Chinese societies. These sub-themes are also grounded in the role relationships 

between father and son, older and younger brother and friend and friend. The sub-

theme ―use of tourism for guanxi‖ is a modern phenomenon that is not linked to 

either the Five Constant Regulations or the Five Cardinal Roles. 

 

Throughout the fieldwork observations, establishing, maintaining and developing 

guanxi were all given significant emphasis. The importance and extent of one‘s 

guanxi network and the use of guanxi as a way to conduct business in China were also 

clearly articulated by tour participant. From the analysis of the discussions with tour 

participants, it would seemed that guanxi is not only used as a way to conduct 

business, but has also become a way of life for the Chinese people. Guanxi 

connections are utilised to seek jobs, to gain entry to the best schools in China for 

one‘s children, to obtain approvals for governmental departments, to facilitate 
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payments from clients, and much more. Tourism, therefore, is used by Chinese 

businesses as an avenue to further guanxi relationships and create opportunities for 

mutually beneficial exchanges of favours. The act of reciprocity underlies these 

exchanges of favours. One‘s personal success is thus dependent on the strength of 

one‘s guanxi network.  

 

Clearly, good and strong guanxi connections are essential to ensure success when 

operating in Mainland China. Guanxi, when translated literally, refers to a relationship 

or a connection. Commonly understood as a form of social capital, guanxi is based on 

mutual interest, benefit and exchange of favours among the parties involved. Field trip 

observations revealed that tour participants placed considerable emphasis on 

establishing new relationships, and on maintaining and developing the strength of 

existing ties through the acts of giving and saving face and reciprocity. The recurring 

observations from this theme are presented in Figure 5.4. Originating from Confucius‘ 

teachings of the Five Cardinal Role Relations, Confucius repeatedly highlighted the 

importance of maintaining family relations, especially with those who are closely 

related. In his teaching of self-cultivation, Confucius preached that in order to govern 

others, there are nine critical rules. One of these rules includes showing affection 

towards one‘s relatives: 

 

All who have the government of the kingdom with its states and families have 

nine standard rules to follow; viz., the cultivation of their own characters; the 

honouring of men of virtue and talents; affection towards their relatives; 

respect towards the great ministers; kind and considerate treatment of the 

whole body of officers; dealing with the mass of the people as children; 

encouraging the resort of all classes of artisans; indulgent treatment of men 

from a distance; and the kindly cherishing of the princes of the states (The 

Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XX). 

 

 

Giving them places of honour and large emolument and sharing with them in 

their likes and dislikes-this is the way for him to encourage his relatives to 

love him … (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XX). 
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Figure 5.4: Relationships Between Guanxi and Confucian Values 
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advocated by Confucius refers to the ability of an individual to behave according to 

the social norms dictated by one‘s social role. 

 

In this research, the use of tourism as an avenue to further guanxi relationships is 

evident. In the supplier–client relationships, under the pretext of travelling for work 

and increasing sales, clients are treated by their suppliers to a lavish, all-expenses-paid 

holiday to Australia and New Zealand. From the observations, such trips were 

common occurrences among tour groups observed. Using work as an excuse, both 

clients and suppliers used these businesses-cum-leisure trips to further develop their 

relationships. Yet such trips are mutually beneficial to both parties. While these trips 

are relatively expensive and difficult to organise due to visa applications, the suppliers 

seem to think it is worth it. As mentioned in Chapter 4, these trips are justified 

business expenses, as they give the suppliers a competitive edge that better facilitates 

payments from clients and increases sales. It also allows suppliers to develop long-

term relationships with their clients.  

 

The clients, on the other hand, indicated that they were much indebted to the suppliers 

for sponsoring the trip. Chinese cultural values dictate that when an individual accepts 

a favour or debt, such a favour must be reciprocated. According to Confucius, the act 

of reciprocity is symbolic of the superior man: 

 

When one cultivates to the utmost the principles of his nature, and exercises 

them on the principle of reciprocity, he is not far from the path. What you do 

not like when done to yourself, do not do to others (The Doctrine of the Mean, 

Chapter XIII). 

 

Similarly, as observed in the field trips, private businesses are called upon to assist in 

with the expenses of government business travel, on the understanding that this favour 

will be reciprocated at some time in the near future. However, it must be noted that 

unless a close guanxi relationship exists, no favours will be exchanged. Good guanxi 

relationships are also dependent on the existence of interpersonal trust, as this is an 

indication of an individual‘s sincerity, commitment and ability to keep confidences 

among the parties involved in the relationship.  
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As explained above, the emerged sub-themes in ―Guanxi‖ have demonstrated close 

links to the concepts of ren (love and benevolence), li (propriety), xin 

(trustworthiness), yi (righteousness) and zhi (wisdom). As these tour members are 

participating in corporate travel, only three role relationships between father and son, 

elder and younger brother, and friend and friend are relevant in this theme.  

 

5.5 The Face Concept 

Notable observations found in the theme ―The Face Concept‖ include the saving and 

giving of the face of the leaders, gift-giving and social networking activities as ways 

of extending relationships. Through the giving and saving of face, appropriate gift-

giving and social networking, respect, love and sincerity is shown for others (ren). 

Confucius‘ societies deem such behaviour as correct and appropriate (yi and li). 

Those who possess the knowledge of behaving righteously are seen by others as being 

wise (zhi) and trustworthy (xin). All the sub-themes are grounded in the role 

relationships between father and son, elder and younger brother and, friend and 

friend, while ―giving and saving face‖ and ―gift-giving‖ are also grounded in the role 

relationship of husband and wife. Observations from this theme are presented in 

Figure 5.5.  

 

Confucianism advocates a prescribed response to most social interactions, and 

individuals in these societies are judged by the way they perform their roles according 

to these prescribed role-plays. When actions of individuals correspond with the social 

expectations of their prescribed roles, the social faces of the individuals as well as 

those with whom they are interacting receive ―face‖. However, ―face‖ is lost when the 

actions of individuals do not correspond with the prescribed response and social 

expectations. It is therefore imperative that one must behave according to rank in 

order to maintain harmony: 

 

The superior man does what is proper to the station in which he is; he does not 

desire to go beyond this. In a position of wealth and honour, he does what is 

proper to a position of wealth and honour. In a poor and low position, he does 

what is proper to a poor and low position. Situated among barbarous tribes, he 

does what is proper to a situation among barbarous tribes. In a position of 
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sorrow and difficulty, he does what is proper to a position of sorrow and 

difficulty. The superior man can find himself in no situation in which he is not 

himself (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XIV). 

 

The above quote clearly illustrates the need for individuals to behave correctly, 

according to their social station. In addition, it is considered inappropriate to over-step 

one‘s social boundaries, as that would be deemed as a sign of disrespect for others. In 

a society that places emphasis on hierarchically structured relationships, the stronger 

an individual‘s power and social status becomes, the more crucial it is for the 

individual to maintain a favourable public image. As one‘s social face represents his 

social position, wealth and power, to cause the loss of ―face‖ of another could have 

grim social consequences in Confucian societies. As a form of respect for one another 

and an act of reciprocity, those operating within the same social network would strive 

to protect each other‘s face. However, this becomes more pronounced when the 

situation involves someone with much power and social status. During the fieldwork, 

it was observed that when tour members were approached for an interview, they 

would always recommend that their leader be interviewed first, claiming that the 

leader was a better travelled and more knowledgeable person than themselves. 

Increasing and saving the social face of someone important becomes a priority in 

social interactions among Chinese people. 

 

The act of gift-giving connotes goodwill, generosity and, most importantly, sincerity. 

Through gift-giving, the giver reflects values such as respect and love for family 

members, and also for those relatives, friends and workmates with whom the giver 

maintains close relationships. Again, the relationships between father and son, elder 

and younger brother, and friend and friend play an important role in Chinese social 

interactions and communications. In this sub-theme, gift-giving among husband and 

wife is reflected as a way to maintain good relations, sincerity and harmony. As cited 

in The Doctrine of the Mean, Confucius emphasised the virtue of sincerity as the path 

to goodness: 

 

Sincerity is the way of Heaven. The attainment of sincerity is the way of men. 

He who possesses sincerity is he who, without an effort, hits what is right, and 

apprehends, without the exercise of thought;-he is the sage who naturally and 
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easily embodies the right way. He who attains to sincerity is he who chooses 

what is good, and firmly holds it fast (Chapter XXII). 

 

As social order in Confucius societies is structured hierarchically, the appropriate 

selection of gifts for various individuals, according to the prescribed social role in the 

relationships, demonstrate sincerity and the correct way to practise li, or propriety, 

and yi, or righteousness. Appropriately gifting a superior at work requires a set of 

considerations that are different from those involved in gifting a junior workmate; 

thus expected reciprocation could also be different. Regardless, appropriate gift-

giving not only serve the purpose of increasing the social face of both the giver and 

the receiver, but also establish the sincerity of the giver.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Relationships Between the Face Concept and Confucian Values 
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further extend relationships among the parties involved, as Chinese businesses are 

usually conducted based on their relationships with each other. Participation in these 

events not only reflects sincerity on the part of both host and guest, but also acts as a 

form of ―face giving‖. Considered part of corporate working life, discussions with 

tour participants revealed the need for them to appear fully engaged in these activities, 

as disengagement would be deemed rude and insincere by others. As advocated by 

Confucius, sincerity occupies an important position in the establishment and 

development of constructive and positive human relationships: 

 

It is only he who is possessed of the most complete sincerity that can exist 

under heaven, who can give its full development to his nature. Able to give its 

full development to his own nature, he can do the same to the nature of other 

men. Able to give its full development to the nature of other men, he can give 

their full development to the natures of animals and things. Able to give their 

full development to the natures of creatures and things, he can assist the 

transforming and nourishing powers of Heaven and Earth. Able to assist the 

transforming and nourishing powers of Heaven and Earth, he may with 

Heaven and Earth form a union (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XXII). 

 

Therefore, being sincere is also an act of giving and saving face to the hosts and other 

guests. As observed during the field trips, the extent of the lavishness of these social 

networking activities was highly dependent on just who were the hosts and guests. 

The more powerful and wealthy they were, the more lavish the dinners became — 

befitting their social positions. The concept of these social networking activities are, 

however, grounded in Confucius‘ philosophy of harmony, demonstrated through the 

effort to establish and further develop relationships, favouring those who have closer 

relationships with you, ensuring that the quality of these activities are befitting of the 

host and guest, and the interplay of giving and saving face. 

 

The sub-themes of giving and saving face, gift-giving and social networking are 

underpinned by the concepts of ren (love and benevolence), yi (righteousness), li 

(propriety), zhi (wisdom) and xin (trustworthiness), as these sub-themes represent the 

appropriate way to behave. In behaving correctly, an individual demonstrate his or her 

wisdom and sincerity, grounded in the relationships of father and son, husband and 
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wife, older and younger brother, and friend and friend. These sub-themes reflect the 

importance of the face concept in Chinese societies, as well as their link to Confucian 

values. 

5.6 Quest for Western Modernity 

In the theme ―Quest for Western Modernity‖, the sub-themes include shopping for 

luxury branded goods for oneself, as well as one‘s family and friends, as a way to 

reflect social status; expressed interest in overseas education for one‘s children; 

constant upward yearnings through interest in investment in and ownership of 

Australian property; and the association of Australia with Western modernity. 

Because of the significance of the hierarchical social structure in Chinese societies, as 

well as the relatedness of Chinese relationships advocated by Confucianism, the sub-

theme ―Shopping‖ is linked to Confucius‘ values of ren (love and benevolence), li 

(propriety) and zhi (wisdom) as gift-giving is seen as a way to show one‘s love and 

respect for others. The purchase of branded goods is, however a reflection of class 

distinction as well as changing sociocultural values. The sub-theme ―Overseas 

Education for Children‖ reflects the importance of familial ties (ren) and the gaining 

of knowledge through education (zhi), while the sub-themes ―Constant Upward 

Yearnings‖ and ―Association of Australia with Western Modernity‖ are not linked to 

either the Five Constant Regulations or the Five Cardinal Roles. These two sub-

themes are a reflection of the changing political, social and cultural perspectives of 

contemporary China. Figure 5.6 presents the relationships between the theme ―Quest 

for Western Modernity‖ and Confucian values.  

 

While these observations reflect the importance of traditional Chinese sociocultural 

values like familial ties and the emphasis on education, they also demonstrate an 

unspoken urgency among these travellers to associate and experience the kind of 

modernity that is sent to represent Western development. In the tourists‘ quest to 

experience Western modernity, undertones of their dissatisfaction with the slow 

economic and social progress experienced in Mainland China are unconsciously 

voiced. They shun Chinese-made products, favouring the better quality Western-made 

goods. They aspire to own Australian property and provide their children with a 

Western education. The association of Australia with Western modernity is reflected 

in their admiration for the way of life in Australia, and their curiosity about 
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Westerners. This quest for ―all things Western‖ is a possible indicator of the 

contemporary Chinese mentality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Relationships Between Quest for Western Modernity 

and Confucian Values 
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status, however, can be linked to Confucianism as seen in following quote, which 

discusses religious rites:  

 

By means of the ceremonies of the ancestral temple, they distinguished the 

royal kindred according to their order of descent. By ordering the parties 

present according to their rank, they distinguished the more noble and the less. 

By the arrangement of the services, they made a distinction of talents and 

worth. In the ceremony of general pledging, the inferiors presented the cup to 

their superiors, and thus something was given the lowest to do. At the 

concluding feast, places were given according to the hair, and thus was made 

the distinction of years (The Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter IXX). 

 

Here, Confucius clearly advocates a hierarchical social structure whereby people are 

ranked according to their social station. The need to conform to the prescribed roles as 

sanctioned by social and cultural values is deeply rooted in Chinese psychology, and 

reflects the importance of one‘s perceived social position and image within one‘s 

social network. As mentioned by tour participants, to maintain a person‘s social face 

and status in their social circle, there is a constant need to manage their public image 

and conform to society‘s expectation of that status. 

 

As reflected in the findings presented in Chapter 4, the preference for luxury Western- 

made goods may contain other possible social meanings and significance. Gifting an 

important business associate with a poor-quality gift would be seen as stingy, and 

perceived as being rude and insulting. In contrast, a Western-made gift would be 

deemed expensive and of good quality, thus reflecting the giver‘s sincerity and 

generosity. Where the good is produced is socially significant in the eyes of the 

receiver. Harmony can only be achieved when the giver gifts appropriately and the 

receiver is pleased with what is being given, signalling the continuality of a positive 

relationship. From fieldwork observations, it was clear that this association with 

Western-made products was universal among the tour participants. As mentioned 

before, tour members perceived all things Western to be good, while Chinese-made 

goods were perceived as cheap and of poor quality. 
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Another observation found in this theme was the constant upward yearnings exhibited 

by tour members when it came to their interest in Australian real estate. While 

inspecting new homes is not usually thought of as a tourist activity, the viewing of 

Gold Coast homes reflected the social and cultural values significant to the Chinese 

people. While only a handful of the tour participants indicated an intention to 

purchase Australian real estate, the majority of the participants saw the experience as 

part of learning about the Australian culture. Of those tour members who showed an 

interest in purchasing property, most had plans either to invest overseas and/or send 

their children to Australia for higher education. These motivations revealed the 

importance placed on education and familial ties, and the constant upward drive to 

better one‘s station in life. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Chinese people 

are obsessed with land ownership, as it mirrors one‘s social status and wealth. This 

constant upward drive to elevate one‘s social status in life is thus reflected in the 

desire to invest in Australian property. Foreign investment — especially in a Western 

country — is highly regarded, as only those who are extremely rich can afford to so 

invest overseas. Some tour members commented that the notion of living overseas 

often conjures images of people living in harmony and relative comfort and luxury. In 

the minds of the Chinese people, Westerners and living in the West connotes 

happiness, brought on by factors such as peace and harmony, economic progress and 

political freedom. 

 

The purchase of luxury Western-made goods, ownership of property and the 

aspiration to and affordability of overseas education for their offspring are indications 

of high socioeconomic status and social face for Mainland Chinese. With the 

exception of aspiring to provide a Western education for their children, and shopping 

for gifts to give family and friends, the other sub-themes mentioned here are not 

linked to Confucian teachings. The importance of learning, as advocated by 

Confucius, still plays a significant role in Confucian societies, with many Chinese 

parents placing high emphasis on educating their children; this reflects the importance 

of familial ties in Confucian societies. Though the underlying motivations in pursuing 

higher education may differ from what Confucius tried to teach, this still demonstrates 

the importance of education among Chinese parents. Confucian education is focused 

on the learning of classical texts, which is said to cultivate both the inner and higher 

morals of men. As well, the emphasis on learning in Confucian times was to obtain a 
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government post, serving and benefiting the people. According to Confucius, the 

reason for education is to apply knowledge to everyday life. However, education in 

contemporary Chinese society is aimed at creating and enabling a prosperous and 

comfortable life that also allows the production of greater social face and status. 

Factors such as the open-door policy, globalisation and the advent of the internet have 

further demonstrated to the Chinese people the development and power of the West. 

In comparing Western development with the under-development witnessed in China, 

it is inevitable that the Chinese tourists observed in this research constantly and 

openly declared their preference for Western-produced goods and services. 

 

In this theme, sub-themes such as shopping for gifts for family and friends, and 

aspiring to provide overseas education for offspring, are linked to the concept of ren 

and li, and grounded in the relationships of father and son, husband and wife, older 

and younger brother, and friend and friend. Other sub-themes such as the buying of 

luxury imported goods for status purposes, constant upward yearnings and the 

association of Australia with modernity are clearly not reflective of Confucian values. 

5.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has examined the link between Confucian doctrines of humanity and 

harmony and the themes which have emerged in this research. Through the analysis 

presented in this chapter, it has become evident that not all the themes and their sub-

themes which have emerged from this research are related to Confucian values. In the 

theme ―Respect for Authority‖, recurring observations reflect the important concept 

of benevolence, or ren, as well as the hierarchical Confucian social structure whereby 

all individuals have a prescribed role to play. Interestingly, field trip observations 

have revealed that the concept of ren is closely related to the themes ―Conformity‖, 

―Guanxi‖ and ―The Concept of Face‖. To show respect to elders and superiors, one 

tries to be as obliging as possible, and thus would attempt to conform to the wider 

interest. Conforming to group norms further acts to save and give face to others, 

which is critical to the maintenance and development of interpersonal relationships, 

particularly guanxi connections. In the theme ―Quest for Western Modernity‖, tour 

members sought ways to be associated with the modernity of the West. The themes 

which have emerged from the research are reflective of the political, social and 

economic development occurring inside and outside Mainland China. Some of the 
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sub-themes in ―Quest for Western Modernity‖ are clearly not related to Confucian 

values, but they do reflect contemporary Chinese ideals nonetheless. 
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6 

Discussion 

6.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this discussion chapter is to reflect upon the results presented and their 

theoretical relevance. It attempts to look beyond what was observed and said, and 

locate the essence of the results within the wider social and cultural context. This 

chapter will link the meanings and relevance of the findings presented in Chapter 4 

and 5 to the wider theory and literature on the touring experiences of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. 

 

While this research has been conducted in the tourism context, it is important to 

reiterate the association between the everyday life of individuals in society and the 

touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. The findings 

of this research demonstrate that while these corporate travellers may have more 

access to overseas travel than most people in Mainland China, the ways in which they 

experience and consume tourism reflect the development of the social, cultural, 

economic and political structures both at home and in the host country. Like 

routinised practices in daily activities, such as dressing, eating and shopping (Gidden, 

1991), the consumption of tourism is deemed an integral part of modern society, and 

this behaviour reflects the social process: 

 

[T]he very idea of consumption itself has to be set back into the social process, 

not merely looked upon as a result or objective of work. Consumption has to 

be recognised as an integral part of the same social system that accounts for 

the drive to work, itself part of the social need to relate to other people, and to 

have mediating materials for relating to them (Douglas & Isherwood, 1996, 

pp. 7–8). 

 

To better understand the touring experience, it is important for this research to 

recognise the social and cultural meanings attached to these experiences, as tourists 
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travel through spatial and temporal landscapes in contemporary societies. These 

experiences act as the mediating force between individuals and the society in which 

they live, allowing the individual to negotiate his or her own cultural meanings with 

regard to what is seen and experienced.  

 

The adoption of an ethnographic investigation attempted to closely observe and detail 

the interplay between the touring experience and the wider social and cultural context. 

The need to provide ―thick description‖, as argued by Geertz (1994), is critical in 

order to hear the voice of the people as well as to understand ―how the cultural 

elements under study might fit into the natives‘ own larger historical context‖ (Yang, 

1994, p. 31). Using this approach, analysis of the observations goes beyond providing 

superficial description of the touring experience, but delves deeper into the 

sociocultural structures of Chinese society to explain the phenomenon. A review of 

Chinese modernity in the context of a global and mobile world may further develop 

our understanding of Mainland Chinese tourists in general. 

 

This chapter will discuss two major issues. The first examines the Mainland Chinese 

search for modernity. While Western tourism theory views tourism as a form of 

escape from modern living, the findings of this research have clearly demonstrated the 

opposite. Mainland Chinese participate in tourism as a way to seek modernity, not to 

escape from it. Although the economic success of China in the last 20 years has been 

miraculous, this development has only benefited a small number of elite Chinese. The 

income disparity within China looms large. While urban China is experiencing 

extensive modernisation, rural China is still largely under-developed. However, with 

increasing exposure to the Western world, the Chinese people are becoming aware of 

how under-developed China is, compared with the West. Tourism therefore becomes 

an opportunity for Mainland Chinese to explore the world outside of China, to search 

for signs of Western development and modernity. 

 

 The second issue relates to the embodiment of Chineseness in a tourism context. 

Contrary to the argument that Western modernity is a process of detraditionalisation, 

this research argues that the study of modernity in China must be studied in the 

Chinese cultural and historical context. While the modernity experienced in China is 

culturally situated, it has also shown distinctive signs of Western modernisation. With 
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the adoption of the open-door policy and the development of a capitalist market 

economy, China is increasingly being exposed to global frameworks and Western 

influences. As a Western phenomenon, tourism is an essential part of modern living. 

The findings of this research indicate that while tour members are participating in this 

Western phenomenon of tourism, they are consciously and unconsciously performing 

and confirming their Chineseness. This research argues that tourism acts as a mediator 

between tradition and modernity, allowing tour members to participate in a 

Westernised activity while embodying their Chinese values. 

 

For this research, the touring experiences of the 86 tour participants were carefully 

analysed and examined. The themes that have emerged from the research include 

respect for authority, conformity, guanxi, the face concept and the quest for Western 

modernity. These themes were further broken down into detailed sub-categories. 

From the analysis, there was an apparent commonality not only among the tour 

participants of the 12 groups, but also between the tour participants and the Chinese 

population as a whole, revealing the broader significance of this research‘s findings. It 

is apparent from the fieldwork observations that tour participants were constantly 

searching for modernity in their touring experience of the Gold Coast. The Mainland 

Chinese search for modernity is reflected in various aspects of this research, such as 

the way they experience tourism, the constant comparisons made by tour members 

between what they saw overseas and what was being experienced in China, the 

significance of shopping and gift-giving, and the interest in ―all things Western‖. 

6.1 The Search for Modernity by the Chinese Tourists 

With the emergence of a global world, a rapidly increasing number of Mainland 

Chinese are crossing international borders on an annual basis. As they travel to 

tourism destinations through systems of organised travel, the practice and 

performance of modernity as well as their cultural identity are enacted through 

travelling. Tourism constitutes the leisure component of modernity, which provides 

travel access to destinations around the world by transcending spatial and temporal 

limitations. The study of tourism can also be seen as a way to study modern life. As 

an indicator of modern life and affluence, the ability to participate in tourism is 

evidence of one‘s social and economic status and well-being. Therefore, the lack of 

opportunity to participate is seen as a deprivation in modern societies (Wang, 2000). 
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To develop a better understanding of the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers, this section discusses how their experiences, gazes and 

behaviours are reflective of the social world in which they live. Drawing on the 

concepts of habitus (Bourdieu, 1984) and the tourist gaze (Urry, 1990), this research 

argues that Mainland Chinese corporate travellers have a collective curiosity — which 

is focused on the search for signs of Western modernity and development, a 

consequence of decades of material deprivation. 

 

Many scholars have argued that participation in tourism is closely associated with the 

disenchantment of modernity and everyday life (Dann, 1977; MacCannell, 1976; 

Rojek, 1995). Modernity, associated with the replacement of traditional society, is 

viewed by many as a process whereby traditional values and way of life have been 

taken over by contemporary modes of doing things (Wang, 2000). Society is thus 

rationalised by institutionalisation, as well as by intellectual, temporal and spatial 

order. Embodied in the institutions of modernity, forms of irrationality are rejected: 

 

The rationality that is intrinsic to modern technology imposes itself upon both 

the activity and the consciousness of the individual as control, limitation and, 

by the same token, frustration, irrational impulses of all sorts are progressively 

subjected to controls … The result is considerable psychological tension, the 

individual is forced to ―manage‖ his emotional life, transferring to it the 

engineering ethos of modern technology (Berger, Berger, & Kellner, 1973, p. 

163). 

 

As modernity is controlled by reason and rationality, life in modern societies is 

deemed mundane. MacCannell (1973, 1976) argued that life in the modern world is 

shallow, and modern people are often alienated by the increasingly routine life of 

industrialised societies. Tourism is used to escape from this dull life in search of 

authenticity, which is believed to be elsewhere. MacCannell believed that all tourists 

actively seek authenticity in their tourist experiences, but are hindered by the presence 

of front-stage, and that authenticity in most tourist settings is contrived or staged, as 

―reality and authenticity are thought to be elsewhere‖ (1976, p. 3). For Dann (1977), 

tourism is seen as a way to escape the ―anomie‖ of modern life and as a form of 

compensation for living a dull and monotonous life. Under the conditions of 
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modernity, tourism is socially organised as ways to escape the alienation of everyday 

living (Cohen & Taylor, 1992). Tourism therefore reflects the hated side of modernity 

(Wang, 2000). Seen in this way, tourism is a way of escaping from the place of work, 

the dullness of everyday life and the inauthenticity of modern societies. 

 

This research argues that not all tourists seek an escape from modern living. Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers, as observed in this research, do not seek to escape 

modernity. In fact, Mainland Chinese corporate travellers and Mainland Chinese 

tourists in general actively seek modernity when they travel. Tourism is not an escape 

from the dullness of everyday life for Mainland Chinese; it is an avenue by which 

they search for the deprived Western modernity for which they have longed. For 

them, the modernity experienced in China is deemed inadequate and not authentic. 

Authentic Western modernity exists only in the West and in Westernised countries.  

 

Fieldwork observations have revealed that the Chinese travellers have distinct ways of 

seeing and performing tourism. As observed, Mainland Chinese tourists are keen to 

compare what they see on the Gold Coast with what is being experienced in China. 

They are impressed by the quality and standard of living, the level of modernity, clean 

air and civic-mindedness of the Australian people. The touring experience of 

Mainland Chinese tourists is often a search for modernity, ―being shaped by a heavy 

developmentalist mentality, the gaze of the Chinese tourists acts like a torch light 

searching for signs and representations of development and underdevelopment‖ 

(Y.W. Chan, 2006, p. 201). The search for modernity — believed to exist in the West 

— continues to drive the urge of Mainland Chinese to venture overseas. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 4, tour participants observed were not interested in going on 

the rides in the theme parks, often requesting the tour guide to take them on a quick 

tour of the place. It would seem that photographs taken of themselves at the front gate 

of the theme parks would be more important, as that would serve as evidence that they 

had been there. When asked whether they had enjoyed a particular performance at a 

theme park, the majority of the tour participants replied that they had never been 

interested in these activities. It would appear that Chinese tourists are not particularly 

interested in theme parks, as none of the tour participants observed questioned the 

authenticity of what they were seeing. In fact, it would seem that these Chinese 
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corporate travellers accept all of what they see and experience as being authentic. In 

one particular observation, while watching a sheep-shearing performance at a theme 

park, one tour participant was overheard telling his colleague that he truly believed 

that the lady performing the sheep shearing must have been a farm girl all her life, in 

order to be able to perform the task so skilfully. He further added that such a 

performance removed the need to visit an actual farm as it was already genuine 

enough. The performance mentioned here involved a brief introduction to the history 

of Australia farm life and the different species of sheep reared in Australia, followed 

by a performance in sheep shearing and horse riding. The performance was 

choreographed to entertain the spectators and the actors were well trained so they put 

the audience at ease and made them laugh. When interviewed, this particular tour 

participant related that the performance reminded him of the Western cowboy shows 

he used to watch when he was a young boy. To him, the performance and the 

experience were both authentic; as they fitted with his perception of what farm life 

would be like. 

 

Some of the tour guides interviewed argued that Chinese tourists were not particularly 

concerned about the authenticity of theme park experience. One tour guide 

commented: 

 

Most of the Mainland Chinese tourists are only concerned that they have 

visited all the main attractions a destination has to offer. It doesn‘t matter if 

the visit to an attraction lasts only 20 minutes. What‘s important is that they 

have visited the place and have also taken a photo to prove it. They are not 

terribly interested in any of the theme parks and a quick tour around the 

parks usually suffices. I know that a lot of people wonder how this is 

possible since the entrance fee to the park is not exactly cheap. But to the 

Chinese tourist, that‘s okay and they are happy about it because they are not 

interested. 

 

Their apparent disinterest in the touring experience of theme parks could also be 

attributed to other factors such as the language barrier, time and cost constraints of 

package tours. Their inability to communicate in the English language could 

prevent them from attempting to develop further understanding of the experience. 
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As such, accepting the tour guide‘s interpretation of the experience may be the best 

option available to them. Mainland Chinese group tours to Australia are often 

constrained by time, wanting to visit as many places as they can in a short 

timeframe. The price competition among the tour inbound agents is also a critical 

factor. In trying to be competitive in price, the tour operator may have to stick as 

closely as possible to the tour itinerary in order to be viable. 

 

While they have exhibited a lack of interest in theme parks, the tour members 

observed in this research are however, highly interested in people from the Western 

and Westernised world. The Chinese people are very curious about Westerners, the 

way they look and how they live. Much of this curiosity is reflected in their keen 

interest in Western cultures and the lifestyles of the West. Though they show much 

admiration for Westerners, it was observed during the field trips that they were not 

very civil to people from their own country (especially those lower in social status 

than themselves). As mentioned in Chapter 4, I have on many occasions observed the 

condescending behaviour of tour members towards sales and waiting staff at 

restaurants and retail shops. Though I share a similar ethnic background with the tour 

participants, I am considered an Overseas Chinese and not a Mainland Chinese. It is 

possibly due to this difference in nationality that I gained access to information. The 

study conducted by Duijinhoven (2004) illustrated the strategic use of common ethnic 

identity and language to establish access and trust in the field. However, the study 

conducted by Chan (2006) on Mainland Chinese tourists to Vietnam claimed that 

Mainland Chinese tourists adopted not only a condescending manner towards the 

Vietnamese people, but also felt that Vietnam was a lesser nation in terms of 

sovereignty and modernisation compared with China: 

 

Vietnamese tour guides seldom take the initiative to invite the Chinese to taste 

this or that on the trip lest that may create space for making comparisons and 

thus invite scepticism and criticism from the Chinese. One time I invited an 

old Chinese lady to try a piece of Vietnamese mung cake (ludou gao). She 

refused and said, ―China also has many of this‖, implying that the Chinese 

ones are of better quality. There is a stubborn belief among the Chinese that 

things produced or manufactured in Vietnam are less hygienic and of lesser 

quality than those in China. When the Chinese make comparisons, they often 
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conclude that things in China are better, prettier, or tastier. One tourist group 

even commented that visiting Vietnam was like visiting an ethnic group of 

China … Vietnamese tourism workers believe that Chinese tourists are 

particularly ethnocentric when they are in Vietnam (Chan, 2006, p. 198). 

 

While Mainland Chinese have demonstrated a keen interest in ―all things Western‖, 

they have also openly displayed dislike for ―all things that are under-developed‖. The 

tour participants observed seemed to feel that, compared with Western developed 

countries; China had not shown adequate signs of modernity. As shown in the 

fieldwork observations, Mainland Chinese corporate travellers sought Western 

modernity by showing their preference for Western-made goods and shunning 

Chinese-made goods. The disinterestedness in purchasing Chinese goods was openly 

displayed and discussed. Their aspirations to send their children overseas for a 

Western education reflected their belief that a Western education was far more 

superior to what was offered in their homeland. The constant comparisons between 

what they saw overseas and what they were experiencing in their homeland were 

indicative of their general dissatisfaction about the rate of development in China. 

Their interest and curiosity in Australian real estate clearly reflected their need to see 

for themselves how people lived in Western countries. As observed, their perception 

of Australia was one of modernity and civic-mindedness.  

 

6.1.1 Conspicuous Consumption of Chinese Tourists  

China in the twenty-first century is experiencing modernity in a dynamic revolution of 

consumerism. In the absence of state-regulated labour and those factors that inhibit 

the growth of consumerism, attitudes towards work and income began to change. A 

middle class has emerged as a result of many Chinese aspiring to a better and more 

modern lifestyle (Chao & Myers, 1998; Gamble, 2001). With increasing income 

levels and exposure to Western values and influences, the demand for household and 

luxury items has not only been directed at domestically produced goods, but has also 

created a strong demand for the more expensive, internationally known imported 

goods like air conditioners, television sets, electronics, household appliances, apparel 

and cosmetics. While Western modernity comes from institutional changes in the 

social order, Chinese modernity is a product of consumerism and an urgent quest for 
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Western modernity. Ho and Ng (2008) claimed that there is a tendency for the 

Chinese to attach high ―symbolic significance to their consumption-fuelled lifestyle‖ 

(p. 384), as reflected in their pursuit of modernised commodities such as air 

conditioning, refrigeration and the like. To possess such commodities would thus 

suggest that the individual is part of modern living. Gone are the days of low wages 

and rationing; the Chinese people are making up for lost time motivated by new 

appetites and dreams (Chao & Myers, 1998). 

 

As the notion of a consumer society gradually dominates the Chinese market, the 

interest in well-established foreign-made goods increases. Weary of the poor quality 

of goods made in China, many Chinese consumers are turning to prominent 

international brand names for quality and peace of mind (Ho, 1997). According to 

Wang and Chen (2004), consumers from developing countries tend to perceive 

imported goods as being of better quality and as a status symbol. A combination of 

factors such as years of material deprivation, recent exposure to Western influences 

and the emphasis on the face concept in Chinese societies have created and 

encouraged the pursuit of conspicuous consumption (Wang, Chen, Chan, & Zheng, 

2000). As observed in the field trips, purchasing of souvenirs by tour members 

emphasised hedonistic value and exhibited a desire and eagerness to experience 

novelty (Campbell, 1987). The participants exhibited more concern with the 

expressive or emotional value of a product, and their purchasing behaviours were 

predominantly driven by the attributes such as brand, image, design, appearance and 

packaging; they chose products based on their symbolic or expressive value more than 

its functional value (Wang et al., 2000, p. 172). It would seem that tour members were 

motivated by the desire to impress others with their economic wealth by preferring to 

purchase the more expensive and exclusive imported products. Usually associated 

with high social status, imported products are used to express a modern lifestyle; 

tourists use them to create an image about themselves by being seen publicly with the 

product (Piron, 2000). 

 

Especially important to the Chinese is the concept of status, which differs in 

significant ways from Western notions of status. The Chinese people are very status 

conscious, and status is attained solely through association with one‘s social network 

(Li, 1998). In contemporary China, wealth, power and knowledge are acknowledged 
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as being the most significant determinants of status. The emphasis on wealth therefore 

makes status-oriented purchases important. Such consumption and purchases are 

competitively motivated in order to achieve equal status with one‘s group. Luxury 

items in China are generally purchased for status and not because of consumer 

sophistication and taste, and this is true of international travel as well (Blok, 2002). 

An interesting fieldwork observation is that, for social purposes, it was important to 

be seen as being modern. Being ―un-modern‖ was associated with being rural and 

farmer-like. To possess wealth is important, but to be seen as wealthy and modern is 

the ultimate goal. 

 

Particularly in Southeast Asian societies, which are hierarchical in nature, an 

individual‘s social class is often determined by his or her economic wealth and 

advancement. According to Wuthnow, Hunter, Bergesen and Kurzweil (1984), the 

display of wealth is used to mark class differences. As part of a broader symbolic 

market, the ability to afford overseas travel allows an individual to position him or 

herself vertically within that socioeconomic hierarchy. The emphasis on social roles 

and public perceptions guides the behaviour of the interdependent self, which also 

heavily advocates the importance of the face concept (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; 

Wong & Ahuvia, 1998). 

 

As reflected in the findings in Chapter 4, shopping and dining constituted major 

activities in the touring experience of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure. 

In their quest for modernity, the practice of conspicuous consumption was significant 

in the fieldwork observations, as witnessed in the purchase of souvenirs for friends, 

relatives and workmates back home, the lavish and extravagant dinners, and their 

aspirations to provide Western education for their children. The practice of luxury 

consumption (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998) or conspicuous consumption (Piron, 2000) 

refers to situations ―when consumers exhibit a willingness to pay a higher price for a 

functionally equivalent good‖ (Bagwell & Bernheim, 1996, p. 349). According to 

Douglas and Isherwood (1996), the nature of goods is neutral. Depending on their 

usage, social meanings are attached to goods. By being used as a form of 

communication, the consumption of goods and services has the power to include and 

exclude socially. Goods are thus a way for society to systematically mark rituals in 

order to show a map of social integration. As such, consumption of goods must be 
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studied in its own cultural context, using ―a set of justifying principles for mustering 

support and solidarity, and a set of keep out signs‖ (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996, 

p. xxiv). As a ritual activity, goods are used as a channel for people to express 

themselves, and the consumption of goods is a dynamic process within which 

meanings are constantly been redefined and negotiated. In addition, goods can no 

longer be seen as a way to sustain life, but must be viewed as a way to attain 

objectives. In treating goods as a marker, the consumption of goods becomes the 

criterion for membership and a tool of exclusion (Douglas & Isherwood, 1996).  

 

In the case of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, the purchase and consumption 

of goods and services such as souvenirs and extravagant dining are ways to express 

their Chinese identity as well as their social status. To achieve greater social status, 

tour members observed in this research practised conspicuous consumption. The 

consumption of goods must be highly exclusive as well as highly visible (Bourne, 

1957), as evidenced by the giving of expensive gifts and the throwing of ostentatious 

feast and entertainment for friends and peers. In China, imported foreign goods and 

services are relatively more expensive than Chinese-made goods. Gifting something 

perceived to be of superior quality, more expensive and foreign made impacts on 

one‘s social status. This outward display of conspicuous consumption is necessary in 

order to show others one‘s wealth, success, social status and, more importantly, one‘s 

participation as a modern person. As observed, the consumption of luxury goods by 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers is motivated by the need to maintain and 

increase one‘s social face and status. The use of well-known expensive brand names 

enables an individual ―to claim a desirable vertical location within the socioeconomic 

hierarchy‖ (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998, p. 432) by maintaining a socially acceptable and 

appropriate appearance of being modern.  

 

In addition, the practice of gift-giving in Chinese societies reflects the symbolic ways 

in which individuals establish and maintain social ties. Piron (2000) claimed that, 

particularly in the Asian context, such behaviour is culturally accepted as a way to 

communicate one‘s wealth and social status. The emphasis on the face concept and 

decades of deferred gratification and living on bare essentials have meant that 

materialism has become a central part of modern Chinese living. Through discussions 

with tour participants during fieldwork, the importance of gift-giving — particularly 
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the decision-making about who should receive a gift and what to give — is a vital 

element in the building of a relationship as well as the maintenance of one‘s social 

face. 

 

Yet none of the findings has revealed that the consumption of these luxury goods is a 

result of individuals‘ personal tastes. In Western cultures, conspicuous consumption 

of luxury goods reflects an individual‘s personal preference (Veblen, 1953), while 

consumption of these goods by Mainland Chinese demonstrates a significant need by 

individuals to subscribe to societal demands in order to fit in. According to Ryff 

(1989, cited in Wong and Ahuvia, 1996, p. 433), the self in the Western context is 

described as follows: 

 

The fully functioning person is also described as having an internal locus of 

evaluation, whereby one does not look to others for approval, but evaluates 

oneself by personal standards. Individuation is seen to involve a deliverance 

from convention, in which the person no longer clings to the collective fears, 

beliefs, and laws of the masses. 

 

The use of luxury goods as gifts, as well as the perceived superiority of a Western 

education and Western culture, will continue to grow as the Chinese population 

becomes more affluent and more exposed to Western influences. The findings of this 

research have clearly demonstrated that the gaze of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers is drawn from their habitus. Their quest for modernity is reflected in their 

preference for Western-made luxury goods and services. Though this preference does 

not reflect personal inclination and taste, it is unreflexively embodied in individuals as 

well as in the collectivity in the Chinese tourists‘ search for the Western modernity 

that they crave, and the need to conform to societal expectations of being modern. 

6.2 Negotiating Chineseness in Tourism 

Viewed as an inherent element of modernity, tourism is essentially a Western 

phenomenon. The study of tourism is a way of studying life in modernity, in 

particular the relationship between tradition and modernity. Giddens (1991, pp. 14–

15) defined modernity as the ―institutions and modes of behaviour established first of 

all in post-feudal Europe, but which in the twentieth century have become world-
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historical in their impact‖. Comprising a set of institutions such as industrialisation, 

capitalism, surveillance and military order, modernity is a result of three key 

characteristics: the reorganisation of time and space; the prevalence of disembedding 

mechanisms; and institutional reflexivity (Giddens, 1991). For Giddens, modernity is 

a process of detraditionalisation. He stressed that ―modernity is a post-traditional 

order‖ (Giddens, 1991, p. 2), ―the increasing erosion of tradition‖ (Giddens & 

Peierson, 1998, p. 116), and maintaind that ―the modes of life brought in by 

modernity have swept us away from all traditional types of social order, in quite 

unprecedented fashion‖ (Giddens, 1990, p. 4). Characterised by rationality and 

reason, modernity represents all that is progressive and forward looking, while 

tradition is perceived as backward and ignorant. In essence, the concept of 

detraditionalisation involves the cessation of structural factors such as social class, 

gender and ethnicity as determinants of the conditions of living in a modern world 

(Walliss, 2001). Under the conditions of modernity, life becomes self-reflexive and 

unpredictable. 

 

As a central theme in the individualisation theory, detraditionalisation of social life is 

a result of globalisation and modernity. Such theory argued that tradition has no place 

in the birth of a new social order, except for the fact that it is something that was done 

before: 

 

The reflexivity of modern social life consists in the fact that social practices 

are constantly examined and reformed in the light of incoming information 

about those very practices, thus constitutively altering their character 

(Giddens, 1990, p. 38). 

 

This new order was also seen as offering individuals greater plurality and diversity in 

their social relationships, a process that liberated individuals and allowed them ―to 

create new, more fulfilling relationships based on mutual satisfaction rather than 

contractual obligation‖ (Holland, Weeks, & Gillies, 2003, p. 342). However, there 

were some who disagreed. For them, detraditionalisation has led to the demoralisation 

of Western culture, driven solely by self-interest and the erosion of core values. This 

breakdown of traditional ties has lead to the disintegration of moral frameworks, in 

which social relationships were deemed fragmented and segregated. In particular, 
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there were calls for the renewed respect for the traditional family (Gillies, 2003; 

Holland et al., 2003). Tourism as a modern phenomenon was also seen as a force of 

detraditionalisation, whereby social relationships emphasised self-reflexivity that 

reflected the lack of solidarity among people. 

 

This research argues that, while Mainland Chinese corporate travellers seek 

modernity in their touring experiences, they do not seek to detraditionalise. Instead, 

there is a strong sense of tradition within group interactions, reflected in their 

embodying of Chinese cultural values. Fieldwork observations revealed that themes 

such as harmony, respect for authority, conformity, guanxi, the face concept and the 

quest for Western modernity were interrelated, and were reflected through the social 

structure of Mainland China. To maintain harmony and social order in a hierarchical 

society that advocates paternalistic authority, elements such as deference, obedience, 

tolerance, conformity and respect for authority form the basis of Confucian societies. 

The emphasis and dominance of the ―rule of man‖ has resulted in the development of 

guanxi to further one‘s goal in society and the use of the face concept to maintain 

these guanxi relationships. While the sub-themes in the ―Quest for Western 

Modernity‖ theme, such as ―shopping‖ and ―overseas education for children‖ 

reflected an association with Confucian values, other sub-themes, like ―constant 

upward yearnings‖, demonstrated contemporary social norms in China, where the 

need to better one‘s station in life is a priority. Another sub-theme, ―association of 

Australia with Western modernity‖, reflected Mainland Chinese ambiguity towards 

modernity and the West. From an analysis of this research, it is clear that during 

touring, Mainland Chinese corporate travellers were not just performing as tourists, 

but were also enacting their ―Chineseness‖. 

6.2.1 Chinese Cultural Values and Self in Travel 

As a core element of Chineseness, Confucianism is steeped in the Chinese way of life, 

values, history and tradition. Viewed earlier as an obstacle to modernity, 

Confucianism is now recognised as the foundation for a superior modernity. 

Encouraged by the successes of Asian economies such as Taiwan and Singapore, the 

adoption of traditional values and processes of modernisation as a means to economic 

development were seen by many as ways to counteract the moral ills of Western 

modernity (Dirlik, 2002). No longer perceived as a stigma, the practice of 
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Confucianism in Chinese societies marks its very own, unique form of modernity. 

Based on the fundamental of the ―Five Constant Regulations‖ of love, righteousness, 

propriety, wisdom and trustworthiness, and the ―Three Guiding Principles‖ 

symbolised in the relationships between king and subject, father and son, and husband 

and wife (Yao, 2000; Yau, 2000), the self in Confucian societies is defined by the 

individual‘s relationship with others. Unlike the Western model of identity formation, 

which emphasises individualism, the traditional Chinese self is objectified into a 

moral network of familial and social relations (Tamney, 1988). As observed in the 

fieldtrips, tour members are not only caring, tolerant and obliging towards one 

another, they often looked out for each other. Moving around as a group, they would 

wait patiently while others shopped and frequently head-counting to make sure that no 

one is missing from the group. 

6.2.2 Chinese Harmony in Travel 

In Confucian philosophy, harmony is the universal way of the world in which every 

living creature on earth has an ordered place and purpose in life and they are all 

harmoniously related to and supportive of each other (Ng, 2000). Throughout the 

duration of the tour, Mainland Chinese corporate travellers continued to focus on their 

identity as members of a corporate organisation and not as tourists. The findings of 

this research revealed that, like many East Asians, Mainland Chinese people operate 

within a highly collectivistic framework, which calls attention to the teachings of 

Confucius. While this research is located within the tourism context, it is obvious 

from the analysis that members of the tour groups continued to operate at the 

corporate organisational level, observing Confucian values like conformity, respect 

for authority, the face concept, guanxi and harmony. Every member of the tour groups 

was mindful of the role/position they held within the workplace, constantly 

maintaining a highly authoritative and hierarchical workplace structure.  The themes 

that have emerged from this research have reflected the importance and significance 

of cultural values on the touring experiences and styles of Chinese professionals. 

Among these themes, the significance of conflict avoidance among members of the 

tour groups and the need to maintain positive interpersonal relationships were 

highlighted, even if this was at a superficial level. Conforming to the wider interests 

and needs of the group reflects the collectivist nature of Chinese society. 
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One of the fundamental principles of Confucianism is li, seen as a guide to developing 

goodness in man through appropriate behavioural norms (Chai & Chai, 1973). The 

ultimate importance in Confucianism is societal order and harmony, which 

emphasises the upholding of traditions and conducting oneself with propriety. Given 

the Chinese people‘s pursuit of harmonious relationships with others, conflict 

avoidance naturally becomes a distinct feature in the social interaction of Chinese 

societies. The Chinese concept of harmony connotes meanings such as peace, being of 

mild and gentle nature, and having a good relationship with one another, together with 

the belief that ―if the family lives in harmony, all affairs will prosper‖ (Leung, Koch, 

& Lu, 2002).  

 

From a philosophical perspective, Confucian harmony is an ethical notion that not 

only depicts appropriate behaviour but also how the world should operate, constantly 

placing constraints on individuals during interaction to maintain harmony (Li, 2006). 

According to the tour guides, it is important to note that government officials 

travelling overseas are faced with many restrictions, and a code of conduct exists to 

guide them regarding appropriate behaviour. In particular, government officials are 

banned from visiting places such as casinos, nightclubs and brothels. As such, tour 

guides intuitively avoid reference to such venues, especially when there are female 

tour members in the groups. Given the collectivistic and hierarchical nature of 

Chinese interpersonal relationships, maintaining harmonious associations and 

interactions promotes and protects social face, and strengthens positive and 

harmonious relationships — which are critical to doing business (Tjosvold, Hui, & 

Sun, 2004). Conflict avoidance is especially common among the East Asians, and the 

Confucian notion of harmony is often called upon to explain this tendency (Leung, 

Koch, & Lu, 2002). This notion of harmony is also intricately linked to Chinese 

cultural values like face, hierarchy, authority and maintaining relationships, where 

harmony is the essence of communication (Chen, 2001, 2002).  

 

The key values of Confucianism, such as hierarchy, authority, respect, loyalty and 

harmony, are deeply embedded in each Chinese person, influencing an individual‘s 

role and behaviour in a corporate organisation environment (Warner & Zhu, 2002; 

W. Zhang, 1999). To uphold societal order, a rigid social structure is put in place, 

focusing on vertical relationships among people and respect for authority (Redding & 
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Wong, 1986). To achieve harmony, one may need to practise forbearance and the 

suppression of personal goals in the pursuit of harmonious relationships (Leung et al., 

2002). According to Jou and Sung (1990), Chinese organisations advocate an 

authoritarian system of work management, with power typically concentrated at the 

top of the bureaucratic ladder. Chinese organisational leadership is often directive and 

dictatorial; demanding not only the submission of subordinates but also the 

subordinates‘ loyalty, and any open conflict would suggest disrespect for authority 

and present a challenge to the power of the superior (Bond & Hwang, 1986; Tjosvold 

et al., 2004). This was clearly observed in the fieldwork, where the leader of the group 

occupied a revered position, and accepted and expected unquestioning obedience and 

respect from all tour members. 

 

In order to maintain social order and harmony, Confucian societies advocate 

paternalistic authority and a rigid hierarchical structure that is modelled on the 

concept of the ideal family, in which the father possesses absolute power and 

authority, and demands obedience and deference from his family. The doctrine of 

Confucius promotes ―the rule of man‖, which is reflected in the use of power as a 

means to preserve order and prevent a breakdown of the established authority (Ng, 

2000). In contrast to Western notions, obedience and submission to authority is not 

viewed in a negative manner but rather as an extension of family life, in which the 

concepts of loyalty, obedience and filial piety are transferred to social organisations 

(MacFarquhar, 1980) as a way of finding personal security through ―locating the 

appropriate paternalistic form of authority‖ (Ng, 2000, p. 50). In line with this view, 

the findings of this research reflected the hierarchical and authoritative form of 

leadership adopted by Chinese organisations, as tour members frequently deferred to 

the leader of the group for all decisions. Many groups even elected a secretary, 

treasurer and translator to ensure the smooth operation of the trip. The strong presence 

of Confucian values among Mainland Chinese corporate travellers is evidenced by 

these aspects of the touring experience. 

 

In a Chinese society that emphasises high power distance, reflected in the vertical 

relationships between superiors and subordinates, it is important for subordinates to 

demonstrate obedience (Littrell, 2002), and to be able to appear ―obliging‖. 

Sanctioned by society as being upright and prudent, subordination is expected in 
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Chinese organisations. As such, it is important for a subordinate to be loyal, obedient 

and deferential towards authority (Tan & Chee, 2005). As evidenced in the fieldwork 

observation, tour members showed much deference to their respective leaders, from 

small decisions like choosing a restaurant for dinner to deciding what activities to do 

next. In addition, group interactions among members reflected the importance of 

maintaining harmonious relationships. As highlighted in Chapters 4 and 5, tour 

members made much effort to show respect for authority, conformed to group 

interests, and worked at developing and maintaining positive relationships. 

 

It is therefore not surprising to find that the nature of the group dynamics shown in 

fieldwork observations was extremely positive, with no negative incidents observed. 

Tour members tended to reflect the tendency to identify and place more emphasis on 

in-group values over self-interest, as evidenced by their eagerness to cooperate with 

one another for the benefit of the group as a whole. Conformity refers to situations 

whereby individuals are motivated to adhere to specific social behaviours and 

attitudes prevalent in that group (Baron & Kerr, 2003). Conformity to group standards 

and norms is a distinct characteristic of group solidarity, and a consequence of group 

pressure (Hogg, 1992). However, Reid and Hogg (2007) argued that people are 

motivated to join or identify with groups because of subjective uncertainty reduction 

and self-enhancement.  

 

Drawing from social identity theory, subjective uncertainty reduction and self-

enhancement are fundamental human motivations that influence group processes. 

Subjective uncertainty reduction is said to assist people in groups reduce uncertainty 

in that particular context. The self-enhancement assumption in social identity theory is 

defined as a motive to enhance or increase one‘s self-image or self-esteem through a 

successful in-group (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Tajfel, 1979; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). 

The attractiveness of certain personalities among the group or the prestige of the 

group appear to have a significant effect on group cohesiveness (Nibler & Harris, 

2003), as relationship or association with the personality or group would further 

enhance one‘s social status and social network. In Chinese societies, one‘s social 

network can be enhanced through a process of ―deliberately utilising one‘s personal 

relationships as a means to gain — at the expense of others — scarce resources or 

opportunities‖ ( Li, Lai, & Feng, 2007, p. 115). 
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In return for conforming to group interests, individuals are rewarded with in-group 

membership and protection (Snell, 1999). In this research, the collective 

representation performed by tour members aimed to create a front to convince the 

individual group members, as well as outsiders, of the appropriateness of their 

behaviour. The roles assumed by tour members are best explained using the 

dramaturgical approach adopted by Goffman (1959). The social world is described as 

a theatrical stage on which, every time an individual presents himself or herself before 

others, techniques are employed to control the impression others have of him or her. 

In Goffman‘s own words: 

 

Sometimes the individual will act in a thoroughly calculating manner, 

expressing himself in a given way solely in order to give the kind of 

impression to others that is likely to evoke from them a specific response he is 

concerned to obtain. Sometimes the individual will be calculating in his 

activity but be relatively unaware that this is the case. Sometimes he will 

intentionally and consciously express himself in a particular way, but chiefly 

because the tradition of his group or social status require this kind of 

expression and not because of any particular response that is likely to be 

evoked from those impressed by the expression (p. 6). 

 

Goffman argued that the performance staged by an individual should not be seen as an 

extension of that person‘s character, but rather in terms of what the performance of 

the task can achieve. An individual‘s performance is more likely to be associated with 

the moral standard of the reference group with which one is affiliated. Especially in a 

group that exhibits strong in-group identification, a bond of reciprocal dependency 

exists to ensure that team performance would demonstrate conformity, good conduct 

and behaviour. In the event that a fellow member makes a mistake, the other team 

members must wait until all the outsiders have left before they can admonish the 

offender. In doing so, they do not privilege those outside the group to a situation that 

is reserved for in-group members only: 

 

Thus, in authoritarian organisations, where a team of superordinates maintains 

a show of being right every time and of possessing a united front, there is 

often a strict rule that one superordinate must not show hostility or disrespect 
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toward any other superordinate while in the presence of a member of the 

subordinate team (Goffman, 1956, p. 89). 

 

Even though both the tour guide and I had established good rapport with the tour 

participants, and in most situations I was treated like a member of the tour group, tour 

participants knew I was observing them as a researcher. Not wanting to appear unruly, 

uncultured and divided in my presence, they were careful to maintain a united front.  

6.2.3 Chinese Relationships in Travel 

As individuals in collectivistic cultures are guided by their associations with others, 

maintaining harmonious relationships is central to one‘s sense of self and self-esteem 

(Cross et al., 2000). Especially in a collectivistic culture like Mainland China, 

conforming to the needs and wider interests of the group with which one is affiliated 

through the giving and saving of face is imperative. In a society that places high 

importance to the social face, conforming has its rewards as well as its setbacks. To 

cause the loss of face of one‘s superior could risk severe repercussions, as it would be 

taken as a personal challenge to the leader‘s strength and effectiveness (Tjosvold et 

al., 2004), while the practice of giving and saving face could bring forth rewards such 

as status, wealth, popularity and perceived outcome of negotiation (Leung & Chan, 

2003). Based on the findings of this research, most of the tour members observed 

were more interested in the role-play of their corporate identities than they were in 

their role as tourists. In this instance, tourism was used as a vehicle by the Mainland 

Chinese corporate tourists to establish, develop and maintain interpersonal 

relationships among work colleagues, clients and friends, in the pursuit of a mutually 

beneficial relationship.  

 

The interrelatedness and connectedness of Chinese interrelationships are reflected in 

their strong connotations of moral obligations, mutual dependency, and obedience and 

respect for authority. These factors also play an important role in the practice of 

guanxi and the concept of face. Though the influence of Confucianism on Chinese 

concepts of power, authority and the rule of law is profound, the Chinese on the other 

hand have historically acknowledged the power of informal relationships as the real 

power behind formal structures in Confucian societies. Finding ways of getting 

around these formal structures of power through personal connections, or guanxi, has 
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always been a way of life of the Chinese people. The last two decades have seen 

much written about the importance of understanding the notion of guanxi when doing 

business in China. However, research to date has not shown any consensus in the 

definition of the term guanxi. Known as the ―lifeblood‖ of the Chinese business 

community, it is a common saying that one simply cannot get anything done without 

guanxi (Davies, Leung, Luk, & Wong, 1995). Especially as discussed in Chapter 4, 

interviews conducted during fieldwork for this research highlighted the importance of 

guanxi in business dealings. Comments like ―You are nobody if you don‘t have good 

and strong guanxi‖, ―Without guanxi, you won‘t be able to do business‖, ―People 

judge you by the extent of your guanxi network‖, and so forth were evidenced and 

documented in Chapter 4. The opportunities to develop existing relationships, as well 

as to establish new relationships formed the underlying motivation for these tour 

participants from Mainland China. Buttery and Wong (1999) claimed that 

relationship-building between Eastern and Western cultures can be significantly 

different as relationships are often built on a cultural platform, and therefore ―not only 

[are] the routes to relationship building … different, but also the relative importance 

of the attributes which make up the relationship [is] valued differently in different 

parts of the world‖ (p. 147).  

 

The practice of Chinese relationship-building, or guanxi, is one of the most significant 

features of Chinese culture, and a critical tool when doing business in China (Buttery 

& Wong, 1999; Wong & Chan, 1999; Wong & Tam, 2000). Guanxi has been defined 

as the existence of direct particularistic ties between two or more people, in which 

these ties determine the strength and closeness of the relationship (Jacobs, 1979). 

Peng (1997) argued that successful social and business relationships between people 

and organisations must possess clearly defined ―mutual obligations, assurances and 

understanding‖ (p. 448). Described as a relationship built on the foundation of 

implicit exchange of favours and a commitment to others by a silent code of 

reciprocity and equity (Luo, 1997), it is closely associated with Chinese cultural 

concepts such as mianzi (face), lishangwanglai (reciprocity), renqing (indebtedness), 

ganqing (affection) and xinren (trust) (Hwang, 1987; Luo, 1997).   

 

Guanxi literally refers to the relationship between two or more people which can 

operate in various social spheres, such as within the family, among friends and in a 
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business or political context (Chen & Chen, 2004). As such, a categorisation of 

guanxi bases is necessary to differentiate the various relationships. Jacobs (1982) 

stated that there are three distinctive types of guanxi bases: (1) kinship ties, 

(2) familiar persons, and (3) strangers. Former classmates and workmates and friends 

are included in the familiar person category, while the strangers‘ category includes 

anyone deemed not to share common connections. These guanxi bases are used not 

only to differentiate the various relationships but also as the basis for interactions to 

take place. On a superficial level, guanxi indicates the existence of a relationship 

between two or more people; however, on a deeper level, guanxi is also about the 

rights, duties and obligations people bring into this relationship (Chang & Holt, 

1991).  

 

To establish a guanxi or relationship, a common thread must exist among those in the 

relationship (Tsui & Farh, 1997). Common factors can include shared attributes such 

as kinship, place of birth, workplace, schoolmates and even family name. Bian (1994) 

defines guanxi as (1) the existence of a relationship among a group of people who 

share a group status, (2) actual connections with and frequent contact between people, 

and (3) a contact person with little direct interaction. Jacobs (1979) defined guanxi as 

the existence of direct particularistic ties between two or more people in which these 

ties determine the strength and closeness of the relationship. This definition clearly 

excludes any relationship or contact that involves little or no direct interaction, as 

prescribed by Bian (1994). As observed in the field trips and reflected in Chapter 4, 

group interactions were focused on developing existing relationships among tour 

members as well as establishing new relationships, which were often founded on the 

basis of common contacts known to both parties. 

 

According to some researchers (Davies et al., 1995; Leung, Wong, & Wong, 1996), 

guanxi has many benefits in a Chinese business context. First, it gives access to 

information on government policies, market trends and business opportunities, and 

thus reduces uncertainty for those in businesses. Second, because of the access to 

information, businesses are able to become more effective and efficient, reducing the 

time, effort and money needed to procure necessary production resources like 

government licences and such. Possessing guanxi or connections is paramount in 

doing business in Mainland China, and ―la (pull) guanxi‖, ―gao (manipulate) guanxi‖ 
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and ―pan (climb) guanxi‖ are various strategies used to maximise the connections 

available as a social resource (Chang & Holt, 1991, p. 251). ―La (pull) guanxi‖ 

describes the way people draw on their personal connections and contacts to achieve 

their goals. ―Gao (manipulate) guanxi‖ demonstrates the opportunistic manner in 

which people try to create and establish connections with others for future use, while 

―pan (climb) guanxi‖ explains the way in which people try to establish and develop 

relationships with people who are influential and powerful. Regardless of which 

strategies one uses or who the target is, what is critically important in these 

approaches to establish guanxi is the ability to skilfully communicate and present 

oneself in the presence of the target person (Chang & Holt, 1991).  

 

The complex and dynamic nature of guanxi has also led to suggestions that guanxi 

can be regarded as a form of social capital which in turn can be used as an effective 

tool to create greater social capital in business organisations (Gold, Guthrie, & Wank, 

2002; Szeto, Wright, & Cheng, 2006; M. M.-H. Yang, 1994).  In this research, guanxi 

is used as the binding tool to built trust and mutual understanding in business 

relationships, thereby enabling members of these relationships to cooperate more 

effectively based on shared values, mutuality and reciprocity. In view of China‘s 

poorly developed legal and distribution systems, the practice of guanxi has become a 

substitute for formal institutional support for businesses (Xin & Pearce, 1996). It is 

therefore not surprising to find that many Western businesses in China also practise 

guanxi ―to obtain resources or protection not otherwise available‖ (p. 1641). 

Researchers (Barry, 2001; Bond & Smith, 1996; Dorn, 1998) have claimed that 

Mainland China demonstrates traits of a hybrid socialist market economy that exhibits 

a dual system of exchange in which not only are goods exchangeable for other goods, 

power is used in exchange for goods. Su & Littlefield (2001) have suggested that in 

power-dependence relationships, or quanli guanxi, the more power an individual 

possesses, the more personal benefits he or she can reap via power exchanges. Those 

without power will have to try to connect with those in power in order to share these 

benefits. While many researchers have recognised the importance of practising guanxi 

when doing business in China, there are many Westerners who believe that the 

practice of guanxi is nepotism, and gift-giving is corrupted behaviour and bribery 

(Chan, Cheng, & Szeto, 2002; Li & Wright, 2000). While there are extensive studies 
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that debate whether or not guanxi-based business behaviour is ethical, this subject is 

beyond the scope of this research. 

 

To build and establish connections, the Chinese have utilised Chinese cultural factors 

such as renqing and face to create relationships of obligations, indebtedness and 

reciprocation. This sense of mutual obligation by both sides of the relationship is not 

contained within their working environment, but is often extended into their personal 

lives and family. As guanxi is built upon friendship that is characterised by mutual 

and continual exchange of favours (Pye, 1992), good guanxi relationships are 

maintained by two critical mechanisms: mianzi  (face) and renqing (human feelings). 

Su and Littlefield (2001) defined face as a symbol of honour or status in a hierarchical 

society. To be able to do someone a favour demonstrates one‘s status and power in 

society, while those on the receiving end of the favour need to be grateful and return  

the favour whenever possible or when they are called upon. To give favour is to zuo 

renqing, or ―make human feeling debt‖, and in accepting a favour, one must be 

prepared to return this favour or face damaging one‘s reputation, which can result in a 

humiliating loss of face (Hwang, 1987; Su & Littlefield, 2001).  

 

According to Hu (1944), the face concept is the recognition of an individual‘s social 

position and prestige, as well the projection of one‘s self-image within one‘s social 

network. A person‘s social network and the importance of the people within this 

network are deciding factors in determining how impressive one‘s image can be. But 

it is important to draw attention to the fact that the face concept is not an exclusive 

Oriental value. Ho (1976) claimed that the concept of the face is universal human 

trait; there is no doubt that the concept of face has greater importance and meaning for 

Oriental people than Western people (Redding & Ng, 1983). Goffman (1956), in 

discussing the universality of the face concept, has also argued that social behaviours 

are conducted because of the need to maintain one‘s own composure as well as to 

avoid embarrassment to oneself or others. Especially when individuals are members 

of a group, they are often tied to each other in an interdependent relationship. 

Goffman (1956) claimed that an important component of this relationship is the bond 

of reciprocal dependence among group members, as each member in this group relies 

on the good behaviour and conduct of his or her fellow members. This 

interdependence becomes a source of cohesion for the group as a whole.  
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Because of the need to maintain ―a particular appearance of things‖ and cooperate as a 

team, group members are bounded by a sense of familiarity. As pointed out by 

Goffman:  

 

[A]mong teammates, the privilege of familiarity — which may constitute a 

kind of intimacy without warmth — need not be something of an organic kind, 

slowly developing with the passage of time spent together, but rather a formal 

relationship that is automatically extended and received as soon as the 

individual takes a place on the team (p. 83). 

 

Face is especially important when the same people circulate frequently within the 

same circle, making avoidance of each other almost impossible when face is lost 

(Bond & Lee, 1981). These authors also claimed that in a society which emphasises 

group identity over individual identity, individuals tend to support each other through 

the act of giving and saving face. Members of such groups often exhibit strong 

cohesiveness among members. As most Confucian societies are authoritarian and 

hierarchical, impertinence towards and criticism of a superior are simply not tolerated, 

as they would be seen as a threat to social order (Bond & Lee, 1981). 

 

In describing the Chinese socialisation process in Taiwan, Wilson (1970) claimed 

societies that support rigid hierarchical and authoritarian structures often reflect a 

sensitivity to face. Such societies are said to favour the use of shaming techniques in 

childhood school education to inculcate the sense of responsibility and loyalty. 

Deviants are often shamed and ridiculed, and coerced to conform to group norms. 

According to Wilson, the Chinese are more inclined towards the concept of face and 

group conformity than Westerners. Face is therefore a mechanism used by the 

Chinese people to invest in relationships to promote loyalty. Underlying this rationale 

of compliance to group norms is the concept of reciprocity, whereby loyalty to other 

members of the group is a condition of membership. The study by Redding and Ng 

(1982) reported that when a person receives face, he or she experiences strong 

feelings of satisfaction, pride and enhanced confidence. In contrast, when a person 

experiences a loss of face, equally strong feelings of shame, worry, uneasiness, 

anxiety and tension are experienced. The study also reports long-term effects of loss 
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of appetite, sleep disturbances and undue stress. Similarly in this research, the 

significance of face is emphasised, whereby the act of giving and saving face is 

critical to ensuring smooth and balanced relationships.  

 

While the Chinese people are inclined to do favours for others for the sake of 

developing relationships or saving face, those on the receiving end of a favour are 

expected to reciprocate. As the old Chinese saying goes, ―a drop of favour received, 

repay in pour‖. Therefore, Chinese relationships are often a web of obligations 

whereby all parties involved in the relationship are in a continuous cycle of giving, 

owing and repaying renqing. Renqing is defined as an innate characteristic which 

enables individuals to be empathetic towards others. It is also a resource used in the 

course of social exchange that can be presented in the form of a gift or an action that 

renders assistance in times of difficulties or even on a happy occasion (Hwang, 1987). 

The Chinese notion of renqing is closely tied to reciprocity and interpreted as a form 

of social resource (Huang, 1988, cited in Chang & Holt, 1991): 

 

Human feeling refers to the resources which people exchange with one 

another, when others are happy, I can give them gifts to celebrate; when others 

are in need, I give them material support. This is the favour I do to other, 

―doing human feeling debt.‖ Those who accept my help or my gift ―owe‖ my 

human feeling. Therefore, the concept of human feeling refers to a social 

resource for exchange.  

 

Those who do not reciprocate will be subjected to shame, loss of face and even 

ostracism. As observed in the field trips, suppliers repaid their clients‘ business 

support by sponsoring an overseas trip or the business people who were financing the 

overseas trip of a government group did so to repay the favours they had accepted in 

the past, or in the hope of receiving them in the future. The interviews and 

observations conducted in this research project suggested that the values attached to 

face and guanxi were also closely associated with individuals‘ social and economic 

positioning. To possess guanxi is synonymous with possessing social face, which in 

turn reflects one‘s social status and economic wealth. A positive guanxi relationship 

must therefore incorporate the mechanism of face-saving through strategies of gift-

giving and social networking activities. 
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Embedded within guanxi relationships are the unavoidable gift-giving and wine-and-

dine components. The practice of gift-giving is an age-old Chinese custom that is 

extended to family, friends and business associates. From a Chinese cultural 

perspective, gift-giving is one way of extending a relationship to a higher level, and is 

closely tied to the rationale of reciprocity or exchange of favours (Chang & Holt, 

1991). Gift-giving to business associates, or even to your working superiors, is 

common and is considered socially acceptable practice in China (Szeto et al., 2006). 

While it is customary for the Chinese people to present gifts to friends and relatives 

after an overseas trip, much of this behaviour is heavily influenced by Chinese 

cultural values like the notion of propriety (li), which advocates the need to maintain 

harmonious relationships, observe proper conduct and respect the rigid hierarchical 

structure of authority — and, more importantly, the face concept and guanxi 

(Steidlmeier, 1999; Wang, Razzaque, & Kau, 2007). 

 

Included in the notion of propriety is also a range of social behaviours, such as 

appropriate gift-giving and receiving practices, the importance of correct handling of 

introductions, receiving guests, proper eating and drinking etiquette, appropriate dress 

code, proper decorum with superiors, peers and subordinates and how to handle, 

express and resolve disagreements and conflict (Steidlmeier, 1999). The correct and 

proper delivery of these practices is paramount in Chinese social interactions, as it 

expresses critical mechanisms such as status, respect and bonding which are crucial to 

the social structure of face and guanxi relationships. As observed in the field trips, 

tour participants spoke of the importance of appropriate gift-giving, as inappropriate 

gifting of gifts could spell the end of one‘s career or friendship with that person. 

While gift-giving expresses one‘s respect and how much one values a relationship 

with another, it is a complex task, as deciding what is or is not a proper gift is 

difficult. As Steidlmeier (1999, p. 124) pointed out: ―The difficult aspects of gift 

giving have more to do with assessing the proper proportionality between persons and 

the implied sense of obligation or reciprocity that is entailed in giving or receiving a 

particular gift.‖ 

 

Thus, a superior should receive a gift that is better and more expensive than the one 

given to his or her subordinate, to reflect the superior‘s social status. Similarly, when 

dealing with Chinese corporate tour groups, the leader of the group should always be 
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allocated the best room and the best seat at the dining table, and be the first person to 

board and alight from the coach. Anyone who tries to override the leader‘s privileges 

will be ostracised by others. Purchasing appropriate gifts for family, friends and 

workmates is therefore a necessary social process to which individuals in Confucian 

societies must adhere. Besides gift-giving, another aspect of developing and 

maintaining relationships is to be involved in what is termed in this research as social 

networking activities. 

 

Deeply rooted in the culture of the Chinese people, the practice of and participation in 

social networking activities are deemed critical and crucial mechanisms in 

relationship-building. Activities like lavish banquets, nightclubbing and gift-giving 

are common and regular (Szeto et al., 2006). As observed in this research, tour 

members attended lavish dinners hosted by their business associates and work 

colleagues.  Considered part of the corporate working life, tour members were invited 

to nightly dinners at which expensive and excessive amount of food and alcohol were 

ordered. While tour members claimed that the lavishness of the dinners reflected the 

social status of the guests, the hosts also gained face and social status. When 

participating in these social networking activities, it is almost a necessity to drink 

oneself to drunkenness while cheering and goading others to follow suit. These 

activities are often held in honour of their revered guests and are considered important 

events at which ―face‖ is given and received (Li & Wright, 2000). While these 

activities are often viewed by Western business people as being bribery, Luo and 

Chen (1996) argued that guanxi is more than just ―gift-giving‖ and ―wine and dine‖. 

Especially in Mainland China, guanxi is the cultivation of long-term personal 

relationships, and it plays a vital role in daily social and business life. The findings of 

this research have also revealed that, while much has been discussed about the need to 

attire oneself appropriately, giving expensive gifts and the hosting of lavish dinners, 

the findings so far have mainly focused on the need to conform to societal standards. 

In order to be socially accepted in one‘s social circle, and to gain more social face and 

status, one needs to dress in a socially acceptable manner and possess profound 

knowledge of how and what to gift as well as when and how to host dinners.  

 

Having discussed the importance of guanxi relationships and the face concept in 

Chinese societies, it is clear that the practice of guanxi will not diminish in 
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importance in the foreseeable future. With a historical and cultural background of 

more than 5,000 years, guanxi-based practices demonstrated cultural persistence, as 

the basic tenets of guanxi relationships — which originated from the societal rules 

and values specified by Confucius — are still very much in place (Standifird & 

Marshall, 2000). Themes such as respect for authority, conformity, guanxi and the 

face concept reflect the strong interrelatedness and presence of Confucian values in 

contemporary Chinese societies. Underlying these themes is the notion of harmony. In 

order to maintain harmony in a society with a strong vertical social structure, 

individuals are driven to respect authority, demonstrate obedience and conform to 

group instead of individual interests. As a viable alternative to China‘s poorly 

developed legal and distribution structure, guanxi-based business practices are 

culturally embedded and have a distinct advantage over the existing structural 

alternatives.  

6.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has focused on a discussion of the results presented in Chapter 4 and 5, 

linking these findings to previous literature. The findings demonstrate that by 

studying the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, we are 

able to develop a better understanding of the social world in which individuals live. It 

is evident that the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers are 

very much influenced by their search for modernity, and their embodying and 

confirming of their Chineseness. The analysis of the findings has argued against 

conventional tourism theories that view tourism as a form of escape from modern life 

and the inauthenticity of modern life. It has clearly demonstrated that, in the case of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, participation in tourism activity is indeed a 

search for modernity. The analysis has also argued against tourism as a process of 

detraditionalisation. Fieldwork observations have shown that, while participating in 

tourism activities, tour members embodied their traditional Chinese cultural identity.  

 

Tour participants expressed their satisfaction with their visit to the Gold Coast and 

with Australia in general. Positive comments were often received about the 

cleanliness of the city, the civic-mindedness of the people, and the quality and 

standard of living compared with China. What was important was that their 

experience in Australia conformed to their imagined modernity of a developed 
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country. While the analysis demonstrates much ambiguity towards Australia and their 

view of Western modernity, tour members were nevertheless eager to experience 

modernity. For them, modernity was closely associated with consumerism. In order to 

be part of this modern world, one must participate in this modern world of 

consumerism. Using it to reflect their new social status and wealth, conspicuous 

consumption thus became a necessary element in their imagined modernity, together 

with the need to conform to social and role expectations.  
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7 

Conclusion 

This thesis has presented an investigation of the touring experiences of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers at leisure on the Gold Coast, Queensland. Adopting 

theories from Chinese psychology, social psychology, tourism and marketing have 

been applied to investigate the research questions. Reiterating from Chapter 2, the 

research questions aimed to explore how Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at 

leisure understand their touring experiences in Queensland, Australia, as well as 

whether there are any traces of Confucian values in the way these travellers consume 

their experiences.  

 

Based on the data analysis and interpretation of the findings, major themes and issues 

were identified. The themes that emerged from the findings include respect for 

authority, conformity, guanxi, the face concept and the quest for Western modernity. 

These themes have further highlighted key issues such as the search for modernity in 

a tourism context as well as the embodying of Chineseness when performing touristic 

activities. This chapter serves to conclude this study by summarising these findings, 

highlighting their significance and providing suggestions for future research. 

 

This research has extended the body of knowledge on consumer behaviour in a 

tourism context. While studies of Mainland Chinese tourists have increased in recent 

years, the scope of these studies has been narrow and limited. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, current tourism research on Mainland Chinese tourists has focused more 

on travel perceptions and motivations, levels of satisfaction and tourist demographics 

(Kwek & Lee, 2007). More importantly, these studies have chosen to adopt largely 

Western tourism theories and concepts, with little of the research attempting to adopt 

ethnographic types of methodology to study this phenomenon. While these studies 

have been useful in determining tourist characteristics, they are not able to uncover 

the rich social and cultural meanings embedded in Chinese tourist behaviour and 

touring experiences. I have in this current research, as well as elsewhere (Kwek & 

Lee, in press), attempted to rectify this gap of knowledge. As little research has 
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investigated the impact and influence of Confucian values on the touring experience, 

as well as group interaction in a group tour setting, this research has addressed the 

gaps of knowledge on the link between Confucian values and Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers, and highlighted the importance of developing a deeper 

understanding of Chinese cultural values in the tourism context. 

 

This research provides several theoretical contributions. The first rests in the unique 

way that Chinese tourists experience modernity. As tourism is often seen as a form of 

modernity, being a tourist is also perceived as performing modern identity (Urry, 

1990). While much has been examined about the relationship between tourism and 

modernity in the Western context (MacCannell, 1976; Urry, 1995; Wang, 2000; von 

Egmond, 2007), very little research has been conducted to explore tourism and 

modernity in a non-Western context. With the exception of a handful of researchers 

who focus on the modernity and tourism in China (Nyiri, 2006; Oakes, 1998; Tan, 

Cheung, & Yang, 2001), Chinese outbound tourism has received much less attention 

(Chan, 2006). 

 

Described as a consequence of modernity, tourism is an escape from the fragmented 

and alienated world in which we live to the authentic world believed to be elsewhere. 

My observations of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers on the Gold Coast, 

Australia have somewhat changed this interpretation of tourism. I have found that 

Mainland Chinese tourists in general possess a collective gaze in international tourism 

spaces which is focused on and informed by their imaginings of modernity. The 

search for modernity has resulted in the constant comparison of what is seen in the 

host country and what is experienced at home. Discussions with tour members 

revealed that the desire for modernity and modern development arises from the 

perceived inadequacy of modernity in China. Such desire for modernity and modern 

experiences is historically and socially embedded and reflected in the tourists‘ 

shopping behaviour for Western-made luxury goods and their lack of concern for 

authenticity in tourist places. This reinforces the assumptions of social researchers 

such as Yang (1994), Hui and Karl (1998) and Huang (2008) (discussed in Chapter 6), 

who argue that Chinese modernity must be studied in the context of distinctive social 

cultural characteristics and political history. 
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The rapid economic growth in China in the last decade has witnessed the huge 

increase in the number of middle-class consumers in that country, which has in turn 

resulted in the increase of outbound travel. As outbound tourism is expected to 

increase substantially in the near future due to increased spending power, there is a 

need for both academia and industry practitioners to develop a better understanding of 

the consumer behaviour of Mainland Chinese tourists. Being a relatively new tourism 

market, studies of Chinese tourist consumption behaviour are still rare. As tourism is 

essentially a modern phenomenon, changes in the sociocultural, economic, political 

and historical dimensions are said to influence tourism consumption patterns.  

 

Indeed, the findings of this research reveal that Chinese modernity is closely 

associated with conspicuous consumption. The strong focus on imported luxury status 

goods is driven by the need to maintain and increase one‘s social face as well as to 

conform to role expectations. Unlike the conspicuous consumption practised in 

Western cultures, the use of these goods by Mainland Chinese often does not reflect 

true personal preferences but rather is driven by a need to subscribe to societal 

demands (Douglas & Isherwood, 1996; Wong & Ahuvia, 1996). As overseas travel is 

also a form of conspicuous consumption, the corporate travellers observed in this 

research tended to place very little emphasis on the authenticity of the places they 

visited. Interestingly, what was important to these Mainland Chinese travellers was 

that they had been to the place, and that they were able to provide evidence of having 

been there. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, researchers maintained that modernity is also seen as a 

process of detraditionalisation, in which traditions and traditional values are out of 

place in modern times (Giddens, 1990). The findings of this research have, however, 

demonstrated the importance of traditional cultural values and shown that these values 

were practised within each tour group observed. The findings of this research also 

suggested that even though the members of the tour groups were engaged in tourism 

activities, they continued to operate at the corporate organisational level. The 

experiences of the participants also illustrated how tourism activities have been 

utilised as a form of corporate recreation aimed at fostering a better work relationship 

among work colleagues and clients. Seen in this perspective, tourism can be viewed 
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as a representation of the way Mainland Chinese corporate travellers resort to tourism 

activities as an avenue to establish and develop relationships.  

 

Second theoretical contribution of this study is on group interactions of Mainland 

Chinese corporate travellers in a tourism context. Being collectivistic, the emphasis 

on human relatedness and connectedness is reflected through not only the 

construction of social order, but also the construal of the self. Heavily influenced by 

the teachings of Confucius, the importance of maintaining social harmony by 

conforming to role expectations, respect for authority, the face concept and guanxi 

were reflected throughout the fieldwork observations. Often described as a web of 

obligations, Chinese relationships are a continuous cycle of giving, owing and 

repaying of moral debt. As such, the practice of relationship-building, or guanxi, is 

central to the social lives of the Chinese people.  

 

A significant finding of this research was the revelation that the Confucian values of 

ren and li were the key motivational factors that underpinned group interactions. The 

concept of ren, which is deemed the most fundamental and central idea of Confucian 

philosophy, connotes key values such deference, filial obedience and faithfulness. Li 

is the moral force that governs correct and appropriate behaviour and people‘s 

relationship with others. The ultimate importance of Confucianism is societal order 

and harmony, which emphasises observance and compliance to a rigid social 

hierarchical structure and conducting oneself with propriety. Given the propensity of 

the Chinese people to pursue harmonious relationships with others, conflict avoidance 

naturally becomes a distinct feature of the social interaction of Chinese societies, with 

citizens conforming to group norms. Themes such as the face concept and guanxi are 

also a result of ren and li, manifested in the acts of giving and saving of social face 

and the importance of building and maintaining social relationships. An important 

issue highlighted by this research is that not all emergent themes and sub-themes were 

linked to Confucian values. Sub-themes such as ―the inability to speak English‖, 

―constant upward yearnings‖ and ―association of Australia with Western modernity‖ 

reflected contemporary social and cultural developments in China. 
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Finally, most studies of Mainland Chinese tourists are conducted in a quantitative 

fashion that relies heavily on positivistic assumptions (Heung, 2000; Kau & Lim, 

2005; Lin & Lin, 2006; Ryan & Mo, 2001; Yu & Weiler, 2001; Zhang & Lam, 1999); 

these approaches could be deemed inappropriate in a research that aims to understand 

how people constructs meanings in the social world. The adoption of an interpretive 

paradigm has allowed this research to develop a much better understanding of 

Mainland Chinese tourists, which further supports interpretive assumptions that social 

life develops in a pluralistic manner. In addition, tourism research to date is grounded 

in the Euro/Western way of seeing, with many tourism concepts and theories 

formulated as a Western phenomenon (Chan, 2006; Alneng, 2002). This research 

explored the influence and impact of cultural values on touring experiences of 

Mainland Chinese corporate travellers, making direct links between these experiences 

and Confucian values. By studying the phenomenon in its own social context, this 

research has illustrated the differences that exist between Western and Chinese 

societies and the perceptions of what constitutes modernity. 

 

From this research, some implications for industry can also be drawn. For the industry 

sector, which deals with the Chinese inbound tourists, the importance of Chinese 

cultural values must be highlighted, and industry practitioners made aware of it. 

Chinese cultural values place emphasis on harmony, as highlighted through the 

practices of showing respect for authority, conformity, giving and saving of the face 

and guanxi. It is therefore essential that tourism workers understand the intricacies of 

the Chinese culture, thus ensuring the smooth operation of the tours. It was observed 

from the field trips that tour guides made a concerted effort to ensure that the leader of 

the group was assigned the best hotel room available, the front seat on the coach, the 

honourable seat at the dinning table, and so forth, and that the leader‘s approval was 

sought for any decisions. While this kind of practice was not unusual for the tour 

guides who were of Chinese descent, other industry personnel from the hotels, theme 

parks and other destinations visited were not aware of the cultural values, so the 

situation required constant negotiation via the tour guides. With a greater awareness 

of the Chinese cultural values from the industry practitioners, the service-negotiation 

point can be made wider, moving beyond what is usually a one-person point in the 

form of the tour guide. 
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This research attempted to make a contribution to the study of Mainland Chinese 

corporate travellers at leisure. Exploratory in nature, the empirical findings of this 

study are supported by various disciplinary studies conducted in the fields of Chinese 

psychology, social psychology, tourism, marketing and organisational behaviour. 

Further research can help us determine other elements that influence and impact on 

the group interactions of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers. As some of the 

findings of this research defy widely supported tourism theories of the tourist 

experience, further research into travellers‘ perceptions and meanings of authenticity 

is warranted. Another research recommendation could include comparing the 

behavioural characteristics of corporate travellers travelling on package group tours 

and those travelling independently. To further enrich our understanding, studies could 

be conducted to explore how previous travel experiences impact on current travel 

expectations and the touring experience. 

 

This research is one of the first attempt to explore the meanings and dynamic nature 

of Mainland Chinese corporate travellers‘ tourist experiences. Future studies may 

build on this present research to develop a deeper and more comprehensive 

understanding of this unique and highly lucrative market. 
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Appendix A 
 

 

List of Initial Broad Categories 

 

 

 

Categories Codes 
Chinese Cultural Values Face, guanxi, hierarchical society, importance of 

education, importance of family, importance of 

gift giving, need to maintain co-operation and 

harmony, politeness and friendliness, positive 

group interactions, loyalty 

Conformity Face, exchange of favours, guanxi, hierarchical 

society, importance of family, importance of gift 

giving, need to maintain co-operation and 

harmony, politeness and friendliness, positive 

group interactions, power of the leader and 

authority, ways of establishing and maintaining 

relationships 

Face Concept Face, exchange of favours, extravagant meals and 

entertaining, guanxi, hierarchical society, 

importance of gift giving, need to maintain co-

operation and harmony, politeness and 

friendliness, positive group interactions, power of 

the leader and authority, ways of establishing and 

maintaining relationships 

Guanxi Face, exchange of favours, extravagant meals and 

entertaining, guanxi, hierarchical society, 

importance of gift giving, need to maintain co-

operation and harmony, politeness and 

friendliness, positive group interactions, power of 

authority, ways of establishing and maintaining 

relationships. 

Organisational Culture Face, exchange of favours, guanxi, importance of 

gift giving, need to maintain co-operation and 

harmony, positive group interactions, power of 

the leader and authority, ways of establishing and 

maintaining relationships 

Respect for Authority Face, hierarchical society, need to maintain co-

operation and harmony, fear of punishment, 

organisation culture, power of the leader and 

authority 

Tourist Characteristics Age group, cash rich, dress sense, investment 

opportunities, interest in Gold Coast real estate, 

travel pattern, trust in big brand names, shopping 

enthusiast, extravagant dining 

Tourist Perception how they feel about the Gold Coast, how they 

perceived Westerners, eager to learn about 

Western culture 
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Appendix B 
 

 

 
 

 

The Search for Modernity: The Case of Mainland Chinese Corporate Travellers 

and Confucianism 

 

 

INFORMATION SHEET 

 
 

Name of Investigator             Ms Anna Kwek 

School                                       Dept. of  Tourism, Leisure, Hotel & Sport Management 

Contact Phone                       07-5552 9231  

Contact Email                        a.kwek@griffith.edu.au 

 

Why is the research being conducted? 
  

The rapid expansion of Chinese outbound travel represents a large and lucrative tourism 

market to Australia. Specifically, this research hopes to investigate the touring experience 

as well as the group interactions among Mainland Chinese corporate travellers at leisure 

on the Gold Coast, Australia. The knowledge gained from this research will assist tourism 

operators on the Gold Coast better their level of understanding and services for Chinese 

corporate travellers. 

 

What you will be asked to do 
  

In an attempt to understand the touring experiences of Mainland Chinese corporate 

travellers on the Gold Coast, the researcher hopes to participate as a member of this tour 

group. Besides the participation, observation of tourists activities and behaviour, note-

taking and chatting with group members are all part of the researcher‘s role. The presence 

of the researcher will not pose any interruption or hindrance to the enjoyment of the 

holiday. Group members are encouraged to interact freely with the researcher; questions 

are welcome. 
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The expected benefits of the research 
 

The knowledge gathered and learned from this research will assist tourism operators on 

the Gold Coast not only better improve the level of service, but also increase their 

knowledge about the needs of Mainland Chinese tourists. 

 

 

Risks to you 

 
This research will not create any risks to participants, physically or emotionally. 

 

 

Your confidentiality 
 

All participants in this research will remain anonymous. 

 

 

Your participation is voluntary 
 

All participation in this research is voluntary and any decision to terminate the 

participation will be respected. 

 

 

Questions / further information 
 

For additional information regarding this study, please feel free to contact the researcher 

listed above. 

 

 

The ethical conduct of this research 
 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on 

Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans.  Should you have any concerns or 

complaints about the ethical conduct of the project, please contact the Manager, Research 

Ethics on 3875 5585 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au. 

 

 

Feedback to you 
 

Should you be interested in the results of this researcher, please contact the researcher for 

further details. 
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